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Abstract
We discuss in this thesis the numerical approximation of fluid-structure interaction (FSI)
problems with a particular concern (albeit not exclusive) on hemodynamics applications.
Firstly, we model the blood as an incompressible fluid and the artery wall as an elas-
tic structure. To solve the coupled problem, we propose new semi-implicit algorithms
based on inexact block-LU factorization of the linear system obtained after the space-time
discretization and linearization of the FSI problem. As a result, the fluid velocity is com-
puted separately from the coupled pressure-structure velocity system at each iteration,
hence reducing the computational cost. This approach leads to two different families of
methods which extend to FSI problems schemes that were previously adopted for pure
fluid problems.
The algorithms derived from inexact factorization methods are compared with other
schemes based on two preconditioners for the FSI system. The first one is the classical
Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner, which has the advantage of modularity (i.e. it allows
to reuse existing fluid and structure codes with minimum effort). Unfortunately, its per-
formance is very poor in case of large added-mass effect, as it happens in hemodynamics.
Alternatively, we consider a non-modular approach which consists in preconditioning the
coupled system with a suitable diagonal scaling combined with an ILUT preconditioner.
The system is then solved by a Krylov method. The drawback of this procedure is the loss of
modularity. Independently of the preconditioner, the efficiency of semi-implicit algorithms
is highlighted. All the methods are tested on two and three-dimensional blood-vessel sys-
tems. The algorithm combining the non-modular ILUT preconditioner with Krylov meth-
ods proved to be the fastest. However, modular and inexact factorization based methods
should not be disregarded because they can considerably benefit from code parallelization,
unlike the ILUT-Krylov approach.
Finally, we improve the structure model by representing the vessel wall as a linear
poroelastic medium. Our non-modular approach and the partitioned procedures arising
from a domain decomposition viewpoint are extended to fluid-poroelastic structure interac-
tions. Their numerical performance are analyzed and compared on simplified blood-vessel
systems.
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Dans ce travail, nous nous inte´ressons a` l’approximation nume´rique de proble`mes d’interaction
fluide-structure (IFS). L’application principale de cette e´tude est l’he´modynamique.
Dans un premie`re phase, nous mode´lisons le sang comme un fluide incompressible et
la paroi arte´rielle comme une structure e´lastique. Pour re´soudre le proble`me couple´, nous
proposons de nouveaux algorithmes semi-implicites base´s sur une factorisation LU inexacte
par blocs du syste`me line´aire obtenu a` partir de la discretisation en espace-temps et de la
line´arisation du proble`me IFS. Par conse´quent, la vitesse du fluide est calcule´e se´pare´ment
du syste`me pression-vitesse de la structure a` chaque ite´ration, ce qui re´duit le temps de
calcul. Cette approche aboutit a` l’extension des sche´mas traditionnellement utilise´s pour
des proble`mes de fluide purs aux proble`mes IFS.
Les algorithmes base´s sur la factorisation inexacte sont compare´s avec d’autres sche´mas
base´s sur deux pre´conditionneurs pour le syste`me IFS. Le premier est le pre´conditionneur
Dirichlet-Neumann qui a l’avantage d’eˆtre modulaire (i.e. il permet de re´utiliser des codes
existants pour les proble`mes de fluides et pour les proble`mes de structures a` moindre
effort). Malheureusement, ce dernier s’ave`re peu performant dans une situation d’effet de
masse ajoute´e critique, comme cela se produit en he´modynamique. De fac¸on alternative,
nous conside´rons une approche non-modulaire qui consiste a` pre´conditionner le syste`me
couple´ avec un reproportionnement diagonal combine´ avec un pre´conditionneur ILUT. Le
syste`me est ainsi re´solu par une me´thode de Krylov. L’inconve´nient de cette proce´dure est
la perte de modularite´. L’efficacite´ des algorithmes semi-implicites, qui est inde´pendante
du pre´conditionneur choisi, est mise en e´vidence. Toutes les me´thodes sont teste´es sur
des vaisseaux sanguins bi et tridimensionnels. L’algorithme combinant le pre´conditionneur
ILUT non-modulaire avec les me´thodes de Krylov s’ave`re le plus rapide. Cependant,
les me´thodes modulaires et celles base´es sur la factorisation inexacte ne doivent pas eˆtre
ne´glige´es car elles peuvent eˆtre ame´liore´es conside´rablement par une paralle´lisation du
code, contrairement a` l’approche ILUT-Krylov.
Dans un second temps, nous ame´liorons le mode`le de la structure en repre´sentant la
paroi arte´rielle comme un milieu line´aire poroe´lastique. Notre approche non-modulaire
et les algorithmes partitionne´s issus de la de´composition de domaines sont e´tendus aux
interactions fluide-structure poroe´lastique. Leur efficacite´ est analyse´e et compare´e sur des
vii
syste`mes simplifie´s de vaisseaux sanguins.
Mots-cle´s: Interaction fluide-structure e´lastique, effet de masse ajoute´, couplage semi-
implicite, interaction fluide-structure poroe´lastique, he´modynamique.
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Computer modeling is expected to play an important role in understanding the relationship
between the hemodynamics factors (such as the wall shear stress) and the cardiovascular
diseases (e.g. atherosclerosis). The main reason is that resolving phenomena in a living
human body is currently beyond the capabilities of in vivo measurement techniques. The
blood flow behavior with rigid artery walls differs completely from what happens when
the compliance of the arterial walls is taken into account. Thus, the interaction between
the blood and the artery wall is a crucial aspect of blood flow simulation. In this thesis,
we deal with the mathematical modeling of the blood-vessel wall interaction and provide
algorithms for the numerical solution of the coupled problem.
Our mathematical domain is a region split into two parts: a deformable structure Ωst
surrounding a moving volume Ωft filled by fluid under motion. Both domains depend
on time and their common boundary Σt is the fluid-structure interface, see Fig. 1. In
each subregion we consider different mathematical models (one for the fluid and the other
for the structure), which are coupled through suitable conditions at the interface. The
complication of the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem appearing in hemodynamics
is due to the so-called added-mass effect [26]. A simple explanation is as follows: since the
structure is thin and light-weighted, the fluid acts on it as an extra-mass, causing “large”
structure displacement.
Figure 1: Mathematical domain configuration.
Blood is composed of blood cells suspended in a liquid called blood plasma. We do
not consider the microscopic composition of the blood and model it as a homogeneous
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and incompressible fluid. Moreover, in large arteries blood can be assumed to behave as
a Newtonian fluid. Hence, blood motion in Ωft is described through the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. In order to deal with the large displacement of the fluid domain,
we adopt an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) framework.
Neither the complex microscopic structure of the vessel wall is taken into account. The
first structure model we consider is a purely elastic one, which accounts for the compliance.
So, the structure motion in Ωst is described by the elastodynamics equation for an elastic
medium. In this case, the structure subproblem is coupled to the fluid one by two trans-
mission conditions at the interface, ensuring the continuity of fluid and structure velocities
and the continuity of stresses.
From the numerical viewpoint, the difficulty of FSI problems is twofold: they couple
at each time level the two physically independent subproblems and they are nonlinear.
We focus on the coupling aspect and treat the nonlinearities explicitly, i.e. no nonlinear
iterations are performed. This leads to semi-implicit schemes [55].
After linearization, discretization in time (implicit Euler scheme for the fluid and either
implicit Euler scheme or mid-point rule for the structure) and in space (Galerkin finite
element method), the FSI problem can be written in a compact matrix form as:
AXn+1 = bn+1, (1)
where A is the FSI system matrix, Xn+1 is the vector of the nodal values for the fluid
velocity, pressure, and the structure velocity, and bn+1 is the right-hand-side, accounting
also for the previous approximate solutions. Different strategies to solve the FSI system
are taken into consideration. Although we are focused on hemodynamics applications, all
the algorithms we propose can, in principle, be applied to any FSI problem involving an
incompressible fluid and a thin elastic structure.
The first approach we adopt to solve the FSI system consists in computing the exact
block-LU factorization of the fluid-structure system matrix A:
A = LU.
The key aspect of this factorization is the choice of the blocks to be decoupled. We consider
a first block related to inner fluid velocity unknowns and a second one composed by the
set of pressure and structure velocity. Unluckily, the Schur complements appearing in
the exact factors L and U involve the inverse of the fluid matrix. For this reason, we
must resort to inexact factorization techniques (see, e.g., [117]) which are feasible from
a numerical point of view. We indicate the inexact factors with L˜ and U˜ . Thanks to
the blocks choice in decoupling, the two step algorithm based on inexact factorization (L-
step and U -step) can be easily rearranged in a three-step procedure, which computes the
intermediate fluid velocity, solves the coupled pressure-structure system, and corrects the
2
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fluid velocity. In this way, the fluid velocity computation is decoupled from the strongly
coupled fluid-structure system, which only involves pressure and structure unknowns, with
the double advantage of reducing computational costs and ensuring stability. Our aim is to
take advantage of the good accuracy properties shown by inexact factorization techniques
when solving the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In this respect, we adapt the
algebraic pressure-correction methods and the Yosida method to the coupled fluid-structure
problem. So, depending on the approximation of the exact factors, we derived two families
of methods:
 pressure-interface correction (PIC) methods, FSI counterparts of the pressure correc-
tion methods (see, .e.g, [70]) for pure fluid problems;
 fluid-structure Yosida (FSY) methods, which adapt the Yosida method [116] to FSI
problems.













where AFSY = L˜U . Due to the coupling between fluid pressure and structure velocity, this
approach is non-modular. Modularity is the property of a solver to consist of separated
modules and it is typical of partitioned procedures, which solve the fluid and the structure
subproblems with two different codes. A modular FSI algorithm only requires interface
data transfer between the two codes, without any modification of the sources. Thus, it
allows to reuse existing (and already optimized) fluid and structure codes.
The Dirichlet-Neumann (DN) algorithm is a classical partitioned procedure stemming
from a domain decomposition viewpoint (see, e.g., [45]). By means of Schur complements,
the FSI problem can be reformulated as an interface problem for the wall displacement on
Σt. The classical DN scheme consists in preconditioned Richardson iterations over that
interface problem. For this reason, we call this method DN-Richardson; this algorithm is
equivalent to iterate over the fluid subproblem (supplemented with a Dirichlet interface
condition) and the structure one (endowed with a Neumann interface condition). Hence,
the DN preconditioner is modular. Unluckily, as the added-mass effect becomes important,
the DN-Richardson scheme, even if improved by an acceleration strategy, is slow or may
even fail to converge (see, e.g., [104, 137]). To gain more efficiency, instead of performing
Richardson iterations, we apply the GMRES algorithm to the preconditioned interface
3
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problem (see, e.g., [96]). Since GMRES iterations are superior to Richardson ones, the
DN-GMRES algorithm behaves well also in presence of a strong added-mass effect.
Another way to solve the FSI problem is to compute the solution of the FSI system
without decoupling the fluid and the structure subproblems. This results in the so-called
monolithic methods. These methods lack of modularity. Existing fluid and structure codes
can still be reused, but the coupling of the codes is more involved than bare interface
communication. However, monolithic algorithms are appealing thanks to the fact that
transmissions conditions are exactly satisfied by construction. Moreover, the FSI system
becomes better conditioned as the added-mass effect gets critical. Examples of monolithic
methods can be found in [125, 72], and references therein. Our monolithic strategy solves
monolithic system (1) with a Krylov method (e.g. GMRES or BiCGStab) preconditioned
in two steps. Since fluid and structure entries are not of the same order, we first apply
a suitable diagonal scaling of the FSI system. In a second step, the scaled system is
preconditioned by an incomplete LU factorization (the ILUT preconditioner).
Despite its inefficiency in case of large added-mass effect, the DN-Richardson method
has been widely used because of the simplicity in implementation. A few works [72, 56, 96]
proposed to adopt the DN-GMRES algorithm, although never in its semi-implicit version.
The monolithic approach combining ILUT preconditioners to Krylov methods and the
inexact factorization based schemes are introduced for the first time. We test the numerical
properties of the new methods on model problems representing a blood-vessel system.
Moreover, we study and compare the behavior of all the algorithms as the added-mass
effect varies, for both simplified 2d and realistic 3d problems.
Modeling the arterial wall as a poroelastic medium can be a step forward in the numer-
ical simulation of the blood-vessel interaction. This more realistic structure model would
allow us to deal with complex clinical problems, such as the development and the treat-
ment of atherosclerosis. The dynamics of the structure are described by the Biot equations,
which are coupled to the Navier-Stokes system via appropriate interface conditions. While
the Navier-Stokes/elastodynamics and the Navier-Stokes/Darcy (see, e.g., [130, 63, 86, 47])
couplings have been broadly analyzed, up to our knowledge only a limited number of works
[84, 25] tackles fluid-poroelastic structure interaction (FPSI) problems. Thus, the necessary
mathematical theory to couple the two subproblems has to be developed.
After linearization and full discretization, the Navier-Stokes/Biot system can also be
written in compact matrix form (1). The difference is that, in this case, A is the linear FPSI
system matrix and Xn+1 is the vector of the nodal values for fluid velocity and pressure,
structure velocity and pressure, and filtration velocity. Hence, the size of the problem
increases.
We extend to these more complicated interactions some of the strategies we proposed
for fluid-elastic structure interaction problems. In particular, we apply both our monolithic
4
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approach and partitioned procedures to solve the FPSI linear system. Among all the parti-
tioned procedures derived from a domain decomposition viewpoint, we focus our attention
on the Dirichlet-Neumann, Robin-Neumann, and Robin-Robin algorithms. The respective
preconditioners are applied to Richardson iterations. All the algorithms are considered in
their semi-implicit version.
Up to now, only monolithic schemes (implicit version) have been adopted to solve the
fully coupled system [84, 25]. This thesis constitutes the first attempt to apply partitioned
procedures to FPSI problems. The numerical performance of the two approaches are
analyzed and compared for simplified blood-vessel systems.
Thesis Outline
The present work is structured in six chapters:
Chapter 1 is dedicated to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in moving domains.
The ALE framework is introduced. The weak formulation and the space and time
discretization are discussed. Moreover, we briefly describe inexact factorization based
methods to solve the system yielded by linearization and full discretization.
Chapter 2 addresses the coupling of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the
ALE formulation with the elastodynamics equations for an elastic structure. Atten-
tion is paid to the coupling conditions and how to impose them in the weak form.
Then, the FSI problem is discretized and linearized. A synthetic overview of the
existing strategies to solve FSI problems ends the chapter.
Chapter 3 presents the semi-implicit algorithms based on inexact block-LU factorization
of the linear system obtained after the space-time discretization and linearization of
the FSI problem. We investigate explicit-implicit decomposition through algebraic
splitting techniques originally designed for the FSI problem. Two different families
of methods, PIC and FSY, are introduced and compared with the projection scheme
in [55]. For both methods the perturbation error is analyzed. Furthermore, we
consider the inexact factorization of the fluid-structure system as a preconditioner
(predictor-corrector methods).
Chapter 4 shows the numerical behavior of the coupling schemes illustrated in Chap-
ter 3 for a simplified problem. The test problem we consider is the 2d benchmark
which models the interaction between an incompressible fluid and a thin elastic tube.
Through numerical experiments, we study accuracy, splitting errors, and sensitivity
to the added-mass effect for PIC, FSY, and predictor-corrector methods.
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Chapter 5 aims at comparing the performances of the splitting techniques based on an
inexact block-LU factorization of the linear FSI system with those of other two ap-
proaches. These two approaches involve different preconditioners for the coupled
system matrix: the classical Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner (for both Richardson
and GMRES iterations) and an ILUT preconditioner combined with a diagonal scal-
ing. All the methods are tested on three-dimensional blood-vessel systems and some
conclusions on the optimal range of applicability of the methods are drawn.
Chapter 6 deals with fluid-poroelastic structure interaction problems. The differential
and variational formulations of the coupled problem are stated and special care is
addressed to the coupling conditions. A stabilized formulation for the Biot system is
derived in order to write a stable discrete approximation of the Navier-Stokes/Biot
problem. The associated system is solved by both our monolithic approach and




equations in moving domains
1.1 Problem description
Consider a fluid filling a bounded, polyhedral, and moving domain Ωt ⊂ Rd (d=2, 3, being
the space dimension), where time t spans the interval of analysis [0, T ]. We will assume
the fluid to be homogeneous, incompressible, and Newtonian. Let n be the unit outward
normal of Ωt on the boundary.
1.1.1 The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the Eule-
rian form
The problem is governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
∂tu+ u · ∇u− 1
ρ
∇ · σ = f in Ωt × (0, T ), (1.1a)
∇ · u = 0 in Ωt × (0, T ), (1.1b)
where u = u(x, t) (with x ∈ Ωt and t ∈ [0, T ]) is the fluid velocity, ρ the fluid density,
σ the Cauchy stress tensor and f the body force. The assumptions of homogeneity and
incompressibility of the fluid imply that the density field ρ is constant in space and time.
For Newtonian fluids, σ has the following expression
σ(u, p) = −pI+ 2µǫ(u), (1.2)
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is the strain rate tensor, with ∇ denoting the spatial gradient operator. The kinematic
viscosity is denoted with ν = µ/ρ.
Being the fluid incompressible, if thermal effects are neglected, the mass and momentum
conservation equations ((1.1b) and (1.1a), respectively) suffice to characterize its motion.
In order to be well posed, problem (1.1) must be supplemented with initial conditions
for the velocity
u(x, 0) = u0 in Ω0,
and suitable boundary conditions. We assume the boundary ∂Ωt to be a locally Lipschitz
(d − 1)-dimensional manifold. Moreover, we assume that ∂Ωt can be divided into two
non-overlapping subsets ∂ΩD and ∂ΩN , such that ∂ΩD ∩∂ΩN = ∅, ∂ΩD ∪∂ΩN = ∂Ωt and:
u = uD on ∂ΩD, (1.3a)
σ · n = gN on ∂ΩN , (1.3b)
for two given vector functions uD and gN . Typically, in the case of fluid flows in moving
domains uD coincides with the velocity of the moving boundary on ∂ΩD. This is always
the case for fluid-structure interaction problems, where ∂ΩD corresponds to the interface
between fluid and structure.
In many situations involving moving domains the Eulerian description of the fluid
motion (1.1) becomes troublesome. In the next subsection, we explain the reasons and
adopt the ALE framework as an alternative.
1.1.2 The ALE formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations
The ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian) description of the fluid motion parametrizes the
motion of the actual computational fluid volume Ωt by a smooth map:
A : Ω0 × [0, T ] −→ Ωt, (x0, t) −→ x = A(x0, t), (1.4)
called ALE map. The initial configuration Ω0 at t = 0 is considered as the reference one
(Fig. 1.1).
The ALE map At = A(·, t) gives the deformation of the domain at any time t ≥ 0. We
denote by JA = det(∇x0A) the Jacobian of the deformation gradient. For any function
f : Ωt × [0, T ] −→ R, we indicate with fˆ = f ◦ At the corresponding function in the ALE
frame:







Figure 1.1: Parametrization of the domain with a possible partition of ∂Ωt into ∂ΩD and
∂ΩN .
The time derivatives in the ALE frame are defined as follows:
∂tf |x0 : Ωt × [0, T ] −→ R, ∂tf |x0 (x, t) = ∂tfˆ ◦ A−1t (x).
The domain velocity w is calculated using the following expression:
w(x, t) = ∂tx|x0 = ∂tAt ◦ A−1t (x).
Notice that in general w(x, t) 6= u(x, t). However, two particular cases can be distin-
guished:
 w = 0: the domain is fixed, i.e. we recover the Eulerian description of the motion;
 w = u: we track the fluid domain, therefore the Lagrangian framework is recovered.
In order to write the fluid problem in its ALE form, let us apply the chain rule to the
velocity time derivative:
∂tu|x0 = ∂tu+w · ∇u, (1.5)
where ∂tu is the partial time derivative in the spatial frame (Eulerian derivative). The ALE
time derivative is a key ingredient for the simulation of fluid problems in moving domains.
For those problems, the discretization of the Eulerian derivatives cannot be computed,
because a point that belongs to the fluid domain at a time step value does not necessarily
belong to it at the previous one (and viceversa). Thus, it becomes natural to work with
variables that follow the domain evolution.
By combining (1.5) with (1.1a), we get the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in
ALE non-conservative from:
∂tu|x0 + (u−w) · ∇u−
1
ρ
∇ · σ = f in Ωt × (0, T ), (1.6a)
∇ · u = 0 in Ωt × (0, T ). (1.6b)
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To obtain the conservative formulation, we consider the following identity [61]
∂tJA(x0, t) = JA(x0, t)∇ ·w(At(x0), t),





∂t(JAu)|x0 − JAu∇ ·w
)
.
Plugging this expression in (1.6a) and exploiting the identity
∇ · (a⊗ b) = a∇ · b+ b · ∇a,









= f in Ωt × (0, T ),
∇ · u = 0 in Ωt × (0, T ).
So far, we have assumed the ALE map (and related quantities, such as the ALE velocity)
to be known. In general, this is not the case, since only the boundary displacement is
known.
Let us denote with ηˆ(x0, t) the boundary displacement at the reference configuration
and suppose it is a given function. The ALE mapping can be defined through an appro-
priate extension operator of that value:
At(x0) = x0 + Ext(ηˆ(x0, t)). (1.7)
Different choices for the operator Ext have been proposed in literature. A classical one is
to consider a harmonic extension in the reference domain. Owing to (1.7), we can easily
calculate the fluid domain velocity in the ALE frame:
wˆ(x0, t) = Ext(∂tηˆ(x0, t)).
Moreover, supposing that ∂ΩD corresponds to the moving part of ∂Ωt, the boundary
velocity in (1.3a) is uD = ∂tηˆ(x0, t) ◦ A−1t = ∂tη(At(x0), t).
1.2 Some function spaces
Let us introduce some notation that will be used in the following. We refer to any standard
functional analysis text (e.g. [107]) for a comprehensive exposition of all the concepts that
are only mentioned here.
Let Ω ⊂ Rd, d = 2, 3, be a bounded domain. We indicate with C∞0 the set of infinitely
differentiable real functions with compact support in Ω. Let Lp(Ω), 1 ≤ p < ∞, denote
10
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the space of real functions, defined on Ω, whose p-th power is absolutely integrable with







For 1 < p < ∞, Lp(Ω) is a reflexive space and its dual space is Lq(Ω), with q such that
1/p+ 1/q = 1. For 1 < s < r <∞, Lr(Ω) ⊂ Ls(Ω).





and its induced norm
||u||L2(Ω) = (u, u)1/2Ω .
Moreover, L2(Ω) is identified with its dual space.
The space L∞(Ω) consists of essentially bounded functions in Ω. It is a Banach space
equipped with the norm
||u||L∞(Ω) = ess sup
Ω
|u|.
The space L∞(Ω) ⊂ Lp(Ω), for all p ∈ [1,∞), and its dual space is L1(Ω).
The Sobolev space Wm,p(Ω) is the space of functions in Lp(Ω) whose weak derivatives
of order less than or equal tom belong to Lp(Ω), being m an integer and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞. When
p = 2, the space Wm,2(Ω) = Hm(Ω) is a Hilbert space endowed with a scalar product and
its associated norm || · ||Hm(Ω), also denoted || · ||m. For instance, when m = 1, the scalar
product is




and the norm is
||u||H1(Ω) = ((u, u))1/2Ω .
The space H10 (Ω) consists of the functions of H
1(Ω) with zero trace on the boundary. Since
Ω is a bounded domain, the Poincare´ inequality holds:
∃ CΩ > 0 : ||u||L2(Ω) ≤ CΩ||∇u||L2(Ω), ∀u ∈ H10 (Ω). (1.8)
Hence, the norm ||u||L2(Ω) is equivalent to ||u||H1(Ω) on H10 (Ω). Furthermore, we denote by
H−k(Ω) the dual space of Hk0 (Ω).
The bilinear form 〈·, ·〉Ω from H−1(Ω)×H10 (Ω) is called duality pair in H1(Ω).
We will often consider d-dimensional vector functions with components in one of those
spaces. For instance, if each component of u belongs to Hm(Ω), we will indicate it as
u ∈ (Hm(Ω))d.
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Let us introduce a convenient space for the treatment of the incompressibility constraint:
(H(div,Ω))d = {u ∈ (L2(Ω))d | ∇ · u ∈ L2(Ω)},
which is a Hilbert space with the norm ||u||div = ||u||L2(Ω) + ||∇ · u||L2(Ω). Finally, we
define a space of weakly divergence-free functions:
(J0)
d = {u ∈ (L2(Ω))d | ∇ · u = 0, u · n|∂ΩD = 0}.
Since (J0)
d is a closed subspace of (L2(Ω))d, we can write (L2(Ω))d = (J0)
d⊕ (J⊥0 )d, where
(J⊥0 )
d = {u ∈ (L2(Ω))d | u = ∇p, p ∈ H1(Ω)}.
Finally, we define PJ0 as the orthogonal L
2(Ω)-projector onto (J0)
d. The importance of
this operator is explained in Section (1.5.1).
1.3 Weak formulation
We aim at writing the variational formulation of the problem (1.6) supplied with boundary
conditions (1.3). Without affecting the generality of the discussion, we assume uD =
∂tη(x, t) in (1.3a) and gN = 0 (with ∂ΩN 6= 0) in (1.3b) for the sake of simplicity.
We define the following spaces, for any given t ∈ [0, T ):
V (t) =
{
v : Ωt → Rd, v = vˆ ◦ (At)−1, vˆ ∈ (H1(Ω0))d
}
, (1.9a)
V0(t) = {v ∈ V (t), v|∂ΩD = 0} , (1.9b)
Q(t) =
{
q : Ωt → R, q = qˆ ◦ (At)−1, qˆ ∈ L2(Ω0)
}
. (1.9c)
We introduce two bilinear forms associated to two terms of the Navier-Stokes equations
in their weak form. The first one is related to the viscous term:
a(u,v0)Ωt = 2µ(ǫ (u) , ǫ (v0))Ωt , ∀u ∈ V0(t), ∀v0 ∈ V0(t).
This form is continuous and coercive with respect to the norm || · ||H1(Ωt). The second form
comes from the pressure gradient term and the incompressibility constraint:
b(v0, p)Ωt = −(p,∇ · v0)Ωt , ∀p ∈ Q(t), ∀v0 ∈ V0(t),
and it is continuous with respect to the norms ||p||L2(Ωt) and ||v||H1(Ωt).
In its standard form, the trilinear form associated to the convective term (with convec-
tive velocity a) is:
c(a,u,v0)Ωt = ρ (a · ∇u,v0)Ωt ∀a,u ∈ V (t), ∀v0 ∈ V0(t),
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which is also continuous and well defined on those spaces.
The variational formulation of the problem under consideration reads: given t ∈ (0, T ),






+N (u−w;u, p,v0, q)Ωt = 〈f ,v0〉Ωt , (1.10a)
u = ∂tη(x, t) on ∂ΩD, (1.10b)
for all (v0, q) ∈ V0(t)×Q(t), where the form N (·; ·, ·, ·, ·)· is defined as follows
N (u−w;u, p,v0, q)Ωt =a(u,v0)Ωt + c(u−w,u,v0)Ωt + b(v0, p)Ωt − b(u, q)Ωt. (1.11)
In order for problem (1.10) to be well posed, the following condition must be satisfied:








This condition, referred to as inf-sup condition in this work, is also called LBB condition,
honoring the works of Ladyzhenskaya [85], Babuˆska [2], and Brezzi [17].
Problem (1.10) represents the non-conservative formulation. We can introduce also the
conservative one: given t ∈ (0, T ), find (u, p) ∈ V (t)×Q(t) such that
ρ∂t (u,v0)Ωt +Nc(u−w;u, p,v0, q)Ωt = 〈f ,v0〉Ωt, (1.13a)
u = ∂tη(x, t) on ∂ΩD, (1.13b)
for all (v0, q) ∈ V0(t)×Q(t), where the form Nc is equal to N (1.11) upon replacement of
the trilinear form c with
cc(a,u,v0)Ωt = ρ (∇ · (u⊗ a),v0)Ωt ∀a,u ∈ V (t), ∀v0 ∈ V0(t).
For 2d problems, the existence and uniqueness theory for the weak form of the evo-
lutionary Navier-Stokes equations in fixed domains is fairly complete. The solution is as
regular as allowed by the data and we have continuous dependence from the data in the
corresponding function spaces (see [142]). In the case of three-dimensional problems, the
2d result cannot be extended because of lack of information about the regularity of the
weak solution. Only partial results have been proved [142]. As for strong solutions, ex-
istence and uniqueness have been proved over some interval depending on the data. It is
known [87] that, provided the data are regular enough, there is locally in time a unique
solution. But uniqueness is proved (on some interval (0, T∗), with T∗ < T ) for a class of
strong solutions for which existence is generally not proved. For 3d problems, the existence
is known only for weak solutions, as stated in [74], but for those solutions uniqueness is
not proved.
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In the case of moving domains, in literature there exist several theoretical results con-
cerning problem (1.1). Existence of a weak solution for the non-homogeneous Dirichlet
problem is proved in [62, 78]. The proof of the existence of a weak solution can also be
found in [131, 132], together with regularity results.
1.4 The fully discrete problem
1.4.1 About time discretization
With regard to time discretization, among all the possible schemes we choose Backward
Discretization Formulas of order k (BDFk), with k ≤ 2.
Given δt ∈ (0, T ] , we set tn = nδt, with n = 1, ..., N , and N = T/δt. We need to





































The first (BDF1) and second (BDF2) order scheme are A-stable. A-stability is based on




This property implies that |y(t)| ≤ |y(0)| for t ≥ 0 if λ ∈ C−, being
C
− = {z ∈ C | Re(z) ≤ 0},
where Re(z) stands for the real part of the complex number z. For the BDFk schemes,
given the test equation:
Dkt y
n+1 = λyn+1,
the A-stability implies that |yn+1| ≤ |yn|. Higher order BDF schemes do not satisfy this
property anymore and this limitation is known as the second Dahlquist barrier.
The BDFk scheme applied to problem (1.6) reads: Given un, for n ≥ 0 find (un+1, pn+1)
such that
Dktu
n+1|x0 + (u˜n+1 −wn+1) · ∇un+1 −
1
ρ
∇ · σ(un+1, pn+1) = fn+1 in Ωtn+1 , (1.14a)
∇ · un+1 = 0 in Ωtn+1 . (1.14b)
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System (1.14) is fully implicit and non-linear when u˜n+1 = un+1. Otherwise, it can be
linearized by choosing for u˜n+1 an approximation of un+1. Different extrapolations can be
considered:
u˜
n+1 = un 1st order approximation,
u˜
n+1 = 2un − un−1 2nd order approximation.
Usually, the BDF scheme of order k is combined with a k-th approximation of the convective
velocity in order to have a k-th order discretizetion.
1.4.2 About space discretization
A finite element approximation of problem (1.10) (or equivalently (1.13)) involves at the
same time the discretization of the fluid equations and domain definition problem (1.7).
Let us consider a family of quasi-uniform finite element partitions Th(t) (see e.g. [119])
defined, for every t > 0, by the partition at the reference fluid configuration Tˆh and the
discrete ALE mapping At, i.e., abusing notation, Th(t) = At(Tˆh). As usual, h represents
the maximum size of the elements of Th. The discrete ALE mapping should be such that
Tˆh maintains in time its suitability with respect to the chosen finite element space. For
instance, if we use linear finite elements to approximate a fluid variable we must ensure
that the mesh images maintain straight edges in the domain movement.
Let Vˆh ⊂ (H1(Ω0))d, Vˆ0,h ⊂ (H10 (Ω0))d, and Qˆh ⊂ L2(Ω0) be the finite element spaces
approximating V , V0, and Q at the reference configuration, respectively. With an abuse of
notation, we can define the finite element spaces for a given time step tn using the domain
map (1.4), e.g. Vh(t
n) = Atn(Vˆh). From now on, we omit the time label tn from the finite
element spaces names.
The standard Galerkin approximation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
may fail for two different reasons. First, pressure stability can only be obtained for suitable
velocity-pressure finite element spaces (Qh, Vh). On the other hand, the method exhibits
instabilities when the convective term is dominant.
We deal first with pressure stability. Whenever the fluid problem is defined in a fixed
domain, e.g. the reference one, the pair (Qˆh, Vˆh) is required to satisfy the discrete coun-





∣∣∣∫Ω0 ∇ · vˆh qˆh dΩ∣∣∣
||vˆh||H1(Ω0)||qˆh||L2(Ω0)
≥ βd, (1.15)
where the constant βd > 0 is uniform with respect to h.
We restrict our attention to continuous approximations of the pressure. Among the
choices that satisfy (1.15), we mention the so-called (P1isoP2) - P1 finite elements. The
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pressure is piecewise linear, while the velocity has the same number of degrees of freedom
as in the P2 case but it is piecewise linear over a suitable decomposition of each triangle
of Tˆh. For these finite elements a linear convergence with respect to h can be proved for a
Stokes problem:





provided the solution is regular enough. Another possible choice is the Pb1 - P1 elements.
The approximation for the pressure is again piecewise linear, while the velocity is approxi-
mated by piecewise linear functions enriched by bubble functions. These are element-based
polynomials vanishing on the element boundary. Also for these finite elements error esti-
mate (1.16) holds.
Now, let us consider the fluid problem in moving domains. Whenever the domain
definition problem is solved using P1 finite elements, each triangle with straight edges in
Tˆh is transformed in a triangle with straight edges in Th. Thus, it can be easily verified
that, if Vˆh and Qˆh are either (P1isoP2) - P1 or P
b
1 - P1 finite element spaces on Tˆh, then
Vh and Qh are finite element spaces of the same kind on Th. Moreover, ∂Ωt is linearly
interpolated and this is enough to recover the error estimate (1.16).
Unfortunately, the simplest combinations of velocity-pressure pairs (e.g. equal order
nodal interpolation) do not satisfy condition (1.15) and are unstable.
An alternative to using inf-sup stable pairs is to resort to stabilization techniques:
they modify the discrete problem so that it is stable for equal order velocity-pressure
interpolations (like the P1 − P1 pair, for example). Among all the possible stabilization
methods, we consider the orthogonal subgrid scales (OSS) one, proposed in [37]. It allows to
have pressure stability and it stabilizes the convective term for high Reynolds numbers. In
this way, it is possible to overcome the two pitfalls of the standard Galerkin approximation
at the same time. We refer to [3] for the numerical analysis of the OSS technique in the
ALE framework. The stabilized version of the fluid problem is obtained by using the form
Ns (ah;uh, ph,vh, qh)Ω = N (ah;uh, ph,vh, qh)Ω + S (ah;uh, ph,vh, qh)Ω ,
where the perturbation term introduced by OSS (in its quasi-static form) reads
S (ah;uh, ph,vh, qh)Ω =
(
τ1Π










Here, Π⊥(·) is the L2 orthogonal projection onto the finite element space, i.e.:
Π⊥(·) = I(·)− Π(·),
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where Π(·) is the L2 projection onto the finite element space and I(·) the identity operator.














where c1 and c2 are appropriate constants, justified in [37] through a Fourier analysis. We
refer to [37] for a thorough description of this stabilization technique.
The OSS method has been widely analyzed by Codina, Blasco, and Badia. In [39] the
pressure stabilization introduced by this technique was fully analyzed for the stationary
Navier-Stokes equations. Its extension to the transient case was developed in [16]. Therein,
some error estimates for the fully discrete solution are provided. They show that the
velocity is first order accurate in time step and attains optimal order accuracy in the mesh
size for the given spatial interpolation, both in the spaces L2(Ω) and H10 (Ω). As for the
pressure, it is shown to be order 1/2 accurate in time step and optimal in the mesh size.
When we consider inf-sup stable elements, the OSS technique is employed for the sta-
bilization of the convective term only. We denote by ch the trilinear forms that stands for
the convective term and stabilization terms. Consequently, Nh stands for the form that
replaces c with ch in (1.11).
1.4.3 The problem discretized in time and space
We restrict our attention to the non-conservative problem (1.10) to be solved in a domain
whose boundary displacement in the reference configuration at the time tn+1 is denoted
with ηˆn+1h . We recall that the problem requires to solve first a domain definition problem,
and then the fluid problem (1.10) in the domain just computed.
Let us indicate with Exth(·) a discretized version of the extension operator Ext(·) in
(1.7). At each time level tn+1, the problem discretized in space with stabilized finite
elements and in time with BDFk reads:
1. Domain definition problem: Find the domain displacement
Atn+1(x0) = x0 + Exth(η˜n+1h ), wn+1h = δtAtn+1 ◦ A−1tn+1, Ωtn+1 = Atn+1(Ω0). (1.18)
2. Fluid problem: Find (un+1h , p
n+1






















h ◦ A−1tn+1 on ∂ΩD, (1.19b)
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for all (vh, qh) ∈ V0,h × Qh. The choices for u˜n+1 are the same as for problem (1.14). We


























h − un−1h , η˜n+1h = 2ηˆnh − ηˆn−1h linearized, 2nd order approximation.
When using inf-sup stable finite elements, the only difference is that the form Ns has
to be replaced by Nh in (1.19a).
1.4.4 The linear fluid system
We aim at writing the system yielded by the linearized and fully discretized fluid problem.
We start by introducing the Lagrange basis {φi}Nv ⊕ {φDj }ND and {πi}Np associated
to Vh and Qh, respectively. ND denotes the set of velocity nodes on ∂ΩD and Nv the
rest of velocity nodes. The set of pressure nodes is denoted by Np. The finite element

















where Un+1D , U
n+1 and Pn+1 are the arrays of nodal values for the velocity of the nodes
on ∂ΩD, the velocity of the rest of the fluid nodes, and the pressure. The nodal values
Un+1D are known from the boundary datum (1.3a), while the other nodal values U
n+1 and
Pn+1 are the unknowns of the problem. Obviously, the finite element shape functions vary
(in time) in the following way: φi(x, t
n) = Atn(φˆi(x0)), where φˆi(x0) are the Lagrangian
shape finite element functions on the reference grid Tˆh.
In order to write the fully discretized problem for a given time value tn+1, we need to
define a set of matrices. Subindexes i and j will denote the nodes. Let Ne denote the



























Mij +Kij , i ∈ Nv, j ∈ Nv, (1.21c)
Gij = b(φi, πj)Ωtn+1 , D = G
T , i ∈ Nv, j ∈ Np, (1.21d)
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(τk1 ∇πi,∇πj)Kke , i ∈ Np, j ∈ Np. (1.21e)
The coefficient α in the definition of matrix C depends on the order of the BDF scheme
employed
BDF1 : α = 1,
BDF2 : α = 3/2.






in (1.17). Furthermore, let us denote with Gτ and Dτ the gradient and divergence matrices
which include the corresponding stabilization terms (see (1.17)).
At a given time value tn+1, equations (1.19) can be written in matrix form as:

























The force term bn+1v accounts for body forces and time integration terms related to
the BDF scheme chosen. The term bn+1p is equal to zero when we deal with inf-sup sta-
ble elements, while in case of stabilized elements it accounts for terms coming from the
stabilization.
When considering the Stokes problem, matrix (1.23) is indefinite, i.e. its eigenvalues are
real with variable sign. Moreover, if C is non-singular and (positive or negative) definite,
it is invertible if and only if Ker(G)= 0. This is the case when the inf-sup condition (1.15)
holds. By using stabilized formulations, the zero pressure block of the indefinite system in
(1.23) is replaced by a semi-negative definite matrix.
1.5 Inexact factorization methods
The solution of system (1.22) by direct or iterative methods might be unfeasible when
dealing with realistic 3d problems. One of the most known techniques for the efficient
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solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in fixed domains consists in using
fractional-step procedures. The idea is to decouple the computation of the fluid velocity
from that of the pressure, in order to pass from the solution of a large system to that of
smaller ones. There are two types of fractional-step methods: differential or algebraic ones.
In the former the splitting is based either on physical considerations (see, e.g., [68]), or on
the Helmholtz decomposition principle. These are also called projection methods.
On the other hand, algebraic fractional-step methods are based on an algebraic decom-
position of the matrix arising from the full discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Such a decomposition can be performed either by a sum of simpler matrices (see, e.g.,
[153, 91]) or a product of block-triangular matrix. We focus on the latter.
In this section, we consider inf-sup stable elements and the associated matrix (1.23) even
though all the schemes suggested can be easily extended to the case of pressure stabilized










The matrix S is the so-called pressure Schur complement. Its formal definition is:
S = −DC−1G. (1.25)
This factorization induces a splitting for the computation of velocity and pressure variables.
In fact, solving system (1.22) through (1.24) consists in finding the solutions of the following
subsystems:
1. L - step: find U˜n+1, P˜n+1:
CU˜n+1 = bn+1v ,
SP˜n+1 = −DU˜n+1;
2. U - step: find Un+1, Pn+1:
Pn+1 = P˜n+1,
CUn+1 = CU˜n+1 −GPn+1.
However, the definition of S (1.25) involves the inverse of matrix C. The computational
complexity of the exact LU factorization can be reduced provided C−1 is approximated by
a matrix cheaper to compute. This yields inexact factorizations which are still based on
variable splitting but are much more computationally convenient than the exact splitting.
In the next subsections, we consider different approximations of (1.24). These approxi-
mations are acceptable if they introduce an error not larger than the truncation error due to
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the time discretization itself. Yet, the perturbation they involve can be reduced if the inex-




Xn+1 −X∗) = bn+1 − AX∗, (1.26)
where X∗ is the vector made of U∗ and P∗, which are predictions of Un+1 and Pn+1. For
instance, a first order prediction would be X∗ = Xn.
1.5.1 Pressure correction methods
In this subsection, we consider an inexact factorization which leads to pressure correction
(PC) schemes. At the differential level, these methods were developed independently by
Chorin (see [30, 31, 32, 33]) and Temam (see [138, 139, 140, 141]). They are based on
the orthogonal Helmholtz decomposition (L2(Ω))d = (J0)
d ⊕ (J⊥0 )d, according to which a
vector field can be decomposed into the sum of a solenoidal field and a gradient of a scalar
function. This derives from a more general theorem by De Rham [43].
In the pressure correction method by Chorin and Temam, also called projection method,
an intermediate velocity u˜n+1 obtained from the momentum equation without the pressure
term is decomposed into a solenoidal field (the end-of-step velocity un+1) and the gradient





This explains the name “projection methods”.
To derive algebraic pressure correction methods, the exact L and U factors in (1.24)
are replaced by inexact ones in which C−1 is substituted by a truncation of its Neumann































M−1 +O(δt2) ≃ δt
α
M−1. (1.27)
The Neumann expansion of C−1 makes sense if δt < α/ρ(M−1K), where ρ(·) denotes the
spectral radius. This condition justifies only approximation (1.27) and is by no means a
stability condition on δt.
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After approximating C−1 by (δt/α)M−1, the Schur complement (1.25) becomes:
S ≃ T = −δt
α
DM−1G. (1.28)







Using the same approximation (1.27) for the upper block-triangular matrix U , the following









The system matrix for the PC scheme is obtained by replacing matrices L and U with LPC
and UPC :








Let us apply this inexact factorization to the incremental version of the system (1.26).
The non-incremental version is recovered by choosing X∗ = 0. We rearrange the resulting
system into three steps:
1. Computation of the intermediate velocity:
CU˜n+1 = bn+1v −GP∗; (1.30a)
2. Computation of the pressure:
T (Pn+1 −P∗) = −DU˜n+1; (1.30b)






MU˜n+1 −G(Pn+1 −P∗). (1.30c)
With PC schemes, we pass from an indefinite system coupling velocity components and
pressure to a set of smaller systems. At each time step we have to solve a linear system
whose matrix is C. The system to solve at step 2 has T as system matrix. Being the
inf-sup condition satisfied, matrix G is a full-rank matrix and T is symmetric, negative
definite. The third step is very cheap since its system matrix is M (see remark 1.1).
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Scheme (1.30) can be interpreted as the algebraic counterpart of the Chorin-Temam
method [110]. This is based on a formal analogy between matrix DM−1G in (1.28) and
the discretization of the Laplace operator −△ = −∇· (∇). With respect to the differential
Chorin-Temam scheme, method (1.30) is eased by the fact that no additional boundary
condition has to be provided for the computation of the end-of-step velocity (nor for that
of the pressure, therefore).
Remark 1.1. The computational efficiency of the approximation (1.27) is evident if we
replace the original mass matrix with a suitable diagonal matrix obtained by quadrature
formulas for the space integrals (the so-called mass lumping, see [119]). In any case, we
understand that M−1 is “easy” to compute.
Remark 1.2. It is known that projection methods impose an artificial boundary condition
over the pressure on Dirichlet boundaries. There has been much discussion about whether
the pressure pn+1 is a good approximation for the exact pressure p(tn+1) (see [143]). Ran-
nacher [121] and Gresho [69] conjectured that the non-physical boundary condition lives in
a narrow boundary layer of width O(√νδt).
Inexact factorization methods do not impose explicitly any artificial pressure boundary
condition. However, it can be shown [70] that they enforce weakly an artificial pressure
boundary condition. Whether inexact factorization methods provide better accuracy than
their differential counterpart is a controversial issue. We refer to [117, 70, 67] for some
insights on the subject.
The PC schemes (1.30) yield an approximate solution affected by the splitting error.
Notice that the prediction of the velocity U∗ does not appear in (1.30). Therefore, only
P∗ can affect the order of accuracy in time of the method. In order to understand how the
perturbation terms due to the inexact factors LPC and UPC depend on P
∗, we set
APC = A+ EPC









The PC scheme guarantees the mass conservation, since only the momentum conservation
equation is perturbed. Hence, it can be written as a monolithic system with a perturbed
momentum equation:
CU˜n+1 = bn+1v −GP∗ + ePC
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Pn+1 −P∗) . (1.32)
Should P∗ be a q-th order approximation of Pn+1, the pressure term is of order O(δtq+1).
Therefore, in order to get a first order PC scheme, it is sufficient to take P∗ = 0. Anyway,
it is advised to use a first order pressure approximation P∗ = Pn for reducing drastically
the numerical dissipation. This does not yield any significant increasing of CPU cost. In
this case, the splitting error related to the pressure is second order in time. So, when
we discretize in time by the BDF1 scheme, the PC method with P∗ = Pn introduces a
splitting error that is smaller than the discretization one. While when we choose the BDF2
scheme, it introduces an error of the same order.
If we want to use a PC method with a BDF scheme of order p ≥ 2 and we want to
preserve the accuracy given by the BDF scheme chosen, we need to introduce more accurate
inexact LU factorizations, which produce smaller splitting errors.
1.5.2 Yosida methods
The revisitation of the Chorin-Temam method as an approximate block-LU factorization
of the fluid system matrix [110] gave rise to the investigation of new families of algebraic
fractional-step methods, some of which do not have a differential counterpart (see, e.g.,
[73]). One of these is the Yosida method, introduced in [148, 117] for incompressible fluid
problems in fixed domains.
The inexact factorization of matrix A (1.23) is again based on the approximation (1.27),
but it is applied only to the pressure Schur complement in the lower block-triangular
matrix. In the U factor, the inverse of matrix C is not approximated. Thus, the inexact
factorization leads to matrix:
AY = LPCU.
Also the incremental version of the Yosida scheme can be rewritten as a three-step method:
the first two steps coincide with (1.30a) and (1.30b), while the third one becomes:
 computation of the end-of-step velocity:
CUn+1 = CU˜n+1 −G(Pn+1 −P∗). (1.33)
The latter step differs from (1.30c) and it is more involved due to the presence of C as
system matrix.
A theoretical analysis of Yosida schemes for the numerical approximation of the Navier-
Stokes equations has been carried out in [116]. Therein, strong stability results and optimal
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error estimates are proved. The matrix:
Y = δt−1C−1 − 1
α
M−1 = O(δt) (1.34)
discussed in [116] plays an important role in understanding how the inexact factors perturb
the system. We set:
AY = A + EY ,







Note that this time the strategy is “momentum preserving”, since the momentum equation
is unperturbed. Unlike PC schemes, mass conservation is no more guaranteed and quasi-
compressibility arises. To identify the order of the perturbation errors we can write the
perturbed mass conservation equation:
DUn+1 = eY ,
with
eY = −δtDY G
(
Pn+1 −P∗) .
Thus, if P∗ is a q-th order approximation of Pn+1, the pressure term is of order O(δtq+2).
So, in its non-incremental version the Yosida method introduces a splitting error which is
second order in time. By choosing either the BDF1 or the BDF2 scheme to discretize in
time, the global error (discretization error + splitting error) in time has the same order of
magnitude of the discretization one. This result is confirmed by the numerical experiments
carried out in [67].
Improved versions of the Yosida method called Yosida3 [65, 129] and Yosida4 [67]
introduce higher order splitting errors.
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The interaction between a fluid and
an elastic structure
2.1 Problem setting
Consider an heterogeneous mechanical system which covers a bounded, polyhedral, and
moving domain Ωt ⊂ Rd (d=2, 3, being the space dimension), where time t spans the
interval of analysis [0, T ]. This domain is divided into a domain Ωst occupied by a solid
structure and its complement Ωft occupied by the fluid. Both domains depend on time.




t , i.e. Σt =
∂Ωft ∩ ∂Ωst . Furthermore, nf is the outward normal of Ωft on Σt and ns is its counterpart
for the structure domain.
The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem we consider in this chapter involves an
incompressible and Newtonian fluid (see Chapter 1) and an elastic structure.
2.1.1 The elastodynamics equation
We assume the solid structure to be governed by the elastodynamics equations
Dtus − 1
ρs
∇ · σs = f s in Ωst × (0, T ), (2.1)
where us is the structure velocity and f s the body force. We denote by Dt the classical
material derivative.
We adopt a purely Lagrangian approach for the structure. Thus, the motion of the
solid medium is described in terms of its displacement ηˆ (with uˆs = ∂tηˆ) evaluated at the
reference configuration through a smooth injective mapping:
L : Ωs0 × [0, T ] −→ Ωst , (x0, t) −→ x = L(x0, t), (2.2)
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with
Lt(x0) = x0 + ηˆ(x0, t).
The map Lt = L(·, t) tracks the solid domain in time. We use the “hat” overscript
to indicate that the function is defined on the structure reference configuration. Let
Fˆs(x0, t) = ∇x0Lt(x0) be the corresponding deformation gradient and Jˆs(x0, t) its de-
terminant. We introduce the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor Λˆs, i.e. the Piola transform of




Λˆs is a Lagrangian second order tensor field. The following proposition [34] states the main
properties of the Piola transform.
Proposition 2.1. Let Tˆ(x0, t) = T(L(x0, t), t), x0 ∈ Ωˆ and t > 0, be an Eulerian second
order tensor field and ΛˆT(x0, t) = JˆT(Fˆ)
−T its Piola transform. Then
∇x0 · ΛˆT(x0, t) = Jˆ∇ ·T(L(x0, t), t), in Ωˆ.















Here, n and nˆ stand for the outward unit normal vectors to ∂D and ∂Dˆ, respectively.
Unlike σs, the first Piola-Kirchhoff tensor Λˆs is non-symmetric. Since constitutive laws
usually involve symmetric stress tensor, we introduce the second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor:
Πˆ = Jˆs(Fˆs)
−1σs(Fˆs)−T . (2.3)


















We are now able to write the elastodynamics equation in the reference domain:
∂ttηˆ − 1
Jˆsρˆs
∇x0 · (FˆsΠˆ(ηˆ)) = fˆ s in Ωs0 × (0, T ). (2.4)
This equation must be supplemented with a constitutive law that relates the structural
displacement ηˆ and the stress tensor Πˆ. As a simple example, we can consider the Saint-
Venant Kirchhoff three-dimensional elastic model, where the solid stress is defined as:
Πˆ(ηˆ) = 2µℓEˆ(ηˆ) + λℓtr(Eˆ(ηˆ))I. (2.5)
For the simulations in Chapter 5, we make the hypothesis of small deformations: Eˆ(ηˆ) ≃
ǫˆ(ηˆ) = (∇ηˆ + (∇ηˆ)T )/2. Thus, we deal with a linear structure model. In (2.5), µℓ and
λℓ are the Lame´ constants, representing the shear and dilation moduli of elasticity. The
first constant accounts for distortion and the second for compression of the medium [34].
Of course, other structural models can be selected according to the specific problem under
consideration.
Again, we assume that ∂Ωs0\Σ0 can be divided into two subsets, ∂ΩsD and ∂ΩsN , such
that ∂ΩsD ∩ ∂ΩsN = ∅, ∂ΩsD ∪ ∂ΩsN = ∂Ωs0\Σ0 and we impose the boundary conditions:
ηˆ = ηˆD on ∂Ω
s
D,
FˆsΠˆ · nˆs = Jˆs|(Fˆs)−T nˆs|gˆsN on ∂ΩsN ,
for two given vector functions ηˆD and gˆ
s
N .
2.1.2 The coupling conditions and the coupled FSI problem
The fluid and structure subproblems are coupled on the interface by two transmission
conditions. Due to the fact that we are dealing with viscous fluids, the continuity of
velocities (normal and tangential)
u = ∂tη on Σt × (0, T ) (2.6)
must be satisfied. On the other hand, the continuity of stresses
σs · ns + σf ·nf = 0 on Σt × (0, T ) (2.7)
must hold, due to the action-reaction principle. Condition (2.6) is a kinematic coupling
condition, while (2.7) is a dynamic one.
Moreover, the map Lt = L(·, t), representing the deformation of the structure, and
At = A(·, t), describing the evolution of the fluid domain (see Section 1.1.2)
A : Ωf0 × [0, T ] −→ Ωft , (x0, t) −→ x = At(x0), (2.8)
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must agree on Σt:
Lt = At on Σt, (2.9)








Figure 2.1: Parametrization of the domain with a possible partition of the physical bound-
ary between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary.
Apart from the constraint of satisfying (2.9), the fluid domain mappingAt can otherwise
be chosen arbitrarily. E.g., it can be defined as an appropriate extension operator of its
value on the interface:
At(x0) = x0 + Ext(ηˆ(x0, t)|Σ0). (2.10)
Then, the fluid domain velocity in the ALE frame can be obtained from:
wˆ(x0, t) = Ext(∂tηˆ(x0, t)|Σ0). (2.11)
The fluid-structure problem we will consider couples the incompressible -Stokes equa-
tions in its ALE non-conservative form (1.6) to the elastodynamics equations (2.1). We
state this coupled problem only considering the boundary conditions on Σt. Those on the
physical boundary are understood and do not affect the interaction. Thus, the strong form
of the fluid-structure problem in the actual domain reads as follows:
1. Geometry problem: Find the fluid domain displacement:
At(x0) = x0 + Ext(ηˆ|Σ0), w = ∂tAt ◦ A−1t , Ωft = At(Ωf0). (2.12)
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2. Fluid-structure problem: Find velocity u, pressure p and displacement η such that
∂tu|x0 + (u−w) · ∇u−
1
ρf
∇ · σf = f f in Ωft × (0, T ), (2.13a)
∇ · u = 0 in Ωft × (0, T ), (2.13b)
Dtus − 1
ρs
∇ · σs = f s in Ωst × (0, T ), (2.13c)
u = ∂tη on Σt × (0, T ), (2.13d)
σs · ns + σf ·nf = 0 on Σt × (0, T ), (2.13e)
with us = ∂tη.
The following result [61] shows that the above interface conditions ensure a correct
energy balance within the coupled system:
Proposition 2.2. Assume that the coupled fluid-structure system is isolated, i.e.
- u = 0 on ∂Ωft \Σt;
- σs · ns = 0 on ∂Ωst\Σt.



























2µ|ǫ(u)|2 dΩft dissipated viscous power.
The idea of the proof [61] consists in multiplying the fluid equation (2.13a) by u and
the solid equation (2.13c) by us. Then, we integrate by parts, use the assumption of
isolation and the interface conditions. Finally, we sum the resulting expressions so that all
the interface integral contributions cancel thanks to the coupling conditions.
2.2 Weak formulation
In Section 1.3, we tackled the variational formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations in a
moving domain. To adapt it to the fluid subproblem of the FSI problem we introduce the
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spaces V f(t), V f0 (t), and Q(t). Their definitions correspond to (1.9) upon setting Ωt = Ω
f
t .
Furthermore, the Dirichlet boundary ∂ΩD coincides with the fluid-structure interface Σt.
In the next subsection, we consider some aspects of the variational formulation of the
solid subproblem, in order to write the weak form of the coupled problem in the following
one.
2.2.1 The solid structure subproblem
For any given t ∈ [0, T ), we define the following spaces
Vˆ s =
{





v : Ωst → Rd, v = vˆ ◦ (Lt)−1, vˆ ∈ Vˆ s
}
.
Let the interface Σt coincide with the Neumann boundary ∂Ω
s
N , on which coupling condi-
tion (2.13e) is imposed.
To write the variational formulation for the solid subproblem, we multiply the elasto-
dynamics equation in the reference domain (2.4) by vˆs ∈ Vˆ s. After integration by parts





















− 〈Jˆsσf(Fˆs)−T · nˆf , vˆs〉Σ0 ,





















− 〈σf · nf ,vs〉Σt . (2.14)
In (2.14), we have set vs = vˆs ◦ (Lt)−1.
2.2.2 The coupled FSI problem
By putting together the variational formulations of the fluid (1.10) and structure (2.14)
subproblems, we have the weak form of the fluid-structure problem. That is, given t ∈


































− 〈σf · nf ,vs〉Σt , (2.15b)
u = ∂tηˆ ◦ (At)−1 on Σt, (2.15c)
for all (vf0 , q, vˆ
s) ∈ V f0 (t)×Q(t)× Vˆ s.
The continuity of velocities has been enforced in a strong way by (2.15c).
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The last term at the right-hand-side in (2.15b) is not appropriate from the discretization
point of view, since it contains a description of the interface fluid load in terms of a surface
integral. In fact, the direct space discretization of (2.15b) by finite elements might lead to
unstable numerical schemes because the discrete fluid and solid interface load might not
cancel. Furthermore, that approach would destroy the optimal accuracy of the method.
To overcome those difficulties, the continuity of stresses on the interface is imposed in a
weak way. Notice that the fluid interface load can be seen as the variational residual of
the weak form of the momentum conservation equation when tested with test functions
vf ∈ V f(t) that do not vanish on Σt:











=− 〈R (u, p) ,vf〉
Ωft
.
Therefore, for the last term in equation (2.15b), we have the following equality:
〈σf · nf ,vs〉Σt = −〈R (u, p) , Et(vs|Σt)〉Ωft
for all vs ∈ V s(t), Et being an arbitrary extension operator from the trace finite element
space associated to V s(t) to V f(t) .
The advantages of the weak transmission of the fluid loads at the interface are that it
still makes sense after space discretization and leads to stable numerical results. Moreover,
it is crucial when carrying out stability and convergence analysis. Other advantages of this
way to impose the continuity of stresses are reported in Section 3.2.1.
2.3 Analysis of coupled models
In this section, we aim at summarizing some results on the well-posedness of problems
coupling fluid and structure models as in (2.13).
The first model we consider can be found in [89]. It couples equations (1.1) to (2.1) and
could represent the fluid-structure interaction in case the interface movement is negligible.
It is a simplified model since both the interface and the fluid domain are assumed to
be fixed. This assumption simplifies the analysis, which is, nevertheless, not immediate.
Also the constitutive law for the structure is simplified: σs = µl∇η. The assumption of
fixed interface and fluid domain imposes a correction to coupling condition (2.13e), which
becomes:






u = 0, (2.16)
where the subscript i refers to the i-th component. The nonlinear contribution needs to
be added to the normal stress equilibrium for the fact that the interface movement does
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not enter in the model. The mathematical analysis of this problem results in the following
theorem:
Theorem 2.1. There exists a solution (u, p,η) to the transmission problem (1.1)-(2.1)
with coupling conditions(2.13d)-(2.16) that is unique in two dimensions.
The proof [89] makes use of the so-called Faedo-Galerkin method.
In [27], the authors deal with a more general situation where the fluid domain is time
dependent. The fluid is assumed to fill a three-dimensional cavity and to interact with a
thin elastic structure lying on one of its sides. The deformation of the elastic part of the
boundary is modeled by a classical linear plate theory for transverse displacements and
in-plane displacements are neglected. The existence of a weak solution for this problem is
proved over time interval [0, T ∗], with T ∗ ∈ (0,∞]. The proof relies on the Faedo-Galerkin
method combined with a fixed point procedure to linearize the nonlinearities. However,
well-posedness can be proved thanks to the a-priori estimates and compactness properties
that hold because of the simple shape of the geometry due to the use of a plate bending
model.
In [11], the FSI problem under consideration couples a 2d fluid in the ALE form (2.13a)-
(2.13b) with a 1d membrane. The structure is supposed to be governed by the following












+ ση = fΓ(x, t),
with γ > 0 and α, β, σ ≥ 0. The existence of a solution (u, p, η) on time interval [0, T ]
is proved. The regular feature of the structure is a fundamental ingredient of the proof.
Indeed, the presence of a viscoelastic contribution leads to increased stability that gives
enough compactness to the solutions. A result of well-posedness in the case of standard
elasticity, i.e. with no viscoelastic contribution, still has to be provided.
The last result we mention deals with the full FSI problem where the fluid, modeled as
viscous and incompressible, is enclosed by a moving thin nonlinear elastic shell [28]. The 3d
fluid interacts with a structure represented by a 2d quasilinear elastic model of Koiter shell
type. The movement of the structure is assumed to be inertia-free. Nonetheless, the main
difficulty of the coupling is present, since the shape of the fluid domain is nonstationary
and unknown. Under the hypothesis that the shell traction is composed only of bending
contribution and with suitable assumptions on forcing terms and initial data, existence of
a solution is proved for the full interaction problem in Lagrangian form. Moreover, the
uniqueness of this solution is proved under appropriate compatibility conditions.
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2.4 Space and time discretization
Let Th(t) be a family of finite element partitions for the fluid subdomain with the char-
acteristics specified in Section 1.4.2. Let IH be an independent partition of Ωs0 into finite
elements whose maximum diameter is denoted by H . For the sake of clarity, from now
on we consider the case of matching grids on Σt. Thus, the partition of Ω
s
0 is no more
independent and will be indicated by Ih.
Let Vˆ fh ⊂ (H1(Ωf0))d, Vˆ f0,h ⊂ (H10 (Ωf0))d, Qˆfh ⊂ L2(Ωf0) and Vˆ sh ⊂ (H1(Ωs0))d be the
finite element spaces approximating V f , V f0 , Q and Vˆ
s at the reference configuration,
respectively. We can define the finite element spaces for a given time step tn using the
domain maps (2.2)-(2.8), e.g. V fh (t
n) = Atn(Vˆ fh ).
2.4.1 The discretization of the structure subproblem
For the time discretization of the structure subproblem, we consider two schemes: BDF1
(of first order, see Section 1.4.1) and mid-point rule (of second order, see [137]). In the
following, we denote by ηˆn+1 an approximation of ηˆ(tn+1).






fn+1 − 2fn + fn−1
)
.
The BDF1 scheme applied to problem (2.4) reads: Given ηˆn and ηˆn−1, for n ≥ 1 find ηˆn+1
such that
Jˆsρˆsδttηˆ




0 × (0, T ). (2.17)
The so-called mid-point scheme can be seen as a particular case of the Newmark dis-
cretization (see, e.g., [123]). In order to apply it to the structure equation, we need to
introduce another variable ˙ˆηn+1, an approximation of the structure velocity ˙ˆη(tn+1). Equa-






















in Ωs0 × (0, T ). (2.18b)
Both equations (2.17) and (2.18) are implicit. Moreover, they are either linear or
nonlinear depending on the chosen constitutive law.
For the space discretization, we make use of the same finite element spaces for fluid
velocity and structure displacement (or velocity). This is extremely simple when using
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stabilization techniques because the velocity-pressure pair can circumvent the discrete inf-
sup condition (1.15). In that case, the same finite element interpolation spaces can be used
for fluid velocity, pressure and structure unknowns. Instead, when we adopt the (P1isoP2)
- P1 finite elements for the fluid, we approximate the structure displacement with the
P1 finite elements on a grid that matches at the interface the one used to compute the
fluid velocity. The reason for these choices in space discretization is that they ease the
imposition of the transmission conditions (see Section 3.2.1).
2.4.2 The fully discrete FSI problem
With regard to time discretization, we consider first a BDFk scheme (see Section 1.4.1)
for the fluid equations and the BDF1 scheme for the structure problem. For the space
discretization of the fluid subproblem, we adopt a stabilized finite element formulation.
Then, the fully discretized fluid-structure problem reads:
1. Geometry problem: Find the fluid domain displacement
Atn+1(x0) = x0 + Exth(ηˆn+1h |Σ0),
wn+1h = δtAtn+1 ◦ A−1tn+1 , Ωftn+1 = Atn+1(Ωf0). (2.19)































































h ◦ A−1tn+1 on Σt, (2.20c)
for all (vfh, qh, vˆ
s
h) ∈ V f0,h ×Qh × Vˆ sh .
An improvement to the previous coupled system can be obtained by considering the
less dissipative mid-point rule for the structure time discretization. In this case, equation
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The fluid domain Ωftn+1 defined by Atn+1 does depend on ηˆn+1h and the fluid problem
depends on Ωftn+1 in a nonlinear way. So, not only the fluid (and in some cases the structure)
equations are nonlinear, but also the structure displacement modifies the fluid domain
generating geometrical nonlinearities.
We can linearize the FSI problem in several possible ways, among which fixed point,
Newton, or quasi-Newton algorithms. Let us detail the first one, which is perhaps the
simplest approach.
We consider a fixed point algorithm to linearize both nonlinearities, the geometrical one
and the one due to the convective term in (2.20a). The linearization of the fluid-structure
problem (2.19)-(2.20) (or (2.19)-(2.20a)-(2.21)-(2.20c)) by the fixed point algorithm con-
sists of: given the predictions η˜n+1h and u˜
n+1
h
 Step 1: Compute the fluid domain displacement as in (2.19) but replacing the first
equation with
Atn+1(x0) = x0 + Exth(η˜n+1h |Σ0). (2.22)
 Step 2: Solve the fluid-structure problem as in (2.20) (or (2.20a)-(2.21)-(2.20c)) re-































h and go to Step 1.
We have ended up with a fully discretized and linearized fluid-structure problem that can
be solved by a linear solver. We remind that we suppose the structure equations to be
linear.
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When using inf-sup stable finite elements, the only difference is that the form Ns has
to be replaced by Nh in (2.20a) and (2.23), just as for the pure fluid problem in Section
1.4.3.
The fixed point method suffers from slow convergence and in some cases it may even
fail to converge. In the past years, many alternative strategies have been developed to
overcome this weakness, as we report in the next section.
2.5 State of the art
Many engineering problems involve the interaction of a fluid with a structure. For this
reason, much attention has been paid to the numerical approximation of FSI problems
over the last years. We aim at reviewing the great variety of approaches which have been
proposed. However, this review is inevitably incomplete and synthetic.
From the numerical viewpoint, the difficulty of FSI problems is twofold: they couple
at each time level the two physically independent subproblems (fluid and structure) and
they are nonlinear. We focus first on the coupling aspect.
The stability of the numerical simulations relies on the accuracy of the coupled problem
solved at each time step. A key role is played by the transmission relations (2.13d)-
(2.13e). A solution algorithm which enforces simultaneously the discrete counterpart of
both transmission conditions (kinematic and dynamic) is said to be strongly or implicitly
coupled. Hence, strongly coupled methods are generally stable in the energy norm. When
the coupling conditions are not exactly satisfied at each time step, a scheme is called weakly
or explicitly coupled. For instance, in the linearized algorithm (2.22)-(2.23)-(2.20b)-(2.20c)
the fluid and structure problems are strongly coupled: the fluid solution depends on ηˆn+1h
through (2.20c), whereas to solve the structure problem in (2.20b) un+1h and p
n+1
h are
needed. A method that deals with the fluid-structure coupling in an explicit way replaces
(2.20c) by the condition un+1h = δtη˜
n+1
h .
A primary role in coupled fluid-structure systems is played by the so-called added-mass
effect [26]. In fact, it can be shown that the fluid acts over the structure as an extra mass
(usually called added-mass) at the interface. The importance of the extra inertia term
appearing in the structure equation increases with the quotient ρf/ρs. Therefore, when
the structure density is much bigger than the fluid one, the added-mass effect is almost
negligible. However, some problems involve a fluid and a structure whose densities are of
the same order of magnitude. We focus on those cases, in which the added-mass effect
becomes important.
Fluid-structure interaction problems are usually solved via partitioned procedures, stem-
ming from a domain decomposition viewpoint [120]. These algorithms consist in the eval-
uation of independent fluid and structure problems, coupled via transmission conditions
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in an iterative fashion. A partitioned scheme can be either weakly or strongly coupled. In
order for a partitioned scheme to be strongly coupled, subiterations need to be performed
at each time step to enforce the transmission conditions with high accuracy. Nevertheless,
partitioned procedures are often used to implement weakly coupled schemes, that is only
one coupling iteration is performed per time step.
The Dirichlet-Neumann (DN) algorithm is one of the most popular partitioned pro-
cedures in FSI. A Dirichlet boundary condition (continuity of velocities) is imposed at
the interface for the fluid subproblem, whereas the structure subproblem is supplemented
with Neumann boundary conditions (continuity of stresses). The DN algorithm iterates
over these two problems until convergence. These are Richardson (also called fixed point)
iterations on the interface displacement and they are denoted as coupling iterations.
Fluid-structure algorithms were initially developed for aeroelastic applications, where
typically ρs ≫ ρf . In this case, the classical DN algorithm (that we will denote by DN-
Richardson) converges in a few iterations. Thus, it is common practice in computational
aeroelasticity to use an explicit treatment of the coupling (see, e.g., [111, 54]). Explicit
coupling, unless stabilized (see [24], in which the continuity of velocities is enforced in a
weak way by applying Nitsche’s method), does not work for problems with critical added-
mass effect [26]. In fact, the convergence properties of the DN-Richardson algorithm depend
heavily on the added-mass effect. When the density of the structure is comparable to
the fluid one, the method fails to converge (see, e.g., [104, 137]). In order to enforce
convergence, relaxation is needed [97]. The relaxation parameter diminishes as the added-
mass effect increases and it might become so small that convergence is reached extremely
slowly [26].
Many interesting applications are located in the large added-mass effect range, like
most of FSI problems involving light and thin-walled structures (e.g., sail-wind systems
or airbags). In particular, we are interested in the simulation of the deformation of the
arterial walls, whose density is almost identical to the blood one, in the circulatory system.
Despite its inefficiency in case of a large added-mass effect, the DN-Richardson algo-
rithm has still been used. The reason relies on its modularity. A FSI algorithm that only
requires interface data transfer between the two codes, without any modification of the
sources, is called modular. A modular FSI algorithm allows to reuse existing (and already
optimized) fluid and structure codes.
Since the nineties, many works have been focused on the development of FSI algorithms
capable of improving the convergence velocity of modular algorithms. Some of them sug-
gested the use of dynamic evaluations of the relaxation parameters based on line-search
techniques, like steepest descent or Aitken acceleration (see, e.g., [97]). In this minimization
approach, robust Krylov methods have replaced Richardson iterations in [72, 56, 96]. Other
works proposed to diminish the computational cost by reducing the coupled fluid-structure
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problem to a pressure-structure problem, using the continuous projection method [55]. In
[100], the partitioned procedure is based on an optimization approach to identify the stress
at the interface. Another approach consists in modifying the boundary conditions at the
interface. The Neumann-Dirichlet method has even worse convergence properties than
the DN one. The Neumann-Neumann algorithm slightly reduces the number of iterations,
but every iteration is more expensive, making its efficiency similar to the one of the DN
(see [45]). An improved partitioned procedure has been designed: it sets Robin boundary
conditions on the interface [6]. Recently [71], a strategy based on splitting the structure in
its hydrodynamic and elastic part has been proposed. The hydrodynamic part is treated
together with the fluid problem, which is supplemented with the kinematic interface con-
dition. In this way, the fluid problem deals with the inertia of both fluid and the structure,
overcoming the difficulties related to the added-mass effect.
Opposite to partitioned procedure are the monolithic methods. A method is said to be
monolithic or direct when the fluid and the structure subproblems are solved by means
of a unique solver. A monolithic method is strongly coupled by construction, however
this approach requires the development of a specific software. Examples of monolithic
methods can be found in [125, 72], and references therein. In [58] a simplified monolithic
FSI algorithm embedding the structure into the fluid problem has been proposed. There,
the (d−1)-dimensional structure is modeled as a membrane. The same idea of writing the
FSI problem only in terms of fluid unknowns is presented in [105], where an algebraic law
for approximating the structure problem is employed. In any case, the use of non-modular
preconditioners for the FSI system has received much less attention. The first reason is the
fact that they are not needed in applications with a negligible added-mass effect because
partitioned procedures are very efficient. The second reason is the loss of modularity.
Existing fluid and structure codes can still be reused, but the coupling of the codes is more
involved than bare interface communication. In fact, fluid and structure matrices must be
stored in a unique FSI matrix, which has to be accessed to compute the preconditioner.
All the approaches listed above aim at reducing the computational cost by abating
coupling iterations. Another way to serve the same purpose is to reduce the nonlinear
iterations by adopting more efficient linearization techniques. There exist two ways for an
algorithm to treat the nonlinearities given by the convective term and the fluid domain:
explicitly and implicitly. In the first case, only one fixed point iteration is performed per
time step. In the other case, nonlinear iterations are performed till convergence of the fixed
point, Newton or quasi-Newton algorithm. The use of a full Newton algorithm is suggested
in [56]. Even though the Newton method reduces the number of nonlinear iterations, every
iteration is more expensive because shape derivative evaluations are needed, making the
implementation complicated. Quasi-Newton algorithms have been suggested in [144, 66,
93, 72, 146].
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The FSI algorithms treating nonlinearity explicitly are called semi-implicit. In general,
the treatment of the fluid domain in an explicit way does not affect the unconditional
stability of the coupled FSI problem, even when the added-mass effect is critical. This is
not the case for the fluid-structure coupling: explicit or weak coupling is unstable when the
added-mass effect is important [26], as already pointed out. In particular, if the problem





h , on Σt,






h in (2.22)-(2.23)-(2.20b)-(2.20c)), the
semi-implicit method keeps the stability properties of the implicit procedure (see [104]).
Semi-implicit methods treat explicitly nonlinearity (reducing CPU cost) and implicitly the
fluid-structure coupling (keeping stability).
The first semi-implicit algorithm was presented in [55]. Therein, the coupled system of
equations is solved through the Chorin-Temam projection scheme. The resulting algorithm
couples the pressure stress to the structure in an implicit way, while the remaining terms of
the fluid equations (dissipation, convection, and geometrical non-linearities) are explicitly
treated. In the next chapter, we propose some semi-implicit procedures which perform the
implicit-explicit splitting using algebraic fractional-step methods instead of a differential
one.
Other semi-implicit schemes were proposed in [105, 6, 136].
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Splitting methods based on algebraic
factorization
3.1 Introduction
In Section 2.5, we gave an overview of the methods proposed so far to solve FSI prob-
lems affected by a critical added-mass effect. A relevant improvement was introduced by
semi-implicit schemes [55]: although not strongly coupled, they exhibit very good sta-
bility properties, i.e. remain stable for a reasonable range of physical and discretization
parameters. In [55], the Chorin-Temam method is applied to the fluid subproblem, i.e. an
intermediate velocity is calculated using a prediction of the structure displacement and in
a second step the end-of-step velocity, pressure, and structure displacement are computed.
It is the implicit coupling of the pressure to the structure that allows to have stability for
a wide range of parameters. On the other side, the explicit treatment of the fluid velocity
enables computational time savings.
In this chapter, we present new semi-implicit algorithms based on inexact block-LU fac-
torization of the linear system obtained after the space-time discretization and linearization
of the FSI problem (see Section 2.4.2). As a result, the fluid velocity is computed separately
from the coupled pressure-structure velocity system at each iteration, reducing the com-
putational cost. We investigate explicit-implicit decomposition through algebraic splitting
techniques originally designed for the FSI problem. This approach leads to two different
families of methods which extend to FSI algebraic pressure correction methods (Section
1.5.1) and Yosida methods (Section 1.5.2), two schemes that were previously adopted for
pure fluid problems.
Furthermore, we have considered the inexact factorization of the fluid-structure system
as a preconditioner.
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3.2 The linear fluid-structure system
In Section 2.4.2, we tackled the space-time discretization (2.19)-(2.20) (or (2.19)-(2.20a)-
(2.21)-(2.20c)) of the fluid-structure problem. Being the problem nonlinear, we proposed
to adopt a fixed point algorithm to linearize at the same time both the geometrical non-
linearity and that due to the convective term. In this section, we aim at writing the linear
fluid-structure system that has to be solved at every iteration of the fixed point method.
Like it has been done in Section 1.4.4 for fluid problems in rigid domains, we start
by introducing the Lagrange basis associated to the finite element spaces. We denote by
{φi}Nf ⊕{φσj }Nσ , {πi}Np, and {ψi}Ns⊕{ψσj }Nσ the basis for V fh , Qh, and Vˆ sh , respectively.
As in Section 1.4.4, Np indicates the set of pressure nodes, while the set of fluid inner
nodes in now referred to by Nf . Nσ and Ns denote the set of velocity nodes on Σt and the
set of inner structure nodes, respectively. The time evolution of the finite element shape
functions depends on the maps (2.2)-(2.8). Being φˆi(x0) and ψˆi(x0) the Lagrangian shape
function on the reference grid, on the current mesh we have φi(x, t
n) = Atn(φˆi(x0)) and
ψi(x, t
n) = Ltn(ψˆi(x0)).
Since we restricted our attention to the case of geometrical conforming grids, the nodes
Nσ belong to the grids of both subdomains. Moreover, Eh(ψσi ) = φσi , for i ∈ Nσ.














where Un+1f and U
n+1
σ are the arrays of nodal values for the velocity of the inner nodes
and interface nodes. The difference with respect to (1.20a) is that the “boundary” nodal
values Un+1σ (U
n+1






























where Dn+1σ and D
n+1
s are the arrays of nodal values for ηˆ
n+1
h on the interface and inside
the structure, respectively. In the same way, D˙n+1σ and D˙
n+1
s are related to
˙ˆηn+1h . We
remind that (3.1b) is needed only in case the structure equations are discretized in time
by the the mid-point scheme.
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Thanks to (3.2) and by introducing Un+1s = δtD
n+1
s , we can easily rewrite the structure
equations in terms of velocity.
In order to write the fully discretized coupled problem for a given time value tn+1, we
need matrices (1.21). To define submatrices of the matrices in (1.21), let us introduce the
subindexes β and γ associated to the position of fluid nodes: the “value” σ is used for
nodes on Σt, f otherwise. For example, C
ij
βγ = Cij (where Cij is defined by (1.21c)), with
i ∈ Nβ, j ∈ Nγ, and Gijβ = Gij (Gij defined in (1.21d)), with i ∈ Nβ, j ∈ Np.
Let us denote with N the matrix associated to the structure written in terms of Un+1σ
and Un+1s . For instance, if the structure is modeled by the Saint-Venant Kirchhoff consti-
tutive law and the BDF1 scheme is adopted for the time discretization (see (2.20b)), the





























, i ∈ Nβ, j ∈ Nγ . (3.3c)
Again, superindexes i and j denote the nodes. For structure matrices (3.3), subindexes β
and γ can take the “value” σ for nodes on Σt, s otherwise.
At a given time value tn+1, equations (2.23)-(2.20b)-(2.20c) (or (2.23)-(2.21a)-(2.20c))
can be written in matrix form as:











σ Cσσ +Nσσ Nσs


















σ , and b
n+1
s account for body forces, time
integration and stabilization terms, and the structure terms related to the fact that the
structure equation is stated in terms of velocities.
Using the subscript S to indicate both the inner structure and interface nodes, the
matrix and the vectors in (3.5) can be rewritten in a more compact form:
A =
 Cff Gτf CfSDτf Lτ DτS
CSf G
τ
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Remark 3.1. The algebraic splitting algorithms we introduce in this chapter are based on
the block structure of matrix A in (3.5) (or (3.6), equivalently). Other time discretization
schemes for the fluid and structure subproblems can be used without altering that structure.
Therefore, the procedures proposed in the next section can be easily extended to other time
integration methods.
Remark 3.2. For (d− 1)-dimensional structures (d being the dimension of the fluid prob-
lem), system (3.5) becomes:
A =











Matrix A in (3.7) has the same block structure as the matrix in (3.6). Thus, also the
extension of our methodology to the case of (d−1)-dimensional structures is straightforward.
Remark 3.3. It is also possible to linearize the fluid and structure problems by Newton
methods. Again, the block structure of matrix A is left unchanged and our procedures can
be applied.
We do not consider the application of Newton methods to the FSI problem.
Remark 3.4. The orthogonal projection in the stabilization term (1.17) complicates the
assembling of the fluid block. Therefore, for practical purposes, only the term(
τ1(u˜
n+1

























Alternatively, we could use the algebraic subgrid scales (ASGS) technique (see [75]), which

















In case we use inf-sup stable finite elements, the FSI system matrix is
A =

Cff Gf Cfσ 0
Df 0 Dσ 0
Cσf Gσ Cσσ +Nσσ Nσs
0 0 Nsσ Nss
 , (3.8)
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or equivalently
A =
 Cff Gf CfSDf 0 DS
CSf GS NSS + CSS
 . (3.9)
Furthermore, vector bn+1p at the right-hand-side is equal to zero.
Remark 3.5. In case of considering non-matching grids and a mortar method (see, e.g.,
[12]) on the interface, the monolithic system has to be modified. Two different interface
arrays must be considered: the interface fluid velocity Un+1σ,f and the interface structure
velocity Un+1σ,s . For instance, considering the structure interface as the master, and the fluid
interface as the slave, we can define the rectangular matrix R that projects the structure




Matrix R involves an inverse mass matrix (better if lumped) on the fluid interface. Then,
we must multiply the blocks Cσf , Gσ and Cσσ in (3.8) (or Cσf , G
τ
σ and Cσσ in (3.5)) by R
on the right and solve the problem with Un+1σ,s as interface unknown.
3.2.1 Features of the monolithic system
Let us address the basic aspects of monolithic system (3.4).
Firstly, we deal with matching grids on the fluid-structure interface. Then, we make use
of the same finite element spaces for fluid velocity and structure displacement (or velocity).
For example, for the numerical experiments in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, we use stabilized P1/P1
finite elements for the fluid and P1 finite elements for the structure. Moreover, we reformu-
late the structure equations in terms of velocities. This is attained by a simple modification
of the right-hand side and does not affect at all the generality of the formulation.
By virtue of all these choices, the velocity unknowns are defined over the whole domain
(fluid and structure) and interpolated with the same finite element space, and the problem
is discretized using one finite element partition.
In this frame, the transmission conditions are easily imposed. The continuity of veloc-
ities on the interface is implicitly enforced by the finite element space interpolation used
over the whole domain. The continuity of stresses is imposed weakly. The weak trans-
mission of stresses simply arises from the fact that shape functions on the interface nodes
have support on both fluid and structure subdomains. In this way, the final system has
the form reported in (3.5) or (3.8).
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Remark 3.6. When using continuous finite element spaces (as we do all along this thesis),
the continuity of velocities at the interface is assured, because there is only one value on the
interface nodes. However, we could also think about discontinuous Galerkin methods. In
that case, the continuity of velocities between element edges or faces (in particular, those
that define the interface) is enforced weakly. Another approach, in the spirit of [24], is to
consider continuous finite element formulations everywhere except on the interface, where a
discontinuous Galerkin approach is used. It has been shown in [24] that a weak enforcement
of transmission conditions improves the properties of partitioned procedures.
Another option for the dynamic coupling condition would be to impose it in a strong
form. Once the fluid problem is solved, the stresses are integrated on the boundary elements
by evaluating the fluid stress on the Gauss points, and passed to the structure solver. In











Jσf Jp Nσσ Nσs
0 0 Nsσ Nss
 ,
where Jσf comes from the term
〈νnf · (∇un+1h + (∇un+1h )T ),vsh〉Σt
and Jp from
〈−pn+1h I · nf ,vsh〉Σt.
This approach destroys the symmetry of the system (in case of using the Stokes problem),
affects the unconditional stability of (3.5) and spoils the order of accuracy of the method
(see [23]). For these reasons, we consider the weak transmission of stresses.
3.2.2 Block-LU factorization of the coupled system
The solution of the fluid-structure system (3.4) by a monolithic method, like a precondi-
tioned Krylov method, can be very expensive. The associated matrix A is indefinite and
for real applications its size is prohibitive. Therefore, we need to employ more efficient
methods.
In this section and in the following ones, we consider inf-sup stable elements and the
associated matrix (3.9). The extension to the case of pressure stabilized methods requires
only minor adaptations.
Following the procedure presented in Section 1.5, we solve system (3.4) using an exact
block-LU factorization of the fluid-structure system matrix A, for a suitable choice of the
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blocks to be decoupled. If the first block is that related to Un+1f and the second one is




, the L and U factors
read:
A =
 Cff 0 0Df Spp SpS
CSf SSp SSS

 I C−1ff Gf C−1ff CfS0 I 0
0 0 I
 = LU. (3.10)
The S-matrices represent the Schur complements. Their formal definition is:
Spp = −DfC−1ff Gf , (3.11a)
SpS = DS −DfC−1ff CfS, (3.11b)
SSp = GS − CSfC−1ff Gf , (3.11c)
SSS = NSS + CSS − CSfC−1ff CfS. (3.11d)
Solving system (3.4) through the block-LU factorization (3.10) involves the solution of
the following subsystems:


































f −GfPn+1 − CfSUn+1S . (3.13b)
Scheme (3.12)-(3.13) decouples the computation of the fluid velocity (an intermediate
one in (3.12a) and the end-of-step one in (3.13b)) from a coupled pressure-structure velocity
system (3.12b).
The computational complexity of the exact LU factorization lies in system (3.12b). Its
system matrix is made up of Schur complements whose definitions involve the inverse fluid
matrix C−1ff . Since the goal is finding a computationally cheap variable splitting, resorting
to inexact factorization is mandatory. Like in the case of pure fluid problems (see Section
1.5), we need to approximate C−1ff with a matrix easy to compute. In the next sections,
different approximations will be considered and the inexact factorization is applied to the
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incremental system (1.26), rather than to (3.4). Here, X∗ is the vector made of U∗f , P
∗,
and U∗S which are predictions of U
n+1
f , P
n+1, and Un+1S .
One could think of decoupling all the variables, instead of leaving the pressure coupled
to the structure as in (3.12)-(3.13). Then, the L and U steps would become:








n+1 = −DfU˜n+1f , (3.14b)
(SSS − SSpS−1pp SpS)U˜n+1S = bn+1S − CSfU˜n+1f ; (3.14c)












f −GfPn+1 − CfSUn+1S .
This scheme is further complicated by the presence of the inverse of the pressure Schur com-
plement Spp in (3.14c). To reduce the computational cost, we should find an appropriate
approximation of S−1pp , which is not immediate. For this reason, we focus on (3.12)-(3.13).
3.3 Semi-implicit procedures for the FSI problem
based on inexact factorization methods
In Section 2.5, we outlined the difference between explicit, implicit, and semi-implicit
coupling algorithms for FSI problems.
Our goal is to derive semi-implicit algorithms from splitting techniques originally de-
signed for the FSI problem at the fully discrete level instead of the differential one designed
in [55]. The extension of algebraic splitting procedures to fluid-structure problems is not
straightforward, especially when the added-mass effect is critical. We propose to adapt
two methods to the coupled fluid-structure problem (3.4): the algebraic version of the
Chorin-Temam method and the Yosida scheme. This will lead to two families of methods:
 pressure-interface correction (PIC) methods;
 fluid-structure Yosida (FSY) methods.
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Differences and analogies between these procedures and the projection scheme in [55] will
be analyzed in Section 3.4.
The third family of algorithms introduced in this section will exploit the inexact factors
of the PIC and FSY schemes as preconditioners, leading to predictor-corrector methods.
FSY methods were introduced in [113] and developed in [9], where PIC schemes were
presented together with predictor-corrector methods. In those works, inf-sup stable fi-
nite element pairs were used for fluid velocity and pressure and only (d − 1)-dimensional
structures were considered. All the methods were tested on a 2d benchmark involving a
one-dimensional structure (see Chapter 4). The extension to stabilized finite element meth-
ods with equal order velocity-pressure interpolation and the generalization to the case of
d-dimensional structures is reported in [8] (see Chapter 5).
3.3.1 Pressure-interface correction (PIC) methods
In this section, we consider an inexact factorization which is the FSI counterpart of pres-
sure correction methods (see Section 1.5.1). We will call these methods pressure-interface
correction (PIC) schemes since both the pressure and the interface (and structure) velocity
are treated explicitly (or ignored) in the first step and corrected in the second one.
As done for pure fluid problems, the exact L and U factors (3.10) are replaced by inexact







= δtM−1ff +O(δt2) ≃ δtM−1ff . (3.15)
Approximation (3.15) is a particular case of (1.27): it corresponds to the use of the BDF1
scheme for the time discretization of the fluid equations. For the sake of clarity and
without affecting the generality of the results, we only consider this case in the subsequent
exposition.
Remark 3.7. When using the OSS technique, none of the stabilization terms is multiplied
by δt−1; the time derivative terms in the residual disappear with the orthogonal projection.
We can include all the stabilization terms in Kff and use the previous expansion with a
lumped mass matrix. However, for some other techniques, like algebraic subgrid scales or
Galerkin/least-squares, there are stabilization terms that are multiplied by δt−1. Matrix
Mff is not a standard mass matrix anymore and cannot be lumped, making its inversion
more involved.
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After approximating C−1ff by δtM
−1
ff , the Schur complements matrices (3.11) become:
Spp ≃ Tpp = −δtDfM−1ff Gf , (3.16a)
SpS ≃ TpS = DS − δtDfM−1ff CfS, (3.16b)
SSp ≃ TSp = GS − δtCSfM−1ff Gf , (3.16c)
SSS ≃ TSS = NSS + CSS − δtCSfM−1ff CfS. (3.16d)
Consequently, the lower block-triangular matrix L is approximated by:
LPIC :=
 Cff 0 0Df Tpp TpS
CSf TSp TSS
 .
Using the same approximation (3.15) for the upper block-triangular matrix U in (3.10),
the following inexact U factor is obtained:
UPIC :=
 I δtM−1ff Gf δtM−1ff CfS0 I 0
0 0 I
 .
The system matrix for the PIC scheme is obtained by replacing matrices L and U with
LPIC and UPIC :
APIC = LPICUPIC =
 Cff δtCffM−1ff Gf δtCffM−1ff CfSDf 0 DS
CSf GS NSS + CSS
 . (3.17)
Let us apply this inexact factorization to the incremental version of the FSI system (the
non-incremental version is nothing but a special case corresponding to the trivial choice
X∗ = 0). We rearrange the resulting system into three sequential steps:





f −GfP∗ − CfSU∗S; (3.18a)
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f −Gf(Pn+1 −P∗)− CfS(Un+1S −U∗S). (3.18c)
Scheme (3.18) couples the pressure stress to the structure in an implicit way, while the
remaining terms of the fluid equations are explicitly treated, as the algorithm in [55].
Like in PC methods, the prediction of the fluid velocity U∗f does not enter in the PIC
scheme (3.18), therefore it cannot affect the order of accuracy in time of the method. The
perturbation terms due to the inexact factors LPIC and UPIC (see Section 3.5.1) depend
only on P∗ and U∗S. Different approximations for P
∗ and U∗S can be considered:
P∗ = 0, U∗S = 0, 0-th order approximation
P∗ = Pn, U∗S = U
n
S, 1st order approximation
P∗ = 2Pn −Pn−1, U∗S = 2UnS −Un−1S 2nd order approximation.
With PIC schemes, we pass from an indefinite system coupling velocity components,
pressure and structure unknowns, to a set of smaller systems. For instance, neglecting
convective terms, the PIC schemes involve the solution of:
1. A definite system (3.18a) for the fluid velocity. In case we use the Laplace form of
the viscous term, every velocity component is decoupled from one another.
2. A non-singular system (3.18b) coupling the fluid and the structure through the cou-
pling of pressure and structure velocity. Therefore, with PIC schemes, the dimension
of the fluid-structure system affected by the added-mass effect has been clearly re-
duced. In the following we denote by T the system matrix of the pressure-structure
problem. Further comments on matrix T and how to solve system (3.18b) are made
in Section 3.6.
3. A cheap system (3.18c) with a diagonal system matrix if we apply mass lumping (see
Remark 1.1).
In conclusion, this method not only reduces the dimension of the fluid-structure system
but changes its nature too, becoming much more convenient from a computational point
of view.
The explicit treatment of the expensive ALE-advection-viscous term is based on the
approximation of the domain shape at time tn+1 with the domain Ωn calculated at the
previous time step (2.22). Semi-implicit PIC methods perform the three steps (3.18) only
once per time step. A standard strongly coupled approach (replacing (2.22) with (2.19))
would require to iterate the whole procedure, increasing the overall computational cost.
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Thanks to the implicit coupling of the pressure (3.18b) we can avoid these iterations without
severely affecting the stability. However, one could adopt implicit PIC methods to solve
the FSI problem.
Remark 3.8. In Remark 1.2 we comment on the artificial pressure boundary condition that
pressure correction methods introduce. With the PIC scheme, a more consistent boundary
condition is imposed over the interface, due to the presence of the interface velocity terms
(see Section 3.4).
Remark 3.9. In the case of (d − 1)-dimensional structures, the inexact block-LU factor-
ization is carried out on matrix A in (3.7). The first block is still associated to Un+1f ,
while the second one is related to the variables [Pn+1,Un+1σ ]. The resulting PIC scheme is
obtained by replacing in (3.18) subindex S with σ.
3.3.2 Fluid-structure Yosida (FSY) methods
In this subsection, we extend the Yosida method (Section 1.5.2) to the FSI problem (3.4).
The inexact factorization of matrix A (3.9) is again based on the approximation (3.15)
but it is only used on the lower block-triangular matrix, i.e. for the evaluation of the
Schur complements. In the U factor, matrix C−1ff is not approximated. Thus, the inexact
factorization we use in this case is simply
AFSY = LPICU. (3.19)
The incremental version of the FSY scheme can be accomplished in three steps: the first
two steps coincide with (3.18a) and (3.18b), whereas the third one becomes







Pn+1 −P∗)− CfS (Un+1S −U∗S) . (3.20)
The latter step differs from (3.18c) and is actually more expensive due to the presence of
matrix Cff .
When solving the FSI problem through the Yosida algorithm, at each time step we
have to solve three linear systems, two of which (step 1 and 3) share the same matrix Cff
and can be solved by preconditioned Krylov methods (such as Bi-CGStab or GMRES)
with incomplete LU preconditioner [127]. The linear system in step 2, common to the PIC
scheme, is a little more critical (see Section 3.6) .
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3.3.3 Predictor-corrector methods
The non-incremental version of pressure correction methods has led to new iterative algo-
rithms for the solution of the monolithic fluid system (see [42]).
In this section, we consider using APIC and AFSY as preconditioners for Richardson
iterations. We deal with Richardson iterations for the sake of simplicity, but more efficient
Krylov iterations could be considered. Using, e.g., APIC as preconditioner, we have to
solve: given Xn+1,k, find Xn+1,k+1 such that
APICδX
n+1,k+1 = bn+1 −AXn+1,k, k ≥ 0,
until convergence. The operator δXn+1,k+1 = Xn+1,k+1 − Xn+1,k denotes the backward
increment at iteration k+1. We can also write this scheme in the fashion of (3.18). In this
case, iteration k + 1 of the predictor-corrector scheme consists in solving three different
steps:





f −GfPn+1,k − CfSUn+1,kS ; (3.21a)































f −GfδPn+1,k+1 − CfSδUn+1,k+1S . (3.21c)
Similarly, taking as preconditioner AFSY we get a different version of the predictor-





f −GfδPn+1,k+1 − CfSδUn+1,k+1S . (3.22)
In a compact form, the predictor-corrector method based on the FSY algorithm reads:
given Xn+1,k, solve:
AFSY δX
n+1,k+1 = bn+1 −AXn+1,k
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until convergence.
We can now see that the end-of-step velocity does not play any role in the iterative
process, because Un+1,kf does not appear in the iteration k + 1. Therefore, (3.21c) (or
(3.22) for FSY) can be disregarded without perturbing the convergence of the algorithm.
The resulting predictor-corrector method reduces to (3.21a) and (3.21b) upon replacing
U˜n+1,k+1f with U
n+1,k+1
f . This is a preconditioned Richardson iteration with preconditioner
LPIC , that is:
LPICδX
n+1,k+1 = bn+1 − AXn+1,k.
We remind that LPIC = LFSY .
The convergence of the predictor-corrector method is added-mass independent. Fluid
and structure are not fully decoupled and we treat the added-mass effect implicitly. This is
essential for the good convergence properties of the predictor-corrector iterative procedure
when dealing with hemodynamics problems (see Section 4.3).
Predictor-corrector methods are particularly well suited when considering domain and/or
convective terms in an implicit way. In this case, the FSI system has to be evaluated as
many times as implicit iterations. Therefore, we can consider one-loop algorithms, i.e.
dealing with implicit treatment and predictor-corrector iterations with only one external
loop. One-loop algorithms were designed in [4] for aeroelastic applications. Therein, the
predictor-corrector method dealt with the added-mass effect, because fluid and structure
problems were fully decoupled (main difference with respect to the one suggested here).
Remark 3.10. The preconditioners suggested in this section are based on approximation
(3.15) for the Schur complements. Improved preconditioners, approximating also the ef-
fect of the convective and diffusive terms, have been successfully used for the numerical
approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations (see [147, 51, 90]).










bn+1S − CSfC−1ff bn+1f
]
, (3.23)
that is obtained upon formal elimination of the flow velocity Un+1f . Our predictor-corrector






Needless to say, this pressure-structure Schur complement (3.24) can also serve as precon-
ditioner for Krylov iterative solvers, such as GMRES.
Note that a single Richardson iteration for system (3.23) with preconditioner (3.24) differs
from a Dirichlet-Neumann iteration applied directly on the original FSI system (3.4).
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3.4 Comparison between inexact factorization-based
methods and the projection scheme
In this section, we compare the projection-based coupling scheme in [55] with the semi-
implicit procedures introduced in Section 3.3.
In [55], the Chorin-Temam method applied to the fluid problem leads to an algorithm
that obtains the intermediate velocity using a prediction of the structure displacement,
then, at a second step, it solves the end-of-step velocity and pressure coupled to the struc-
ture model. Furthermore, the load exerted by the fluid on the structure is computed in a
peculiar residual way: the diffusive and convective terms of this fluid residual are evaluated
using the intermediate velocity, whereas the time derivative using the end-of-step velocity.
Since the fluid problem has been split at the continuous level (in space), only the normal
component of the velocity can be imposed.
This approach could also be considered at the fully discrete level using a pressure correc-
tion method for the fluid problem obtained as an inexact factorization of the fluid matrix
(see [115]). The main advantage of this approach is the fact that boundary conditions
are accounted for intrinsically, allowing, e.g., to hold the continuity of velocities over the
boundary. The discrete counterpart of the method suggested in [55] reads as:





f − CfSU˜n+1S . (3.25a)











 1δtMffU˜n+1f + 1δtMfSU˜n+1S0
bn+1S −KSfU˜n+1f −KSSU˜n+1S
 , (3.25b)
where U˜n+1S is computed by means of a second order extrapolation for the interface dis-
placement, calculated at a step 0. In the second step, the diffusive and convective terms are
treated explicitly, even for the interface velocity, and fluid velocity, pressure and structure
unknowns are coupled.
The scheme (3.25) cannot be derived from an inexact factorization of the FSI system
matrix in (3.9). In order to compare the discrete counterpart of the projection method in
[55] with PIC and FSY schemes, we need to reformulate the second step and rearrange
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(3.25) in a three step scheme. Through the Schur complements of the system matrix in
(3.25b), it is possible to decouple the computation of Un+1f from step 2. Then, after the
first step (3.25a), the algorithm becomes:




























S − U˜n+1S ). (3.26b)
Matrices TˆpS, TˆSp and TˆSS are further approximations of the approximated Schur comple-
ments (3.16), obtained by replacing Cβγ with
1
δt
Mβγ (see Section 3.2):
TˆpS = DS −DfM−1ff MfS ,









Let NS be the number of nodes of Ih, the triangulation of the structure subdomain. Ma-












The algebraic counterpart of the semi-implicit projection algorithm in [55] shares step 1
with the other two methods (with zero-th order approximation for the pressure and a
different first order approximation for the interface velocity) and like them at the second
step it couples only the pressure term to the structure. Nonetheless, Pn+1 and Un+1S are
computed through a different, simplified, system. Also step 3 is simplified with respect to




In particular, we remark the differences between the PIC method and algorithm (3.25a)-
(3.26a)-(3.26b). The PIC scheme extends the inexact factorization of the algebraic Chorin-
Temam method to the FSI system, while algorithm (3.25a)-(3.26a)-(3.26b) derives from
the discretization of the differential Chorin-Temam method applied to the fluid only. For
the latter, the coupling with the structure is given by the boundary condition at the second




un+1 − u˜n+1)+∇pn+1 = 0, in Ωftn+1 , (3.28a)
∇ · un+1 = 0, in Ωftn+1 , (3.28b)
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where these velocities over the interface hold:
u˜
n+1 = u˜n+1σ ,
un+1 · nf = un+1σ · nf .
We indicate with un+1σ and u˜
n+1
σ the interface velocity and its prediction calculated at a
step 0 of the scheme, respectively. By multiplying (3.28a) evaluated on Σtn+1 by nf , we







) ·nf . (3.30)
The same boundary condition is imposed in a weak form by the PIC scheme.
As already said (Section 1.5.1), the matrix DfM
−1
ff Gf = − 1δtTpp is sometimes referred
to as discrete Laplacian, because of the analogies with the discretization of the Laplace
operator. Another way to discretize the scheme proposed in [55] would be to replace
DfM
−1
ff Gf at step 2 (3.26a) with the classical discretization of the Laplace operator.
3.4.1 Variations on the semi-implicit projection scheme
Let us consider some slight modifications of algorithm (3.25). First of all, we can handle
the pressure term using the incremental version of the Chorin-Temam method for the
fluid problem (first order approximation) in order to make the scheme less dissipative
and improve its accuracy. Then, we can manipulate (3.25b) in order to decouple the
computation of the end-of-step velocity from the pressure and structure unknowns. After
rewriting it as:



















S −KSfU˜n+1f −KSSU˜n+1S ,
we suggest to evaluate the stress of the fluid on the structure with the intermediate velocity.






f −GfPn − CfSU˜n+1S ; (3.31a)
2. Pressure-structure problem:











S − CSfU˜n+1f − CSSU˜n+1S ; (3.31c)
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S − U˜n+1S ). (3.31d)
The definition of CSS is CSS =
1
δt
MSS +KSS, where MSS and KSS are defined in (3.27).
The advantage of this new scheme with respect to (3.25a)-(3.26a)-(3.26b) is that the sec-
ond equation of step 2 involves no Schur complement and is therefore easier (and cheaper)
to solve. Again, matrix DfM
−1
ff Gf in (3.31b) might be replaced by the classical discretiza-
tion of the Laplace operator, further simplifying step 2.
Method (3.31) couples implicitly only the pressure term, while the rest of the fluid load
is treated explicitly. Then it is expected to be well suited for problems where the effect of
the viscous stress exerted by the fluid on the structure is less important than the one of
the pressure.
These modifications could also be considered at the continuous level. Instead of (3.31b),
we would get the pressure from the classical pressure Poisson equation with boundary
condition (3.30).
These variations on the semi-implicit scheme in [55] are proposed because of their
simplicity and good properties but no numerical results on them are shown.
3.5 Analysis of the perturbation error
At every time step, the use of inexact factorization of the system matrix A by either PIC or
FSY schemes perturbs the original FSI system. The solution of a semi-implicit monolithic
algorithm, which solves the incremental FSI system (1.26) by, e.g., a global preconditioned
GMRES, differs from the solutions of the PIC and FSY methods. This section is devoted
to the identification of the perturbation terms introduced by the two schemes in order to
infer the (formal) order of accuracy of the method in time. The results are confirmed by
the numerical experiments in Section 4.3.2.
3.5.1 Perturbation terms for PIC schemes
Setting:
APIC = A+ EPIC
and subtracting A (3.9) from APIC (3.17), we can calculate the perturbation matrix EPIC :
EPIC = δt




3.5. ANALYSIS OF THE PERTURBATION ERROR
The PIC scheme perturbs only the momentum conservation equation for the fluid,
exactly like pressure correction methods do for fluid problems in rigid domains (see (1.31)).
No approximation is introduced in the mass conservation equation and in the structure
equation. Mass conservation is an excellent feature when considering problems with free
surfaces or structures over fluid boundaries.









ePIC =− δtKffM−1ff Gf
(
Pn+1 −P∗)− δtKffM−1ff CfS (Un+1S −U∗S)
=− δtKffM−1ff Gf
(








We have identified three different perturbation terms, one related to the pressure and
two related to the structure velocity. Should P∗ be a qp-th order approximation of Pn+1,
the pressure term is of order O(δtqp+1). This perturbation term associated to the pressure
is the same that affects the momentum conservation equation of pure fluid problems solved
by pressure correction methods (see (1.32)). With regard to interface velocity terms, the
one related to KfS is of order O(δtqS+1), being qS the order of approximation of U∗S.
However, we lose one order of accuracy in the term related to MfS. Therefore, in order to
get a first order PIC scheme, it is enough to take P∗ = 0 and U∗S = U
n
S.
Numerical experiments for the fluid problem alone show that a zero-th order approxi-
mation for the pressure leads to splitting procedures that, even though first order in time,
are plagued by severe numerical dissipation (see [38]). Hence, it is advised to use a first
order pressure approximation P∗ = Pn for reducing drastically the numerical dissipation
without increasing the CPU cost. In this case, the splitting error related to the pressure
is second order in time.
Concluding, in (3.18) we choose U∗S = U
n
S in order to get the desired accuracy and
P∗ = Pn in order to reduce the numerical dissipation. The numerical results that are
shown in Section 4.3 are obtained with this incremental PIC scheme.
3.5.2 Perturbation terms for FSY schemes
In Section 1.5.2, we discussed the perturbation due to the application of the Yosida scheme
for the numerical approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations. There, we introduced
matrix Y (1.34). So far, we have considered the BDF1 scheme for the time discretization
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of the fluid subproblem. Thus, for the FSI problem we redefine that matrix in the following
way:
Y = δt−1C−1ff −M−1ff = O(δt),
Setting:
AFSY = A + EFSY ,
performing the matrix-product in (3.19) and subtracting A (3.9) from it, we obtain the
following expression for the perturbation matrix:
EFSY = δt
 0 0 00 DfY Gf DfY CfS
0 CSfY GS CSfY CfS
 .
Note that this time the perturbation affects both the mass conservation and structure
equations, while PIC schemes only perturb the momentum conservation equation for the
fluid. Like the Yosida scheme for pure fluid problems (see (1.35)), the FSY methods are
“momentum preserving”. To identify the order of the perturbation errors we can write










e1FSY =− δtDfY Gf
(
Pn+1 −P∗)− δtDfY CfS (Un+1S −U∗S)
=− δtDfY Gf
(






Whereas the pressure term is of order O(δtqp+2), the structure term related to MfS is












e2FSY = −δtCSfY GS
(
Pn+1 −P∗)− δtCSfY CfS (Un+1S −U∗S) .
Expanding CSf and CfS we can see that the order of accuracy of the pressure terms are
O(δtqp+1) and for the structure terms O(δtqS).
According to the previous considerations, a first order FSY scheme should involve a
zero-th order pressure approximation and a first order interface velocity approximation. In
our numerical experiments (Section 4.3) for the first order FSY scheme we use P∗ = Pn
and U∗S = U
n
S, as for the first order PIC scheme. Again, the error related to the pressure
in this case is second order in time but the one of the interface velocity is only first order.
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3.6 The pressure-structure system
At every time step (or predictor-corrector iteration), all the methods presented in Section
3.3 evaluate the velocity field (at inner nodes) decoupled from the coupled structure and
pressure fields, both for intermediate and end-of-step velocity. As already pointed out, the
numerical complexity of those schemes lies in step 2, where the pressure is coupled to the
structure velocity.













where the force term depends on the method adopted and involves the intermediate velocity
U˜n+1f . Let us make some comments about the system matrix and how to solve system
(3.32). The added-mass effect can only appear in (3.32), which is much smaller than the
original FSI system (3.9). The coupling problem involves the solution of T , which is made
of the approximated Schur complements.
In the next subsection, we prove a sufficient condition on the non-singularity of matrix
T for a slightly simplified problem. In Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3, we present two different
approaches for the solution of system (3.32), even though other methods, e.g. multigrid,
could be considered.
3.6.1 The pressure-structure system matrix
We remark at first that (3.32) can be equivalently reformulated as:
Tpp(P
n+1 −P∗) = bn+12p − TpS(Un+1S −U∗S), (3.33a)
(TSS − TSpT−1pp TpS)(Un+1S −U∗S) = bn+12S − TSpT−1pp bn+12p , (3.33b)
where, for instance, for the PIC and FSY schemes we have
bn+12p = −DfU˜n+1f −DSU∗S,
bn+12S = b
n+1
S − CSfU˜n+1f −GSP∗ − (NSS + CSS)U∗S.
In order to simplify the proof of the non-singularity of system (3.32), we consider a
low Reynolds regime and assume that the interface undergoes infinitesimal displacements.
Then, the fluid can be described by the Stokes equations in a fixed domain, corresponding
to the reference one Ωf0 . The fluid domain being fixed, no ALE terms appear in the
equations. Despite those assumptions, the main features of the coupled FSI problem are
preserved. Being the domain fixed and since no confusion can arise, in the proof we omit
the “hats” over the variables. In this way, we lighten the burden of notation.
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We will provide in the next Proposition a sufficient condition that guarantees that
matrix TSS − TSpT−1pp TpS is positive definite. This will prove the existence and uniqueness
of Un+1S . Then, from (3.33a) we derive that P
n+1 exists and is unique too, since Tpp is
symmetric, negative definite if the inf-sup condition is satisfied.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose we are using quasi-uniform conforming meshes whose elements







, with α =
{
0, if Ωs0 = Σ0,
1, if Ωs0 6= Σ0.
(3.34)
A sufficient condition for matrix TSS − TSpT−1pp TpS to be positive definite is that the time
step δt obey the following restriction:












where γK is the continuity constant of the operator associated to Kσf (see Section 3.2) and
CI is the constant in the inverse inequality (see (3.36) below). Then, equation (3.33b) has
a unique solution Un+1S , system (3.32) is non-singular and the semi-implicit algorithms
(3.18) and (3.18a)-(3.18b)-(3.20) are well defined.






∈ RNS , with DS 6= 0,
we have that −DTSTSpT−1pp TpSDS ≥ 0, ∀t > 0, being TSp = (TpS)T , it suffices to prove that
(3.34) and (3.35) are sufficient conditions for matrix TSS to be positive definite. Arrays
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where matrix Aσσ is defined as follows:











+ δtDTσAσσDσ − δt2DTσCσfM−1ff CfσDσ,
where ησ,h is the finite element approximation of the interface displacement. For geometric





i and matrix Mσσ is


















where αK and αF are the coercivity constants of the operators associated respectively to
Kσσ and Fσσ.
Set the array
U = M−1ff CfσDσ,





































where γK is the continuity constant of the operator associated to Kσf , and CI is the





), ∀vh ∈ V fh , (3.36)
that holds under the assumption that the triangulation in Ωf0 is quasi-uniform. By uh we
denote the finite element approximation associated to U .
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≤ Ch1−α||ησ,h||2L2(Σ0), ∀ησ,h ∈ V σh , (3.37)
where α is defined in (3.34), C > 0 is a mesh-independent constant, and V σh is the finite
element space approximating (H1(Σ0))












































































































+ 2DTσNσsDs + αN ||ηs,h||L2(Ωs0),
αN being the coercivity constant of the operator associated to Nss. With ηs,h we indicate
the finite element approximation of the displacement in Ωs0\Σ0. To simplify the calcula-






(h2 + C2I γKδt)
2 > 0. (3.38)
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which can however be regarded as a restriction on the mesh-size h if α 6= 1, see (3.34).
From (3.38) it follows that, under condition (3.34), matrix TSS is positive definite for












This proves our Proposition.
Remark 3.12. In order to simplify the proof of the non-singularity of system (3.32), we
derived two conditions on mesh-size and time step ((3.34) and (3.35), respectively) which
are more restrictive than what would be necessary.
Numerical evidence suggests that matrix TSS − TSpTppTpS is positive definite for all the
physical and discrete parameters we tested, also when the convective term is taken into
account to model the fluid motion.
Remark 3.13. In view of our previous results, for δt ≤ δtcr, matrix T is indefinite,
however its eigenvalues are real with variable sign. System (3.32) has therefore a unique
solution.
3.6.2 Losing modularity
Modularity is the property of a solver to consist of separated modules and it is typical of
partitioned procedures, which solve the fluid and the structure with two different codes.
A first and natural approach to solve system (3.32) would consist in adopting a matrix-
free method (GMRES or BiCGStab, for example), which prevents us from assembling T .
Despite the fact that the matrix is not assembled, this approach is non-modular because
the system solver needs to access the fluid and structure matrices in the respective codes.
Matrix T is ill-conditioned, with condition number κ(T ) = CTh
−2. An iterative solver
applied to the non-preconditioned system (3.32) will exhibit slow convergence. Then, a
preconditioner is mandatory.
The choice of a good preconditioner for T is not trivial. The computation of the ILU
preconditioner would require the evaluation of the elements of T . Hence, it is too expensive
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for real applications and does not make much sense, since we want to avoid to assemble T .
In the simulation of the carotid bifurcation (Sec. 5.6), we employed two preconditioners:
the point-diagonal and the block-diagonal one. The former proves to be cheaper in terms
of CPU time (see Fig. 5.14(b))).
However, for simplified problems (like the one presented in Chapter 4), the assembling of
matrix T might not be too expensive. It is only feasible when the mass matrix is diagonal,
otherwise the assembling of the Schur complements is not affordable. In case of using
non-matching grids and a L2-projection, the inverse mass matrix that will appear should
be diagonal too. Once matrix T is assembled, we are able to use a classical preconditioner
(such as ILU(q)) together with an iterative solver.
3.6.3 Keeping modularity
When solving system (3.32) by a Krylov iterative solver such as GMRES the key point is
how to choose a good preconditioner in order to keep modularity. In [56], a preconditioned
GMRES is used for solving every tangent system of the Newton method.
Problem (3.32) can be reformulated as an interface equation. First of all, we rewrite it












Then, by means of Schur complements, we write the interface problem(




2σ − TσpT−1pp bn+12p −NσsN−1ss bn+1s . (3.39)
Also in this case, the system matrix is ill-conditioned, with a condition number of order
h−1. Thus, an optimal preconditioner must be used in (3.39). In order to keep modularity,
this preconditioner can only involve structure (or fluid) terms. A classical choice is to take
N˜σ = Nσσ −NσsN−1ss Nsσ
as preconditioner for the system matrix in (3.39). This is the so-called Dirichlet-Neumann
preconditioner, and gives rise to the Dirichlet-Neumann iterative method. It can be proved
that this preconditioner is optimal with respect to h (see [120]). The preconditioned
Richardson system is:(





2σ − N˜−1σ TσpT−1pp bn+12p − N˜−1σ NσsN−1ss bn+1s , (3.40)
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and its convergence rate is therefore independent of h.
However, even though the spectral properties of the preconditioned matrix N˜−1σ TσpT
−1
pp Tpσ
are mesh size independent, its spectral radius involves a relationship between structure and
fluid physical parameters, becoming ill-conditioned when the added-mass effect is critical.
When the weight of this matrix is small, the convergence properties of iterative proce-
dures are good, while the convergence is slow or (for Richardson iterations) impossible in
presence of a strong added-mass effect.
Using a matrix-free iterative solver, we must evaluate a matrix-vector product at every
iteration. Given a test vector Z, we have to compute:
N˜−1σ
(
Tσσ − TσpT−1pp Tpσ −NσsN−1ss Nsσ
)
Z,
that is the solution W of
N˜σW =
(
Tσσ − TσpT−1pp Tpσ −NσsN−1ss Nsσ
)
Z.
We can rewrite this system as
TppR = TpσZ, (3.41a)
N˜σW = N˜σZ+ (Cσσ − δtCσfM−1ff Cfσ)Z− TσpR. (3.41b)
From (3.41), it is easily grasped why this preconditioner has been called Dirichlet-Neumann.
At the first step, where we evaluate the auxiliary array R (with the dimension of the
pressure array), we are solving the pressure Schur complement associated to a Dirichlet
fluid problem. The second step consists of a Neumann structure problem with the updated
value of the pressure. Then, we are keeping modularity, and appropriate solvers can be
used separately for the solution of every field (pressure and structure).
Let us make some further comments about how to solve the fluid (3.41a) and structure
(3.41b) subproblems. For the fluid one:
TppR = −δtDfM−1ff GfR = TpσZ, (3.42)
we can use a matrix-free iterative solver and avoid the assembling of the matrices involving
the inverse mass matrix. Anyway, it is much more appealing in terms of CPU cost to build
Tpp with a non-diagonal matrix and solve (3.42) using an appropriate solver.
A matrix-free solver can also be used for the structure subproblem to avoid the assem-
bling of the structure Schur complement N˜σ. By introducing another auxiliary array V,
we switch from the interface equation (3.41b) to a structure problem
NssV +Nsσ (W− Z) = 0,
NσsV +Nσσ (W− Z) = (Cσσ − δtCσfM−1ff Cfσ)Z− TσpR.
Further details on the Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner can be found in Section 5.3.
Numerical experiments to compare the approaches reported in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 are
carried out in Section 5.5 and 5.6.
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Chapter 4
Application of the methods based on
inexact factorization to blood flow in
large arteries
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we analyze the numerical behavior of the coupling schemes illustrated in
Chapter 3. To this purpose, we consider a problem which models the interaction between
an incompressible fluid and a thin elastic tube. This is the typical situation arising in the
simulation of blood flow in large arteries. In fact, we aim at reproducing, in an idealized
framework, the interaction between the blood and the arterial wall. However, all the
methods presented in Section 3.3 can be adopted for other fluid-structure applications.
The test problem we consider is the 2d benchmark proposed in [60]. The simplified
blood flow problem couples the 2d incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid
with the so called generalized string model (1d, see Section 4.2.1) for the structure. An
overpressure is applied at the inlet of the fluid for a short duration of time to simulate
the heart beat. Although the fluid is modeled as incompressible, there is a finite velocity
propagation of the overpressure due to the fluid-structure coupling, as shown in Section
4.3.6.
We let the physical parameters take the values in the physiological range. Thus, the FSI
problem under consideration is characterized by a large added mass effect. Since all the
procedures we introduced in Section 3.3 are semi-implicit, we first check the convergence in
time of a semi-implicit method to the corresponding implicit one (Section 4.3.1). We study
the accuracy of PIC and FSY algorithms in Section 4.3.2. In Section 4.3.3, we compute
the splitting error for the FSY method. Then, we let the structure density vary in order to
understand how the predictor-corrector methods (Section 4.3.4) and the pressure-structure
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system (Section 4.3.5) are affected by the added-mass effect. Finally, all the tests performed
on the semi-implicit methods we introduced allow us to draw some preliminary conclusions
in Section 4.4.
4.2 Blood Flow in Large Arteries
We consider a portion of a blood flow vessel that occupies at time t a region denoted by Ωt.
The interior of the vessel is called lumen, through which blood flows. Thus, this part of Ωt
corresponds to Ωft . The lumen is surrounded by three layers of tissue called intima, media,
and adventitia, which form the artery wall (Ωst ). In Figure 4.1, we report the anatomy of an
artery and the corresponding simplified representation for the mathematical modelling of
the blood flow. The mathematical domain is delimited by the sections Sin and Sout, which
connect the vessel to the rest of the system. More precisely, through Sin, the upstream
section, and Sout, the downstream one, the fluid enters and leaves Ωt, respectively. In
hemodynamics, those sections are also called proximal and distal, to indicate that one is
nearer and the other further with respect to the heart.
Figure 4.1: Anatomy of an artery and its simplified representation for the mathematical
modelling of the blood-vessel system.
Blood is composed of blood cells suspended in a liquid called blood plasma. Plasma,
which constitutes 55% of blood fluid, is mostly water (90% by volume), and contains
dissolved proteins, glucose, mineral ions, hormones, carbon dioxide, platelets and blood
cells themselves. The blood cells present in blood are mainly red blood cells and white
blood cells. We do not consider the microscopic composition of blood and model it as
a homogeneous and incompressible fluid. Moreover, in large arteries (i.e., those whose
diameter is roughly larger than 0.2 cm) blood can be assumed to behave as a Newtonian
fluid [94, 152], while in small vessel and capillaries its rheology is more complex. Thus,
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we describe the blood motion through the Navier-Stokes equations. Since the deformation
of the arterial wall are quite large, the fluid equations are treated in ALE framework
(2.13a)-(2.13b).
Neither the complex microscopic structure of the vessel wall is taken into account.
The arterial wall is merely represented as an elastic medium. In this chapter, we limit
our attention to a very simple model derived for a cylindrical configuration. The next
subsection is devoted to the description of the model.
In modelling the arterial wall as purely elastic we are neglecting an important charac-
teristics: the porosity. We will consider this aspect of the vessel structure in Chapter 6,
where we adopt a poroelastic model instead of an elastic one.
4.2.1 A generalized string model
Let
Σ0 = {(r, θ, x) : r = R0, 0 ≤ x ≤ L, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π}
be a cylindrical reference surface of radius R0. We neglect the longitudinal and angular















= fΣ(t, θ, x). (4.1)
Here, x indicates the axial direction (see Fig. 4.2), hs is the wall thickness, k is the so
called Timoshenko shear correction factor, G, E and ν are respectively the shear modulus,
the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio, while γ is a viscoelastic parameter. Finally
fΣ(t, θ, x) is an external forcing term. The term kGhs
∂2η
∂x2








is that it accounts for longitudinal pre-stress (i.e. at the equilibrium
position) in the arterial wall. Indeed, in physiological conditions, arteries experience a
longitudinal pre-stress and parameter kGhs represents the longitudinal tension at rest.
Model (4.1), called generalized string, has been widely used in many works devoted to
blood flows (see, for instance, [118, 114]). Basically, it derives from the equations of linear
elasticity for a cylindrical tube of small thickness, under the hypotheses of plane stress
and membrane deformations (i.e. negligible elastic bending terms). Equation (4.1) must
be supplemented with boundary conditions. The conditions η = 0 at x = 0 and x = L (L
being the length of the portion of vessel under consideration), corresponding to clamped
wall ends, are not realistic in the blood flow context. Since the structural model is of
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= 0 at x = L.
Other simpler structure models can be derived from (4.1) by neglecting some terms.
By neglecting the viscoelastic term and the term with the second derivative in x, we obtain










where p is the fluid pressure. This model has been adopted in [109, 81], for instance. If we






which is widely used to derive simplified monodimensional models for the circulatory system
(see, e.g., [124, 150]).
4.2.2 A simplified 2D problem
We want to simulate the propagation of a pressure pulse coming from the heart in a
straight artery of length L. To this purpose, we adopt a 2d model obtained by intersecting
a portion of blood flow vessel Ωft (Fig. 4.1, on the right) with a plane, see Fig. 4.2. The
2d problem arises from the combination of the 2d Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid
with the generalized string model (4.1) to describe the motion of the upper and lower
boundaries.
The initial domain is a rectangle of height H = 1 cm and length L = 6 cm, whose upper
and lower edges are deformable in the vertical direction. The fluid and structure physical
parameters used in the simulation have been listed in Table 4.1. These parameters have
been chosen in the physiological range for a human body. Note that the values of ρs and
ρf are very close.
On the inflow section Sin we impose the following Neumann boundary condition:
σ
f









while on the outflow section Sout a homogeneous Neumann condition has been imposed.







Figure 4.2: By intersecting the cylinder with a plane we obtain the 2d geometry with a 1d
wall.
Fluid density: ρf = 1.0 g/cm
3 Fluid viscosity: µ = 0.035 poise
Structure density: ρs = 1.1 g/cm
3 Wall thickness: hs = 0.1 cm
Young modulus: E = 7.5 · 105 dynes/cm2 Viscoelastic parameter: γ = 10−1 dyne · s
Shear modulus: G = 2.5 · 105 dynes/cm2 Poisson coefficient: ν = 0.5
Table 4.1: Fluid and structure physical properties for the numerical test
time duration of the pulse is 5 ms. Fig. 4.3 shows the input profile σfin ·n. The value of Pin
is about 1/8 of the real amplitude in a cardiac beat. Also the duration of the pulse is much
smaller than the one of a cardiac beat, whose systolic phase lasts about 0.3 s. We solve the
problem over the time interval [0, 0.012] s. The variation from the real values is justified by
the fact that they amplify the propagative phenomena due to the fluid-structure coupling.
Remark 4.1. Although not completely realistic for blood flow problems, this 2d benchmark
maintains the peculiar aspects of the coupled fluid-structure problem. Therefore, it will be
adopted to test the semi-implicit algorithms presented in Section 3.3.
More realistic applications are shown in Chapter 5.
4.3 Numerical Experiments
We choose a conforming space discretization between fluid and structure: (P1isoP2) - P1
finite elements for the fluid and P1 finite elements for the structure. We have solved the
problem with the algorithms described in Section 3.3 on the elliptic mesh of 31 × 21 P1
fluid nodes (2501 P1isoP2 nodes) shown in Figure 4.4. With regard to time discretization,
we choose the backward Euler scheme for the fluid equations and the mid-point rule for
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Figure 4.3: Input profile of the inflow Neumann boundary condition on the normal stress.
the structure problem.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0
1
Figure 4.4: Elliptic mesh used for the simulations.
Fig. 4.5 shows the fluid pressure contour lines together with the structural deformation
at time t = 4, 8, and 12 ms. The solid displacement, definitely non-negligible, has not been
magnified. We see that initial pressure pulse propagates in the artery at a finite speed, even
though the fluid model consists of incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The reason of
this fact lies in the compliance of the vessel wall.
In Section 4.3.6, we calculated the diameter of the artery, the average pressure, and the




Figure 4.5: Propagation of the initial pressure pulse, moving from the inflow to the outflow
section. Solutions every 4 ms.
4.3.1 Semi-Implicit procedures
In Figure 4.6, we check the good behavior of a first order semi-implicit algorithm by
evaluating its order of convergence in time. In order to do that, we solve the monolithic
implicit scheme for δt = 10−6. The corresponding solution will be considered as exact.
We compare the solution of the first order semi-implicit monolithic method, computed
on the mesh of Figure 4.4 for a sequence of decreasing time steps (δt = 4 · 10−4, 2 ·
10−4, 10−4, 5 · 10−5, 4 · 10−5) with the exact solution. The semi-implicit monolithic scheme
solves system (3.4) by a global preconditioned GMRES once per time step. In Figure 4.6,
we report the L2-error on the fluid velocity, pressure, and structure displacement at time
t = 10 ms. In all cases, the method exhibits a first order of accuracy in time. Besides that,
the semi-implicit method has remained stable. This means that avoiding to subiterate
over the domain shape allows important time savings without compromising accuracy and
stability.
4.3.2 PIC and FSY accuracy
The next step is to evaluate the convergence of the inexact factorization techniques designed
in Chapter 3.
We solve the test problem with the first order FSY and PIC schemes (with first order
predictions for pressure and interface velocity in the incremental FSI system) for the same
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error on structure displacement at t = 10 ms
1
Figure 4.6: Convergence of the semi-implicit monolithic method to the implicit monolithic
one. The dashed line in each graph indicates slope 1.
sequence of time steps (δt = 4 · 10−4, 2 · 10−4, 10−4, 5 · 10−5, 4 · 10−5), always on the mesh of
Figure 4.4. The FSI nonlinearity is treated in an explicit way using semi-implicit schemes.
We compute the solution of the semi-implicit monolithic algorithm on the same mesh
but with time step δt = 10−6: we will address to this solution as the exact solution. We
compare the solutions computed by the FSY and PIC methods at the different time steps
with this exact solution. Figure 4.7 shows the error on the fluid velocity, pressure, and
the structure displacement at time t = 10 ms, all evaluated in the L2-norm. As it was
expected, we recover a linear convergence for both methods.
For the first order FSY scheme, we repeat the same procedure on the refined grid
61× 26 P1 fluid nodes. Fig. 4.8 shows again the error on the fluid velocity, pressure, and
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1
Figure 4.7: Convergence of the first order FSY and PIC schemes to the monolithic semi-
implicit method.
remark that the “exact” solutions are different for the two grids, so it can happen that the
errors on the fine mesh are bigger than the ones on the coarse grid, as in Fig. 4.8.
4.3.3 Splitting error for the FSY algorithm
The solution computed by the semi-implicit PIC or FSY methods is affected by three
errors: the first one is due to the fact that nonlinearities of the FSI are explicitly treated,
the second one is introduced by the discretization, and the third one derives from the
splitting (i.e. approximation (3.15)). In Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we checked the first error
and the sum of the second and the third ones, respectively. In this subsection, we evaluate
the splitting error introduced by the first order FSY method. For this purpose, we compare
at the different time steps the solution of our scheme with the solution of the semi-implicit
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Figure 4.8: Convergence of the first order FSY scheme to the monolithic semi-implicit
method on two different grids.
monolithic method, computed on the same mesh (Fig. 4.4) and with the same time step
value. In Fig. 4.9, we report the splitting errors for fluid velocity, pressure, and structure
displacement. The dashed line in each graph indicates slope 2.
As the time step gets refined, the FSY method introduces an error that behaves like
δt2 for all the three quantities. This means that the splitting error is smaller than the time
discretization error. Thus, the global error in time for fluid velocity, pressure and structure
displacement can be written as the sum of the three errors mentioned before
err(δt) = cSI δt+ cTD δt+ cY os δt
2, (4.3)
where cSI , cTD, and cY os are two positive constants independent of δt. Formula (4.3) is
empirical. In [67] the same behavior for the time discretization (TD) and the splitting






















































Figure 4.9: Splitting error on the fluid velocity, pressure, and structure displacement in
the L2-norm at time t = 10 ms: difference between the solution of the first order FSY
algorithm and the monolithic solution computed with the same time step.
fixed domain.
4.3.4 Convergence of predictor-corrector methods
The target is to analyze the convergence properties of predictor-corrector iterations with
respect to the added-mass effect.
As commented in Section 3.3.3, since the pressure and structure problems remain cou-
pled after the inexact factorization, the convergence of this method towards the monolithic
solution must be added-mass effect independent.
We have plotted the average number of predictor-corrector iterations (in time) for
different values of the structure density: ρs = 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 g/cm
3. We have
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performed this test for two different time step values. Figure 4.10 shows that the average
number of predictor-corrector subiterations keeps almost constant for all the values of ρs
in both cases.
























Figure 4.10: Average number of subiterations of the predictor corrector method as the
structure density varies, for different time steps.
4.3.5 The added-mass effect and the pressure-interface system
The pressure-interface velocity system couples fluid and structure problems. In Section
3.6, we have discussed some possible alternatives for the solution of this linear system
depending on modularity.
We want to evaluate how complicated it is to solve this system with respect to the
added-mass effect. Again, we have solved the FSI test problem using different values of the
structure density (ρs = 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 g/cm
3) and different time steps (δt = 5·10−4,
10−4, 5 · 10−5). We have evaluated the condition number of the system matrix T , which
involves the loss of modularity (Section 3.6.2). In Figure 4.11, we observe that the condition
number of T decreases with respect to the added-mass effect. Therefore, the solution of
the fluid-structure system (3.32) is made easier by the small condition number when the
added-mass effect is more important. This behavior characterizes not only the simplified
problem we are dealing with in this chapter, but also fully 3d problems as reported in Fig.
5.13. Therein, we have two PIC methods, PIC-GMRES and PIC-BiCGStab, depending on
the solver used for system (3.32). The small condition number for ρs = 1, e.g., reflects in
less GMRES iterations and, consequently, less CPU time.
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On the other hand, we have evaluated the condition number of the interface system
matrix (Section 3.6.3). As expected, due to the fact that this matrix is related to the
interface problem, its condition number is much smaller. Moreover, the behavior with
respect to the added-mass effect is opposite to the one for T : the condition number of this
interface matrix increases when ρs approaches ρf .
We also notice that, keeping ρs fixed, in both cases the average condition number
increases as the time step decreases.
As a conclusion, to lose modularity can be appealing when solving problems where the
added-mass effect is critical. In Chapter 5, we further investigate non-modular algorithms
and claim their efficiency in comparison to the DN-Richardson algorithm, a well known
modular technique.



































Figure 4.11: Average conditioning number for the inexact Schur complement matrices and
its Schur complement for different structure densities and time steps.
4.3.6 Qualitative results
To highlight the propagative phenomena associated to FSI problems with large added-mass
effect, we have computed average quantities on each vertical line Si of the mesh in Fig. 4.4
(see [104]), corresponding to the position xi = i · h, with i = 0, ..., 30 and h = 0.2 cm. We
calculated the diameter of the artery, the average pressure, and the flux at each time step:










ex being the unit vector in the x direction, using different strategies and numerical param-
eters.
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From Fig. 4.12, 4.14, and 4.13, it is evident that a propagative pulse is associated to
all these three quantities.
In Figure 4.12, we report the comparison between the average pressure profiles com-
puted every 2 milliseconds with the first order FSY scheme with two different time steps
(δt = 10−4 and δt = 10−6). As expected, for larger time step values, the solution is slightly
more dissipative.
t = 2 ms t = 4 ms











t = 6 ms t = 8 ms










t = 10 ms t = 12 ms










Figure 4.12: Average pressure profiles computed with the first order FSY method for
δt = 10−4 (dashed line) and for δt = 10−6 (solid line). Comparison at different time levels.
In order to evaluate the influence of the spatial discretization on the numerical solution,
we compare in Figure 4.13 the diameter of the artery section calculated with the first order
PIC scheme on two different meshes: a coarse one (31× 21 P1 fluid nodes) and a fine one
(61 × 26 P1 fluid nodes). In both cases the time step is δt = 10−4. We notice that the
solution for the fine grid is slightly faster than the one computed on the coarse grid.
Finally, we compare, in a qualitative way, the flow rate of the monolithic scheme against
those of PIC, FSY, and predictor-corrector methods for δt = 5·10−5. In all cases we consider
semi-implicit procedures. We notice from Figure 4.14 that the difference between the flow
rate profiles associated to all these solutions is very slight. Figure 4.15 shows a zoom of
the flow rate profiles at t = 12 ms.
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Figure 4.13: Diameter of the artery section along its axis computed with the first order PIC
method on the coarse mesh (dashed line) and on the fine mesh (solid line). Comparison at
different time levels.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we applied to a simple test case the semi-implicit methods proposed in
Chapter 3. Semi-implicit coupling methods, firstly introduced in [55], show good stability
properties and low computational costs for FSI problems characterized by a strong added-
mass effect. The basic idea behind them is to couple implicitly the pressure stress to the
structure, while the nonlinearity due to convection and the geometrical nonlinearities are
treated explicitly. In [55], the implicit-explicit splitting is performed through a Chorin-
Temam scheme for the fluid.
In Chapter 3, we have proposed new schemes based on the inexact factorization of the
linearized fluid-structure system, i.e. the procedure is split into explicit and implicit steps
at the algebraic level. Two different methods have been designed: pressure-interface cor-
rection (PIC) and fluid-structure Yosida (FSY). In both cases, the perturbation error has
been analyzed and the convergence properties of the methods have been checked through
numerical experiments. In this chapter we show that, in the simulation of a pressure pulse
propagation in an idealized blood flow vessel, the methods remained stable for a wide range
of discretization and physical parameters. Qualitative results have turned out to be very
similar to those achieved with the monolithic system.
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Figure 4.14: Flow rate profiles at different time levels: comparison between the solution
of first order FSY (dashed line), first order PIC (solid line), predictor-corrector (dash-dot
line) methods, all for δt = 5 · 10−5, and the “exact” solution (dotted line).
We have also proposed predictor-corrector methods that use inexact factors as precon-
ditioners. The best feature of these procedures is that predictor-corrector iterations are
independent of the added-mass effect. The solution of these methods converges to the one
of the fully implicit monolithic system without introducing any perturbation. Therefore,
these schemes are very well suited when there is an interest on implicit fluid-structure
solutions. In this case, we can also consider one-loop algorithms, where nonlinearity and
predictor-correction iterations are performed with only one loop.
The next step will concern the application of the algorithms presented here to three-
dimensional problems. These more realistic cases would also enable us to evaluate the
computational cost reduction allowed by the methods that we have introduced and tested
in the previous and present chapters, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: On the left the rectangle indicates the zoom area on the flow rate profiles for
t = 12 ms. On the right there is the zoom.
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Chapter 5
Comparison between modular and
non-modular approaches
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we aim at comparing the performances of the splitting technique based
on an inexact block-LU factorization of the linear FSI system (Chapter 3) with those
of other two approaches. These two approaches involve different preconditioners for the
coupled system matrix obtained after space-time discretization and linearization of the FSI
problem. The classical Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner (Section 5.3) has the advantage
of modularity because it allows to reuse existing fluid and structure codes with minimum
effort (simple interface communication). Unfortunately, its performance is very poor in case
of large added-mass effects. Alternatively, we consider a non-modular approach, detailed
in Section 5.4. It consists in preconditioning the coupled system with a suitable diagonal
scaling combined with an ILUT preconditioner. The system is then solved by a Krylov
method. The drawback of this procedure is that the combination of fluid and structure
codes to solve the coupled system is not straightforward.
Independently of the preconditioner, the efficiency of semi-implicit algorithms (i.e.,
those that treat geometric and fluid nonlinearities in an explicit way) is highlighted and
their performance compared to the one of implicit algorithms. All the methods are tested
on three-dimensional blood-vessel systems: a straight artery (Section 5.5) and the carotid
bifurcation (Section 5.6). In Section 5.7, we draw some conclusions on the optimal range
of applicability of the methods considered.
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5.2 The domain decomposition approach
In this section we reformulate the fluid-structure problem in a domain decomposition ap-
proach, see e.g. [137, 44, 46, 45]. Our purpose is to introduce a framework for the next
section by reporting a few theoretical concepts. We refer to [120] for an exhaustive expo-
sition of the theory we just hint at.
We consider the time discretized version of (2.13) using a BDF scheme for the time
integration at the step tn+1. At the time step tn+1, let us denote by ησ the interface
variable corresponding to the displacement on the fluid-structure interface ηn+1|Σ
tn+1
.
We define the Steklov-Poincare´ interface operator (see [120]) for the fluid as follows:
Sf is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map in Ωftn+1 such that
Sf : (H1/2(Σtn+1))d −→ (H−1/2(Σtn+1))d
ησ −→ σf · n.
This operator solves the fluid problem for a given value of the interface variable ησ and
recovers the stress on the interface σf · n. Hence, this is a mapping between the trace of
the structure displacement field η and the dual space of normal stresses exerted by the
fluid.
We remark that the Steklov-Poincare´ operator Sf for the fluid is nonlinear, because
of the shape nonlinearities and the nonlinearity due to the convective term of the fluid
equations. As a consequence, the principle of superposition of effects does not hold and Sf
has to account also for forcing terms and non-homogeneous boundary conditions.
Likewise, we define the Steklov-Poincare´ operator for the structure: Ss is the Dirichlet-
to-Neumann map in Ωstn+1 such that
Ss : (H1/2(Σtn+1))d −→ (H−1/2(Σtn+1))d
ησ −→ σs · n.
This operator solves the structure problem with ησ as a Dirichlet boundary datum for η on
Σtn+1 and extracts the value of the interface stress σ
s · n. Even if the structure equations
are linear, this operator is nonlinear because of the shape nonlinearities. Its inverse S−1s ,
called Poincare´-Steklov interface operator, is the Neumann-to-Dirichlet map in Ωstn+1 such
that:
S−1s : (H−1/2(Σtn+1))d −→ (H1/2(Σtn+1))d
σs · n −→ ησ.
The operator S−1s solves the structure problem with σs ·n as Neumann boundary condition
on the interface and recovers the displacement ησ.
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Coupling condition (2.13e) can be rewritten in terms of the operators introduced above:
find ησ ∈ (H1/2(Σtn+1))d such that
Sf (ησ) + Ss(ησ) = 0. (5.1)
Thanks to the domain decomposition approach the FSI problem (2.13) has been reduced
to interface equation (5.1).
If we apply the inverse of the Steklov-Poincare´ operator S−1s to equation (5.1), we obtain
the following problem: find ησ ∈ (H1/2(Σtn+1))d such that
−S−1s (Sf (ησ)) = ησ. (5.2)
Equation (5.2) can be easily solved through a fixed point algorithm. The iterative procedure
reads: given ηkσ, find η
k+1
σ such that
ηk+1σ = −S−1s (Sf(ηkσ)). (5.3)
Method (5.3) is referred to as Dirichlet-Neumann. In fact, given a value for the interface
displacement ηkσ, we solve the fluid problem with a Dirichlet interface condition depending
on ηkσ and compute the stress σ
f · n on Σtn+1 . In this way, we have Sf(ηkσ). Then, we
solve the structure problem with σs · n = σf · n as Neumann interface condition and
compute the new value of the interface displacement ηk+1σ . That corresponds to calculate
−S−1s (σf · n). Notice that at every iteration of (5.3) the fluid domain must be updated.
Thus, every iteration of the fixed point method deals with the fluid-structure coupling and
the linearization of the geometrical nonlinearities.
The solution of the fluid problem in (5.3) needs nonlinear iterations. One possibility is
to make use of nested loop: at every fixed point iteration nonlinear iterations are performed
to linearize the convective term. Otherwise, we could replace Sf (ηkσ) in (5.3) by a linearized
operator S˜f (u∗;ηkσ), where u∗ is the convective velocity adopted for the linearization. In
this way, we deal with both nonlinearities (and the coupling) in the same loop.
Other widely used domain decomposition methods can be adopted to solve equation




Pk(ηk+1σ − ηkσ) = −Sf (ηkσ)− Ss(ηkσ), (5.4)
where Pk is a preconditioner for Sf(ηkσ)+Ss(ηkσ). By choosing Pk = Ss, we recover the fixed
point method (5.3). Thus, the classical Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm can be interpreted
as a preconditioned Richardson method. For this reason, we denote it by DN-Richardson.
Some alternative choices for Pk are suggested in [46]. Moreover, relaxation is advisable to
improve the convergence properties of (5.4).
In the next section, we consider the Dirichlet-Neumann method at the discrete level.
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5.3 The Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner
Let us reformulate the FSI system as an interface problem. This is achieved by writing
system (3.4) only in terms of Un+1σ thanks to the Schur complements of fluid and structure
subproblems. The Schur complements represent the discrete Steklov-Poincare´ operators




Aσ = C˜σ + N˜σ, (5.5)














N˜σ = Nσσ −NσsN−1ss Nsσ,














The interface system preconditioned with the Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner N˜σ
reads as follows:
N˜−1σ AσUσ = N˜
−1
σ b˜σ. (5.6)
This Schur complement preconditioner can also be understood as an incomplete block-
LU factorization of the FSI system matrix A (see [120]). Equation (5.6) is the algebraic
counterpart of (5.2). This is more evident if we rewrite it like
−N˜−1σ (C˜σUσ − b˜σ) = Uσ.
The preconditioned system must be solved with a matrix-free iterative solver. In the next
two sections, we introduce two different choices.
Remark 5.1. We defined the fluid and structure Schur complements in (5.6) for the case
where the fluid equations are discretized with stabilized finite elements. Their definitions
for the standard Galerkin formulation is easily retrieved from the associated FSI system
(3.8).
However, from now onwards, we consider the FSI system associated to the stabilized for-
mulation. The numerical results reported in Section 5.5 and 5.6 refer to that formulation.
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5.3.1 Richardson algorithm for the preconditioned interface sys-
tem





σ (b˜σ − AσUkσ).
This equation corresponds to the discretized version of (5.4) with Pk = Ss and it is the
classical Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm.
We can easily infer that it is equivalent to the following iterative procedure:






























This is the most appealing feature of the DN-Richardson method: every iteration of the
algorithm can be performed by separate fluid and structure solvers. We only need to
modify the boundary conditions.
The iterative process must be supplemented with an appropriate stopping criterion.




Every iteration of the DN-Richardson algorithm is expensive, because it involves to
solve one fluid and one structure problem. A cheaper preconditioner has been suggested
in [149]. The fluid and structure problems are replaced by ILU-type preconditioners of the
respective system matrices. This preconditioner is not modular and less effective than the
original one, but the computational cost of every iteration is reduced.
5.3.2 GMRES algorithm for the preconditioned interface system
Instead of using Richardson iterations, we can apply the GMRES algorithm to the precon-
ditioned interface problem (5.6). The resulting method is denoted by DN-GMRES. It is
much faster and robust than DN-Richardson, because it involves orthonormal iterations.
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Moreover, convergence is always assured, at worst after as many iterations as degrees of
freedom at the interface (not practical for real applications). The GMRES methods re-
quires to compute and store the Krylov base associated to Q = N˜−1σ Aσ, starting from the
preconditioned residual r0 = N˜−1σ [b˜σ − AσU0σ], where U0σ is the initial guess. The Krylov
space generated for the m-th iteration of the GMRES method is
Km := span{r0, Qr0, Q2r0, ..., Qmr0} = span{z0, z1, ..., zm}.
Given zk, in order to get zk+1 we must evaluate a matrix-vector product
N˜−1σ Aσz
k = zk + N˜−1σ C˜σz
k
This algorithm can be rearranged in such a way that every matrix-vector product is eval-
uated by the DN-Richardson code, simply setting to zero the body force:
(i) Given U0σ, solve one Richardson iteration of (5.7) to get U
1
σ and compute the initial
residual as:
r0 = U1σ −U0σ.
(ii) Initialize the Krylov base with z0 = r0/||r0|| and at every GMRES iteration (see
[127, Section 6.5]) obtain the matrix vector product w = Qzk as follows:



































(c) Evaluate w = zk − vσ.
Implementing the DN-GMRES method by reusing the DN-Richardson master allows to
use separate fluid and structure solvers. Unluckily, the performance of the DN-GMRES
algorithm is still negatively affected by the added-mass effect.
Remark 5.2. At every GMRES iteration we get
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which can also be written as
||U˜k+1σ −Ukσ||,
where U˜k+1σ is obtained from U
k
σ by solving one iteration of the Richardson algorithm
(5.7). By taking ǫ||U0σ|| as tolerance, we impose the same stopping criterion used for the
DN-Richardson method. This is the choice adopted in the numerical experiments.
Remark 5.3. The GMRES algorithm is performed over the interface unknowns. There-
fore, the Krylov base elements only have the dimensions of Uσ. The memory requirements
are clearly reduced.
Remark 5.4. The DN-GMRES algorithm could be implemented in a modular way. The
computation of the initial residual is nothing else but one iteration of the DN-Richardson
algorithm and the rest of the matrix-vector products can be computed using (5.9), with
separate fluid and structure evaluations. However, we must set to zero the right-hand
side term in both sub-problems. Assuming that this can be done without modifying the
source codes, the DN-GMRES would keep modularity. In any case, a modular DN-GMRES
algorithm is extremely inefficient; fluid and structure matrices do not change in the iterative
process and could be assembled only once. An efficient implementation of the DN-GMRES
algorithm requires a master with access to fluid and structure blocks to perform the iterative
process without reassembling matrices.
5.3.3 The reduction factor for the residual norm of the DN-
GMRES method for a model problem
The purpose of this subsection is to understand how the added-mass effect affects the
convergence of the DN-GMRES algorithm. To fulfill it, we consider the simplified fluid-
structure model proposed in [26].
We take a rectangular fluid domain Ωf ⊂ R2 of height R and length L (see Figure
5.1). The structure domain Ωs is placed on the upper side of Ωf and coincides with the
interface (that is, Ω
s
= Σ). Under the hypothesis of dealing with a thin structure, having
a membrane behavior and neglecting all the displacements but the normal one, we derive
the structure model:
ρshs ∂ttη + a η − b ∂xxη = fΣ(x, t) in Ωs × (0, T ).
This model derives from the generalized string model (4.1) by neglecting the viscoelastic
contribution. So, η = η(x, t) is the displacement in the direction of nf , a = Ehs/R
2(1−ν2),
and b = kGhs.
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Figure 5.1: Domain for the simplified fluid-structure problem.
The model for the fluid is linear, incompressible, and inviscid. The deformation of the
structure is assumed to be so small that the fluid domain Ωf can be considered fixed.
Hence, the fluid model is the following:
ρf∂tu+∇p = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ), (5.10a)
∇ · u = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ), (5.10b)
u = ∂tη on Σ× (0, T ), (5.10c)
with suitable boundary conditions on ∂Ωf\Σ and initial conditions; u denotes u ·nf on Σ.
For the time discretization of the FSI system we choose the implicit Euler scheme for
the fluid problem and first order backward difference scheme for the structure one. The
time-discrete problem reads:
ρfδtu
n+1 +∇pn+1 = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ), (5.11a)
∇ · un+1 = 0 in Ωft × (0, T ), (5.11b)
u = δtη
n+1 on Σ× (0, T ), (5.11c)
and
ρshs
ηn+1 − 2ηn + ηn−1
δt2
+ a ηn+1 − b ∂xxηn+1 = pn+1 in Ωs × (0, T ). (5.12)
It can be shown [26, 6] that problem (5.11)-(5.12) corresponds to the following discrete
added-mass problem for the structure:
(ρshsI + ρfM)η
n+1 − 2ηn + ηn−1
δt2
+ a ηn+1 + b Lηn+1 = pˆn+1 on Ωs × (0, T ), (5.13)
where I denotes the identity operator,M : H−1/2(Σ)→ H1/2(Σ) stands for the added-mass
operator and L = −∂xx is the Laplace operator. pˆn+1 takes into account non-homogeneous
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boundary conditions on ∂Ωf\Σ. The added mass operator consists in: given w ∈ H−1/2(Σ)
find q ∈ H1(Ωf) such that
−△q = 0 in Ωf ,
q = 0 on Γin ∪ Γout,
∂q
∂n
= 0 on Γdown,
∂q
∂n
= w on Σ,
and extract the value of the solution q on Σ.






I + bL+ ρf
δt2
M,
which can be split as Q = Qf +Qs, where Qf and Qs are the linear operators associated









Solving (5.13) with the DN-GMRES algorithm means to solve the problem Qηn+1 = G (G
accounting for ηn, ηn−1, and pˆn+1) with the GMRES method based onQs as preconditioner.















The functions gi are eigenfunctions of both the added-mass and the Laplace operators. Let











for i = 1, ...,∞. The operator Qs is continuous and coercive. Also Qf is continuous [26].
The reduction factor ρ(m) with respect to the initial residual norm for them-th iteration
of the DN-GMRES method is defined as:
||r(m)|| ≤ ρ(m)||r(0)||,
where r(m) is the residual vector at the m-th iteration. The most precise expression of
the reduction factor depends on the iteration number (see [127, 50])). Asymptotically,
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In our case, we have R = Q−1s Q, whose eigenvalues can easily proved to be real and
positive. However, always in the case of an operator with real and positive eigenvalues, a




















(Q−1s (Qf +Qs)η, η)
(η, η)





since the operator Qf is positive on L2(Σ) and µi → 0 and λi → ∞ as i → ∞. For the
supremum we get:






ρshs + aδt2 + δt2bλmin
.
In [6], it is proved that the DN-Richardson algorithm applied to the simplified problem



















ρfµ1 + ρshs + aδt2 + δt2bλ1
.
Since 0 < ρ < 1, the advantage of the DN-GMRES algorithm is that convergence is always
reached, whereas the DN-Richardson method has a constraint on the relaxation parameter.
However, as the added-mass effect gets critical, ωmax → 0; so the reduction factor ρ → 1




One of our goal in the present chapter is to show that non-modular algorithms for FSI
should not be dismissed. In particular, we claim the efficiency of non-modular precondi-
tioners for problems affected by a large added-mass effect. In this section we describe our
monolithic strategy to solve system (3.4).
The basic aspects of our non-modular approach are the use of fluid and structure prob-
lems in terms of velocities, the use of a single finite element partition for the whole domain
and the use of the same velocity finite element space for fluid and structure problems (that
can easily be attained by using stabilization techniques). In this frame, the continuity of
velocities is straightforward and the continuity of stresses is imposed weakly. For more
details, see Section 3.2.1.
The first problem related to the monolithic FSI matrix is the discrepancy between the
entries in the different blocks. In order to solve this issue, we consider a diagonal scaling
of the matrix (applied on the left). The diagonal scaling we performed for the numerical
simulations in Section 5.5 and 5.6 is the following. Let D be the diagonal matrix whose
element are the diagonal coefficients of A (3.5). Instead of solving system (3.4), we solve:
AˆXn+1 = bˆn+1
where Aˆ := D−1A and bˆn+1 := D−1bn+1. Note that the diagonal scaling can only be
performed on matrix (3.5) and not on matrix (3.8).
The system matrix Aˆ is preconditioned by an incomplete LU factorization P , the so-
called ILUT preconditioner (see [127]). The ILUT preconditioner allows to fix a threshold
(entries smaller than the threshold are discarded) and the level of fill-in (that defines the
maximum number of non-zero entries per row). Again, we make use of left-preconditioning:
P−1AˆXn+1 = P−1bˆn+1 (5.17)
This method is non-modular, in the sense that the whole monolithic matrix is needed to
compute the preconditioner.
Remark 5.5. An appropriate fluid formulation is important for the efficiency of ILU-type
preconditioners applied to the FSI system. Inf-sup stable elements yield linear systems
that are indefinite since they represent saddle-point problems. By using stabilized formula-
tions the zero pressure block of these systems is replaced by a semi-positive definite matrix.
This improves remarkably the efficiency of iterative solvers preconditioned with ILU-type
preconditioners (see e.g. [135, 1, 59, 22]).
In the non-modular approach, we aim at solving the FSI linear system through stan-
dard iterative methods. The preconditioned system is solved by a matrix-free Krylov
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method. Because of the non-symmetric nature of the system, we consider the GMRES
and BiCGStab algorithms. We denote this combination by ILUT-GMRES and ILUT-
BiCGStab, respectively. Every iteration of the Krylov method requires to solve a linear
system with the preconditioner as system matrix. The solution of this system is very simple
and cheap thanks to the ILU structure of the preconditioner. This is a main difference with
respect to the DN preconditioner, where the solution of the system with the preconditioner
as system matrix involves expensive fluid and structure evaluations. Thus, for an equal
number of outer Krylov method iterations, the non-modular approach is much faster.
The GMRES method is based on the minimization of the residual of the preconditioned
system (5.17). This algorithm requires to store the Krylov base, where every element of
the base is an array of size the number of unknowns. Due to memory constraints, the
maximum number of Krylov elements that can be stored must be limited. When this
limit is reached, the GMRES method must be re-started. The BiCGStab algorithm is
based on a quasi-minimization of the residual that does not require to store the Krylov
base, drastically reducing the memory usage. The GMRES algorithm (without re-starting)
requires a lower number of iterations than BiCGStab; however, the latter performs better
than the re-started GMRES.
5.5 Numerical results for the straight cylindrical pipe
Through our numerical experimentation we aim at analyzing how the added-mass effect
affects the performance of the different FSI algorithms considered above and those de-
scribed in Section 3.3 . Our goal is to simulate the propagation of a pressure pulse in a
straight pipe with deformable boundaries as the structure density varies. We consider both
the fully 3d problem, whose fluid domain is a cylinder of radius R0 = 0.5 cm and length
L = 6 cm (Figure 5.2 (a)), and its 2d approximation, obtained by intersecting the pipe
with a plane. The bi-dimensional problem differs from the one considered in Chapter 4 for
the fact that here the structure is 2d too. The fluid and structure physical parameters used
in the simulations are listed in Table 5.1: a double line separates the common ones from
the ones of the 2d problem only (see [104]), which are separated also from the parameters
of the 3d problem (see [45]).
On the inflow section we impose Neumann boundary (4.2), whereas on the outflow
section a homogeneous Neumann condition has been imposed. The amplitude Pin of the
pressure pulse has been taken equal to 2 · 104 dyne/cm2 and the time duration of the pulse
is 5 ms. We solve the problem over the time interval [0, 0.012] s. Figure 5.3 displays the
structure displacement vectors at t = 2, 4, 6, 8 ms.
For both problems we choose a conforming space discretization between fluid and struc-
ture: stabilized P1−P1 finite elements for the fluid and P1 finite elements for the structure.
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(a) fluid geometry (b) structure geometry
(c) fluid mesh (d) structure mesh
Figure 5.2: (a) Fluid and (b) structure geometries and the (c) fluid and (d) structure
meshes used for the results in Section 5.5.3.
See Figure 5.2(c) and (d) for an example of fluid and structure meshes.
The software that has been used is ZEPHYR, a multi-physics finite element code written
in Fortran and developed at CIMNE-UPC (Barcelona). For the ILUT preconditioner
and iterative solvers, we have used SPARSKIT, developed by Saad (see [126]). All the
simulations were performed on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 with 2 GB of RAM.
5.5.1 Comparison between the DN-Richardson and DN-GMRES
methods
We solve the 2d problem with the two DN-Richardson and DN-GMRES algorithms (semi-
implicit version) on a structured mesh of 61 × 21 fluid nodes and 61 × 4 structure nodes,
with time step δt = 2 · 10−4 s. We consider different values of the structure density
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Fluid density: ρf = 1.0 g/cm
3 Fluid viscosity: µ = 0.035 poise
Structure density: ρs = 1.1 g/cm
3 Wall thickness: hs = 0.1 cm
Young modulus: E = 7 · 105 dyne/cm2 Viscoelastic parameter: γ = 10−1 dyne · s
Shear modulus: G = 2.5 · 105 dyne/cm2 Poisson coefficient: ν = 0.4
Lame´ constants: µℓ = 10
6 dyne/cm2, λℓ = 1.73 · 106 dyne/cm2
Table 5.1: Fluid and structure physical properties for the numerical tests
(a) t = 2 ms (b) t = 4 ms
(c) t = 6 ms (d) t = 8 ms
Figure 5.3: Structure displacement vectors as the pressure pulse moves from the inflow to
the outflow section. Solution at every 2 ms.
ρs = 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 g/cm
3. Similar results have been reported in [26, 104] for inf-sup
stable finite elements for the fluid and simplified structural models under the hypotheses
of plane stress and membrane deformations.
We choose to adopt the explicit treatment of the nonlinearities in order to focus on the
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fluid-structure coupling iterations.
Figure 5.4 shows the number of coupling iterations needed by the two algorithms to
satisfy the stopping criterion ((5.8) with tolerance 10−4) at each time step, for the different
densities. The number of subiterations for the DN-Richardson algorithm increases dramat-
ically as the structure density approaches the fluid one. Notice in the legend the relaxation
parameter ω taken in each case: it corresponds to the highest value under which we have
convergence of the coupling iterations. The relaxation parameter can be interpreted as an
index of “stiffness” of the fluid-structure coupling. When using the DN-GMRES algorithm
the number of subiterations increases only slightly as the structure density decreases. In
fact, the two methods are almost equivalent in the case of high structure densities, but the
advantage of employing GMRES instead of Richardson iterations becomes clear in presence
of a strong added-mass effect. Moreover, no relaxation is needed for the convergence of
the DN-GMRES algorithm.
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Figure 5.4: Number of coupling iterations needed to satisfy the convergence criterion at
each time step for (a) the DN-Richardson and (b) DN-GMRES methods.
To better show the improvement of the DN-GMRES algorithm we report in Figure 5.5
the average number of coupling iterations over the time interval for the two methods as
the structure density varies. Both methods are fairly insensitive to mesh size variations.
The coarser structured mesh used for the comparison has 41 × 16 fluid nodes and 41 × 3
structure nodes.
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Average number of coupling iterations for the 2d problem
 
 
fine mesh, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
fine mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
coarse mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(a) DN-Richardson























Average number of coupling iterations for the 2d problem
 
 
fine mesh, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
fine mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
coarse mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(b) DN-GMRES
Figure 5.5: Average number of coupling iterations for (a) the DN-Richardson and (b) DN-
GMRES methods as the structure density varies. Comparison for different meshes and
different time step sizes.
5.5.2 The DN-GMRES method: implicit and semi-implicit ver-
sions
In order to check the computational savings allowed by the explicit treatment of the nonlin-
earities, we compare the implicit and semi-implicit versions of the DN-GMRES algorithm
for the 2d problem.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the average number of nonlinear iterations of a fixed point algorithm
for two different time step sizes, two different tolerances of the nonlinear loop, and for all
the structure densities specified in Section 5.5.1. For high ρs the nonlinearity is mainly due
to the convective term in the fluid equations, while as ρs decreases the domain nonlinearities
become more important.
The implicit DN-GMRES method uses two nested loops: an external one dealing with
the nonlinearity and an internal one solving every linearized system. Thus, the implicit
method is computationally intensive, with a high number of fluid structure evaluations
(loosely speaking, number of nonlinear iterations times number of average coupling it-
erations). We plot the cumulative number of iterations, i.e. the sum of the number of
GMRES iterations required by every fixed point iteration, of the implicit DN-GMRES for
the 2d test problem in Fig. 5.6(b). On the contrary, the DN-Richardson method allows to
use only one loop that deals with both nonlinear and coupling iterations (see [4]). Even
though the nonlinear iterations are not so ill-posed as the coupling iterations, the number
of cumulative iterations increases a lot.
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Implicit DN−GMRES algorithm for the 2d problem
 
 
δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−2
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−2
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−4
(a) Nonlinear iterations































Semi−implicit vs implicit DN−GMRES for the 2d problem
 
 
implicit, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−2
implicit, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−2
semi−implicit, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10 −4
semi−implicit, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
implicit, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, tol. 10−4
(b) Total coupling iterations
Figure 5.6: (a) Average number of fixed point iterations for the implicit version and (b)
average number of total GMRES iterations per time step for the implicit and semi-implicit
versions, for different structure densities and time step sizes.
Remark 5.6. Although the use of one-loop algorithms can reduce the number of cumula-
tive iterations, the matrix and right-hand side have to be updated at every iteration. When
using nested loops, the matrix and right-hand side only need to be updated every nonlinear
(external) iteration. The use of one-loop algorithms with DN-GMRES is not straightfor-
ward because the GMRES algorithm assumes the same system matrix during the iterative
process. A way to get a one-loop algorithm is the use of a FGMRES method, that allows
perturbations of the system matrix. FGMRES can only be used with right preconditioning,
so the DN preconditioner must be applied to the right in this situation.
In Figure 5.6(b), we compare the average number of GMRES iterations per time step
for the implicit and semi-implicit versions of DN-GMRES, as ρs varies. In the case of a low
density structure, an explicit treatment of the nonlinearity reduces drastically the CPU
cost because no nonlinear iterations must be performed; when using the ALE formulation,
every nonlinear iteration of the shape domain involves to compute a Laplacian problem.
The difference between the CPU cost of semi-implicit and implicit schemes gets even bigger
with a tighter tolerance, as expected. Therefore, in hemodynamics applications it is very
appealing to deal explicitly with the geometrical and fluid nonlinearities, while keeping the
fluid-structure system coupled.
The computational savings obtained by a semi-implicit treatment of the nonlinearity
are also reported in Section 5.6.3 for a realistic 3d problem.
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5.5.3 The ILUT-GMRES and ILUT-BiCGStab methods
We apply our non-modular approach to the 2d and 3d problems for the same values of
ρs reported in Section 5.5.1. The preconditioners adopted are the incomplete LU factors
of the scaled monolithic system with 20 non-zero entries per row and threshold 0.1. For
the GMRES method, two different values for the maximum dimension of the Krylov space
(20 and 50 for the 2d problem, 50 and 80 for the 3d one) are taken into account. Again,
we consider the semi-implicit versions. The main goal of this section is not to compare
re-started GMRES and BiCGStab iterative solvers; as commented in Section 5.4, the best
choice will strongly depend on the available computer memory. Our purpose is rather to
show how ILUT preconditioners behave as the structure density approaches the fluid one.
For the 2d problem, the meshes are the same ones used for the tests in Section 5.5.1. For
the 3d case we considered two unstructured meshes: the coarse one with average element
size h = 0.14 (4347 nodes and 21163 tetrahedra, see Figure 5.2(c) and (d)) and the fine
one with average element size h = 0.12 (6452 nodes and 32190 tetrahedra). The tolerance
on the normalized residual used for the iterative solvers is 10−4.
In Figure 5.7 and 5.8, we observe the number of GMRES iterations for the bi-dimensional
and three-dimensional problems, respectively, on two different meshes and with two dif-
ferent time step sizes (δt = 2 · 10−4 s and δt = 4 · 10−4 s). Refining the mesh causes an
increase in the iterations number, while the number of iterations decreases with the time
step. This can be explained by the fact that the starting point for the GMRES method is
the solution at the previous time step. However, the difference in the number of iterations
with respect to the mesh size and the time step reduces as the Krylov space dimension
gets bigger and as the added-mass effect becomes important. For both problems increasing
the maximum dimension of the Krylov space ensures faster convergence of the GMRES
method, because it reduces the re-starting of the method. Furthermore, the algorithm
shows better convergence properties for problems with large added-mass effect.
The convergence of the ILUT-BiCGStab algorithm for the 2d and 3d case is shown in
Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b), respectively. ILUT-BiCGStab shows the same behavior than
ILUT-GMRES in the 2d problem (Fig. 5.9(a)), while the trend is more irregular for the
3d test (Fig. 5.9(b)).
As a conclusion, non-modular ILUT preconditioners are suitable for large added-mass
problems, because they do not exhibit the ill behavior of the DN preconditioner as ρs/ρf
decreases (reported in Fig. 5.5).
5.5.4 Comparison between the ILUT-solver and PIC-solver
We compare now CPU cost and number of iterations of the two non-modular approaches,
the ILUT-solver and the PIC methods, with respect to the structure density for the 3d
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Average number of GMRES iterations for the 2d problem
 
 
fine mesh, Krylov dim = 20
fine mesh, Krylov dim = 50
coarse mesh, Krylov dim = 20
coarse mesh, Krylov dim = 50
(a) Dependence with h

























Average number of GMRES iterations for the 2d problem
 
 
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 20
δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 20
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 50
δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 50
(b) Dependence with δt
Figure 5.7: Average number of GMRES iterations to solve the monolithic system for the
2d problem, for different ρs. Comparison for (a) different meshes and (b) different time
step sizes.
























Average number of GMRES iterations for the 3d problem
 
 
fine mesh, Krylov dim = 50
fine mesh, Krylov dim = 80
coarse mesh, Krylov dim = 50
coarse mesh, Krylov dim =80
(a) Dependence with h
























Average number of GMRES iterations for the 3d problem
 
 
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 50
δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 50
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 80
δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4, Krylov dim = 80
(b) Dependence with δt
Figure 5.8: Average number of GMRES iterations to solve the monolithic system for the
3d problem, for different ρs. Comparison for (a) different meshes and (b) different time
step sizes.
straight artery. Since we are interested in comparing the efficiency of different methods, in
the numerical simulations we will only consider the PIC algorithm and not the FSY one.
Indeed, the latter is more expensive in terms of computational time (see Section 3.3.2). For
the solution of step 2 of the PIC method, we adopt the strategy described in Section 3.6.2.
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Average number of BiCGStab iterations
 
 
fine mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
fine mesh, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
coarse mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(a) 2d problem























Average number of BiCGStab iterations
 
 
fine mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
fine mesh, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
coarse mesh, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(b) 3d problem
Figure 5.9: Average number of BiCGStab iterations to solve the monolithic system for the
(a) 2d and (b) 3d problem, for different ρs, meshes and time step sizes.
In particular, for the solution of the pressure-structure system, we consider the GMRES
and the BiCGStab algorithms. The corresponding PIC schemes are called PIC-GMRES
and PIC-BiCGStab.
The solver iterations and CPU cost for the ILUT-GMRES and PIC-BiCGStab meth-
ods are reported in Fig. 5.10. For large added-mass effect, ILUT-GMRES requires less
CPU cost whereas PIC-BiCGStab is cheaper for larger values of ρs. The CPU cost of
ILUT-GMRES decreases as the added-mass effect becomes more important while the PIC-
BiCGStab method exhibits a slight increase of CPU cost.
5.6 Numerical results for the carotid bifurcation
Our goal is now to simulate a pressure wave in the carotid bifurcation using the same fluid
and solid properties as in the straight pipe case. The geometry is a realistic one first used
in [83]. Figure 5.11(a) and 5.11(b) show the fluid and the structure geometries. The fluid
and the structure are initially at rest and the same Neumann boundary conditions of the
straight pipe are imposed at both the inlet and the outlet. The average inflow diameter is
0.67 cm, the time step used is δt = 2 ·10−4 s and the time interval is [0, 0.012] s. Figure 5.12
shows the fluid pressure together with the structural deformation amplified by a factor 10
at time t = 3, 6, 9, 12 ms.
Again we choose a conforming space discretization between fluid and structure: sta-
bilized P1 − P1 finite elements for the fluid and P1 finite elements for the structure. See
Figure 5.11(c) and 5.11(d) for an example of fluid and structure meshes.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Average number of solver iterations and (b) CPU time for the ILUT-solver
and the PIC methods as the structure density varies.
5.6.1 Comparison between the ILUT-solver, PIC-solver, and DN-
GMRES methods
We first compare the ILUT-solver and the PIC methods. In particular, we consider the
ILUT-BiCGStab method, the ILUT-GMRES one with different fill-ins for the precondi-
tioners, the PIC-GMRES and PIC-BiCGStab algorithms. The tolerance for the iterative
method is 10−4 for all the schemes. When the GMRES method is adopted the maximum
dimension of the Krylov base is set to 40. The unstructured mesh we used has diameter
h = 0.11 (8737 nodes and 40814 tetrahedra) and is reported in Figure 5.11(c) and 5.11(d).
Fig. 5.13(a) shows the average number of solver iterations for the usual structure
densities ρs = 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 g/cm
3. As already noticed in Sec. 5.5.3, the decreasing of
the structure density improves the performances of the ILUT-GMRES method. Moreover,
increasing the fill-in of the preconditioners reduces the number of GMRES iterations up to
ρs = 100. This reduction in the number of iterations does not correspond to a decrease in
the CPU time for ρs > 1, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.13(b). In fact, the more accurate ILU
factorizations require fewer iterations to converge but the cost to compute the incomplete
factors (and sometimes the overall CPU cost) increases. For low structure densities the
ILUT-BiCGStab behaves worse than the ILUT-GMRES. In any case, both methods have
very similar CPU cost for large-added mass effect problems. The choice of the iterative
solver (GMRES vs. BiCGStab) will depend on the size of the problem and computer
memory (see Section 5.4). While the PIC-BiCGStab method always converges in less
iterations and faster than the PIC-GMRES.
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(a) fluid geometry (b) structure geometry
(c) fluid mesh (d) structure mesh
Figure 5.11: (a) Fluid and (b) structure geometries and the (c) fluid and (d) structure
meshes used for the results in Section 5.6.1.
The PIC-solver methods whose results are reported in Fig. 5.13 employ the point-
diagonal preconditioner to solve system (3.18b). We also considered the block-diagonal
one. Obviously, this latter drastically reduces the number of solver iterations (Fig. 5.14(a))
but it is much more time consuming than the point-diagonal preconditioner (Fig. 5.14(b)).
The DN-GMRES algorithm is much more expensive in terms of CPU time than the
other two methods. That is the reason why the results are not reported in the same
graph but in a separated one (Fig. 5.15). Even though it represents an improvement
with respect to the DN-Richardson algorithm, the DN-GMRES one is not competitive for
realistic hemodynamics problem.
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(a) t = 3 ms (b) t = 6 ms
(c) t = 9 ms (d) t = 12 ms
Figure 5.12: Propagation of the initial pressure pulse, moving from the inflow to the outflow
section. Solution at every 3 ms.
5.6.2 The ILUT-GMRES and the PIC-BiCGStab methods for
hemodynamics problems
Now we restrict our attention to the problem with the largest added-mass effect, i.e. we
set ρs = 1. Fig. 5.16(a) reports the average number of solver iterations and Fig. 5.16(b)
the CPU time required by the ILUT-GMRES and PIC-BiCGStab methods to solve the
bifurcation problem on four different meshes. From the coarsest to the finest, the meshes we
used have 6796, 8737, 13148, and 16402 nodes (31138, 40418, 62879, and 79528 tetrahedra,
respectively). The PIC-BiCGStab method takes always more iterations to converge than
the ILUT-GMRES one. The gap between the iterations number seems to increase with
the refinement of the mesh. The CPU times needed by the two methods to complete the
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Figure 5.13: (a) Average number of solver iterations and (b) CPU time for the ILUT-solver
and the PIC methods as the structure density varies.


























































Figure 5.14: (a) Average number of GMRES iterations and (b) CPU time for the PIC-
GMRES method with different preconditioners as the structure density varies.
simulation show the same tendency. Thus, the ILUT-GMRES algorithm remains the less
time-consuming also when the size of the problem increases.
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Figure 5.15: CPU time for the ILUT-GMRES and the DN-GMRES methods as the struc-
ture density varies.















































Figure 5.16: (a) Average number of solver iterations and (b) CPU time for the ILUT-
GMRES and the PIC-BiCGStab methods for different meshes.
5.6.3 The ILUT-solver: implicit and semi-implicit versions
As done in Section 5.5.2 for the DN-GMRES method and the 2d straight artery, we show
the efficiency of a semi-implicit treatment of the nonlinearity for ILUT preconditioners.
We solved the carotid bifurcation problem with ILUT-BiCGStab. We considered two
different time step values and all the structure densities specified in Section 5.6.1. Fig.
5.17(a) shows the average number of fixed point iterations (with tolerance 10−2) for the
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implicit treatment of the nonlinearity. The CPU cost is reported in Figure 5.17(b). For
the implicit algorithm, the number of nonlinear iterations is fairly insensitive to structure
density variations whereas the CPU cost reduces when ρs increases. In any case, the
computational savings associated to a semi-implicit treatment of the nonlinearity are clear
in all situations.

































δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(a) Nonlinear iterations
















Semi−implicit vs implicit ILUT−BiCGStab algorithm
 
 
implicit, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
implicit, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
semi−implicit, δ t = 2 ⋅ 10−4
semi−implicit, δ t = 4 ⋅ 10−4
(b) Total coupling iterations
Figure 5.17: (a) Average number of fixed point iterations for the implicit version and (b)
average CPU time per time step for the implicit and semi-implicit versions of the ILUT-
BiCGStab method; values for different structure densities and time step sizes.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we took into account two different preconditioners for the coupled system
obtained after linearization and full discretization of the FSI problem.
The first one is the classical Dirichlet-Neumann preconditioner. Two modular algo-
rithms based on that preconditioner (the DN-Richardson and the DN-GMRES ones) have
been considered. The reduction factor for the DN-GMRES method has been obtained for
a model problem.
The second preconditioner is a non-modular ILUT preconditioner for the whole FSI
system. We have introduced an appropriate monolithic formulation to be used with this
preconditioner. Several aspects of this formulation have been also discussed in [137, 58].
The theoretical negative impact of the added-mass effect on the reduction factor agrees
with the numerical experiments. The performances of DN-Richardson and DN-GMRES
have been compared to those of two methods (ILUT-GMRES and ILUT-BiCGStab) yielded
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by the non-modular ILUT preconditioner for the whole FSI system. Moreover, the DN
algorithms and the ILUT-solver methods have been compared to another non-modular
approach: the PIC scheme presented in Section 3.3.1. The difference with respect to the
problem solved in Chapter 4 is that, in this chapter, we deal with d-dimensional structures
and make use use of stabilized finite elements methods.
The advantages of the explicit treatment for the nonlinearities of the FSI problem have
been underlined once again. Thus, we dealt with the semi-implicit versions of all the
methods mentioned above. This allowed us to focus on the fluid-structure coupling and on
the effects of the added-mass.
We have carried out a broad set of numerical experiments. For problems with large
added-mass effect we can draw the following conclusions:
 The DN-GMRES algorithm represents an improvement of the DN-Richardson one.
However, they both perform well in case of high structure densities but suffer in case
of critical added-mass effects.
 Unlike the DN-algorithms, the performance of the ILUT-solver methods is not dete-
riorated when the structure density approaches the fluid one. This good behavior in
the large added-mass effect range pays off for the loss of modularity, also in the case
of the PIC methods.
 The ILUT-solver method proved to be the least expensive in terms of CPU time for
large problems. The PIC scheme is very competitive for smaller problems. Anyways,
both non-modular preconditioners prove to be much more efficient than the modular
DN-algorithm approach for the applications under consideration.
 A clear reduction of the CPU cost can be attained by considering a semi-implicit
treatment of the nonlinearities.
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The interaction between a fluid and a
poroelastic structure
6.1 Introduction
Let us take a closer look at the anatomy of the artery wall (see Figure 4.1, on the left).
The intima is the innermost layer separated from the media layer by internal elastic lamina
(IEL). It is made of a single layer of the endothelial cells. The endothelium is a cell layer
with clefts among the cells which exchange water and solute between the arterial lumen
and the intima. The media layer mainly contains smooth muscle cells and elastic fibers.
The adventita is the outermost layer of the artery wall comprised of connective tissue and
fibroblast. The blood from the arterial lumen enters the intima by crossing the endothelial
cells. It passes through the intima and enters the media after crossing the IEL to serve the
adventita and implanted smooth muscle cells.
Neglecting the porosity of the artery wall means to disregard an important feature of
its nature. Thus, for a more realistic modeling of the fluid-structure problem appearing
in hemodynamics, we switch from a purely elastic model for the artery wall to a poroe-
lastic one. Modeling the poroelastic behavior of the artery wall represents a step forward
towards the numerical simulations of complex clinical problems, such as the development
and treatment of atherosclerosis.
It is believed that accumulation of low density lipoproteins (LDL) leads to the initiation
of atherosclerosis. The LDL concentration is affected by the filtration flow through the
endothelial layer. In turn, the velocity of this flow is affected by the deformation of the
artery wall. Assuming for simplicity that the LDL concentration has no effect on the
motion of the artery (or blood flow solution), a coupled fluid-poroelastic structure model
needs to be developed to simulate this problem. Then, the transfer of LDL would be
simulated by an advection-diffusion problem which uses the fluid velocities (inside both
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the lumen and the wall) as advective velocities.
Nano-sized delivery vehicles are emerging as powerful tools for treating and imaging
cardiovascular disease (see, e.g., [57]). One method that has been proposed to treat vul-
nerable plaques and diffuse atherosclerosis in the large arteries involves injecting a drug
compound into the bloodstream with a catheter to transport the drug to the surrounding
tissue. The simulation of these phenomena requires as well a coupled FSI methodology
where blood is modeled as a Newtonian incompressible fluid and the artery wall is modeled
as a linear, isotropic, and poroelastic medium.
The classic fluid-structure interaction problem in hemodynamics (Navier-Stokes/elastic-
ity for thin structures coupling) has been broadly studied, see Section 2.5. Many works
have been devoted also to the Navier-Stokes/Darcy coupling (see Section 6.2.2) to simulate
mass transport from the arterial lumen to the arterial walls and inside the walls, which
are supposed to be rigid. Up to our knowledge, the fluid-poroelastic structure interaction
(FPSI) appearing in hemodynamics has been investigated in a very limited number of
works [84, 25]. In [84], the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid are coupled
to the Biot equations, which govern the motion of a saturated poroelastic medium. The
coupled system is linearized by Newton’s method and solved by a monolithic solver. A
monolithic approach is adopted also in [25], where the structure is described by a simplified
poroelastic model.
We extend to FPSI problems some of the strategies proposed for fluid-elastic structure
interactions in the previous chapters. Unlike [84, 25], we choose a fixed point method
for the linearization of the Navier-Stokes/Biot coupled system. In this way, it is easy to
consider the semi-implicit versions of all the algorithms, i.e. only one fixed point iteration is
performed per time step. Semi-implicit methods enable us to better understand the Navier-
Stokes/Biot coupling because nonlinearities are explicitly treated. To solve the linear FPSI
system, we propose to apply both the monolithic approach introduced in Section 5.4 and
partitioned procedures. It is the first time that a modular approach is adopted for FPSI
problems. Among all the partitioned procedures derived from a domain decomposition
viewpoint, we focus our attention on the Dirichlet-Neumann, Robin-Neumann, and Robin-
Robin algorithms. We show again that, although the monolithic approach solves a problem
whose size is bigger than that of the single subproblems, it proves to be efficient for the
combination of physical parameters which maximizes the added-mass effect. On the other
side, the Robin-Neumann scheme exhibits the best performances among the partitioned
procedures in terms of robustness to parameters variations.
In Section 6.2 we state the Navier-Stokes/Biot coupled problem in its differential form,
specifying the coupling conditions which lead to a mathematically well-posed problem.
The variational formulation of the coupled problem is tackled in Section 6.3. The space
and time discretization of the FPSI problem is challenging due to the fact that a double
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inf-sup condition needs to be satisfied: one for the fluid subproblem and the other for
the poroelastic system. While there exists a great variety of stabilization techniques for
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, only a few works deal with stabilization for
the incompressibility in poroelastic structures (see, e.g., [64] in case of using the finite
difference method for the space discretization). For this reason, Section 6.4 is devoted to
the derivation of a simple stabilized formulation for the structure subproblem. The matrix
form associated to the fully discretized and linearized (Section 6.5) is detailed in Section
6.6. Sections 6.7 and 6.8 present our monolithic approach and the partitioned procedures
we apply to solve the linear system. Finally, in Section 6.9 we carry out some numerical
experiments on simplified 2d problems representing blood-vessel systems.
6.2 Problem setting
Suppose that the bounded, polyhedral, and moving domain Ωt ⊂ Rd (d=2, 3, being the
space dimension, and t ∈ [0, T ] the time) is made up of two regions, Ωft and Ωpt , separated by
a common interface Σt = ∂Ω
f
t ∩ ∂Ωpt . The first region Ωft is occupied by an incompressible
and Newtonian fluid (see Chapter 1), and the second one Ωpt is occupied by a fully-saturated
elastic porous matrix. As for the FSI problem in Chapter 2, both domains depend on time.
Here, we denote by n the unit normal vector on the boundary ∂Ωft , directed outwards into
Ωpt , and by t the unit tangential vector orthogonal to n. We assume the boundary ∂Ωt
(and so n and t) to be regular enough.
6.2.1 The Biot system
A porous medium is defined as a mixture of a solid material, called skeleton or matrix,
and connecting pores filled with fluid (see Figure 6.1). The fluid and the solid are assumed
Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the artery wall as a porous medium: matrix (dark)
and connecting pores (blank).
to be incompressible. The dynamics of such a medium are described by the Biot system
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[13, 14, 15]:




+K−1D q +∇pp = fd in Ωpt × (0, T ), (6.1b)
∇ · (us + q) = 0 in Ωpt × (0, T ), (6.1c)
consisting of the momentum equation for the balance of the total forces (6.1a), the mo-
mentum conservation equation for the fluid phase only (6.1b), and the constraint of in-
compressibility (6.1c). In system (6.1), ρd is the density of the fluid in the pores, and
ρp = ρs(1− φ) + ρdφ is the density of the saturated porous medium, ρs being the density
of the solid material and φ being the porosity. The porosity is the ratio of the pore volume
over the total volume (pore + skeleton). We denote by us = ∂tη the velocity of the skeleton
and by q the filtration velocity, i.e. the relative velocity of the fluid phase with respect to
the solid one, q = φ(ud − us). Here, ud is the velocity of the fluid in the porous medium.
The hydraulic conductivity tensor is indicated with KD. The effective Cauchy stress tensor
of the matrix is σEs and it is related to the displacement of the porous structure η by a
suitable constitutive law. The pressure of the fluid in the pore is given by pp. We define
the total Cauchy stress for the poroelastic structure as
σs = −ppI+ σEs .
The right-hand side vectors f s and f d account for external body forces.
In the subsequent discussion, the values of densities, porosity, and hydraulic conduc-
tivity are constant in space and time.
The Biot system (6.1) is widely employed to model geotechnical problems. For that
kind of applications the time derivative Dtq is extremely small. Therefore, it is neglected in
(6.1a) and (6.1b). As for the moment, we keep it for hemodynamics applications. In fact,
the only work [84] that employs equations (6.1) to model the arterial wall takes derivative
Dtq into account.
Also when dealing with a poroelastic structure, we adopt a purely Lagrangian approach
(See Section 2.1.1). However, we avoid to cast system (6.1) into the reference domain Ωp0,
in order not to introduce additional variables and complicate the notation.
In order for system (6.1) to be well-posed, proper initial and boundary conditions must
be imposed. In the following, the boundary conditions on ∂Ωpt \Σt are chosen in a classical
simple form, since they play no essential role in the interaction. On the exterior boundary of
the porous medium we shall impose drained conditions pp = 0 on the pressure and clamped
conditions us = 0 on the structure velocity at the inlet and outlet. In Fig. 6.2, we specify
the boundary conditions imposed on ∂Ωt for the 2d simulation of the Navier-Stokes/Biot




σf · n = −Pin(t) Ωft
pp = 0, us = 0
σf ·n = 0
pp = 0, us = 0
pp = 0, σs ·n = 0
Figure 6.2: Boundary conditions imposed on the physical boundary of the 2d problem in
Section 6.9.
6.2.2 The coupling conditions and the Biot/Navier-Stokes sys-
tem
The objective of this subsection is to identify a physically consistent set of interface con-
ditions which couple the Biot system (6.1) to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
The variational statement of the resulting problem must lead to a mathematically well-
posed initial-boundary-value problem.
In Section 2.1.2 we saw that the natural transmission conditions at the interface of a
fluid and an impervious elastic solid consist of continuity of velocity (2.13d) and stresses
(2.13e). In order to understand the coupling between the fluid and a deformable and porous
medium, we review the transmission relations for a fluid in contact with a rigid but porous
solid matrix. In that case, we have two distinct scales of hydrodynamics: the first one is
represented by the Navier-Stokes system and the second one by the Darcy equations
K−1D q +∇pp = fd in Ωp, (6.2a)
∇ · q = 0 in Ωp. (6.2b)
Fluid mass conservation is a natural requirement at the interface, and continuity of pressure
or vanishing tangential velocity of the viscous fluid are other classically assumed conditions
[52, 88]. However, these issues have been controversial, see [133]. In fact, the location itself
of the interface is uncertain, since the porous medium is a mixture of fluid and solid.
Furthermore, Beavers and Joseph [10] discovered that a fluid in contact with a porous
medium flows faster along the interface than a fluid in contact with a solid surface. This
means that there is a slip of the fluid at the interface with a porous medium. To represent it,
they proposed that the normal derivative of the tangential component of the fluid velocity






(uf · t− q · t),
where γ is the slip rate coefficient. This condition was developed further in [128, 82]. A
rigorous analysis of such interface conditions can be found in [79, 80]. See [103, 95] for
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insights on those interface conditions, [130, 63, 86, 47] for numerical works, and [108] for
dependence on related problems.
Any model of fluid in contact with a deformable and porous medium contains the
filtration velocity, in addition to the displacement (or velocity) and stress variations of the
porous matrix. These must be coupled to the Navier-Stokes flow in the ALE formulation
ρf ∂tuf |
x0
+ ρf (uf −w) · ∇uf −∇ · σVf +∇pf = f f in Ωft × (0, T ), (6.3a)
∇ · uf = 0 in Ωft × (0, T ), (6.3b)




+K−1D q +∇pp = fd in Ωpt × (0, T ), (6.3d)
∇ · (us + q) = 0 in Ωpt × (0, T ), (6.3e)
via suitable interface conditions. The fluid velocity and pressure in Ωft are now denoted by
uf and pf , respectively. The tensor σ
V
f = 2µfǫ(uf ) stands for the viscous contribution to
the Cauchy stress tensor σf for a Newtonian fluid (1.2):
σf = −pfI+ σVf .
For a discussion on the coupling between a Stokes flow and a poroelastic medium, see
[98, 99, 134]. Following [134], we begin with the mass-conservation requirement that the
normal fluid flux must be continuous across the interface. Thus, the solution of (6.3) is
required to satisfy the admissibility constraint :
uf · n = (us + q) · n. (6.4a)
For the balance of the normal stresses in the fluid phase across Σt, we have
n · (σf · n) = −pp. (6.4b)
The conservation of momentum requires that the total stress of the porous medium is
balanced by the total stress of the fluid:
σs · n = σf · n. (6.4c)
Finally, the fluid tangential stress (which is equal to the one of the solid phase) is assumed
to be proportional to the slip rate according to the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition:
t · (σf · n) = − γ√
KD
(uf − us) · t. (6.4d)
We shall show next that interface conditions (6.4) suffice to precisely couple the Biot
system (6.3c)-(6.3d)-(6.3e) in Ωpt to the Navier Stokes one (6.3a)-(6.3b) in Ω
f
t .
Equations (6.3) are written in terms of structure velocity (rather than deformation).




The purpose of this section is to construct an appropriate variational formulation of the
Navier-Stokes/Biot system (6.3) coupled by interface conditions (6.4). To accomplish it,
for any given t ∈ [0, T ), we define the following spaces
Rˆ =
{










q : Ωpt → R, q = qˆ ◦ (Lt)−1, qˆ ∈ L2(Ωp0)
}
,
where Lt is the Lagrangian mapping describing the motion of the porous medium. It






t . When it is not
otherwise specified, homogeneous conditions are imposed on the physical boundary, for
the sake of simplicity.
We seek a solution in the spaces
uf ∈ V f(t), pf ∈ Qf (t), us ∈ V s(t), q ∈ R(t), pp ∈ Qp(t).
Spaces V f (t) and V s(t) are defined in Section 2.2, and Qf (t) coincides with Q(t) introduced
therein. The functions of V f(t), V s(t), and Qp(t) have a well defined trace on the external
boundary and on the interface, and those from R(t) have a normal trace. Furthermore, we
define the following space
V f0 (t) =
{
v ∈ V f(t), v · n|Σt = 0
}
.
We test the Navier-Stokes/Biot system (6.3) with test functions (vf , qf ,v
s, r, qp) ∈




+N (uf −w;uf , pf ,vf , qf)Ωft − (σf · n,v
f )Σt = 〈f f ,vf 〉Ωft , (6.5a)
ρp(Dtus,v
s)Ωpt + ρd(Dtq,v






D (q, r)Ωpt − (pp,∇ · r)Ωpt
−(pp, r ·n)Σt = 〈fd, r〉Ωpt , (6.5c)
(∇ · (us + q), qp)Ωpt = 0. (6.5d)
None of the coupling conditions (6.4) has been imposed yet.
Let us sum up equations (6.5) and consider only the interface integrals
IΣt = −(σf · n,vf)Σt + (σs · n,vs)Σt − (pp, r · n)Σt . (6.6)
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For each triple of test function vf ,vs, r satisfying the admissibility constraint (6.4a), the
interface integral (6.6) becomes
IΣt = −(σf · n,vf)Σt + (σs · n,vs)Σt − (pp,vf ·n)Σt + (pp,vs · n)Σt .
Decomposing the stress terms into their normal and tangential components, we obtain
IΣt =− (n · (σf · n) + pp,vf · n)Σt + (n · (σs ·n) + pp,vs · n)Σt
− (t · (σf · n),vf · t)Σt + (t · (σs · n),vs · t)Σt .
The first two terms are equal to zero thanks to interface conditions (6.4b) and (6.4c).




((uf − us) · t, (vf − vs) · t)Σt . (6.7)
We define the space of admissible solutions
W (t) =
{






(vf ,vs, 0) ∈ V f(t)× V s(t)×R(t), vf · n = vs · n on Σt
}
⊕ {(vf , 0, r) ∈ V f(t)× V s(t)×R(t), vf · n = r · n on Σt} .
Then, summing equations (6.5) and taking into account expression (6.7) for the interface
integrals, the variational formulation reads: Given t ∈ (0, T ), find (uf ,us, q, pf , pp) ∈




+N (uf −w;uf , pf ,vf , qf)Ωft + ρp(Dtus,v
s)Ωpt + ρd(Dtq,v
s)Ωpt









((uf − us) · t, (vf − vs) · t)Σt + (∇ · (us + q), qp)Ωpt = 〈f f ,vf〉Ωft
+ 〈f s,vs〉Ωpt + 〈fd, r〉Ωpt , (6.8)
for all (vf ,vs, r, qf , qp) ∈ W (t) × Qf(t) × Qp(t). This is a preliminary weak form which
makes use of space W (t) to show how to rewrite the interface integrals (6.6) thanks to
coupling conditions (6.4). However, space W (t) is not appropriate from the discretization
point of view, since basis and test functions fulfilling the normal continuity requirement
would be too cumbersome.
In Section 2.2.2, we remarked that the continuity of stresses between the fluid and the
elastic structure can be imposed in a weak way. This choice yields several advantages from
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the computational point of view. Hence, we enforce interface conditions (6.4b)-(6.4c)-(6.4d)
in the following weak way
(
(σs − σf) · n, ξ)
Σt
= 0, ∀ξ ∈ H1/2(Σt), (6.9a)(
σf · n+ ppn+ γ√
KD
(uf · t− us · t) t, ξ
)
Σt
= 0, ∀ξ ∈ H1/2(Σt). (6.9b)
By defining three arbitrary extension operators Eft , Est , and Edt from H1/2(Σt) to V f (t),
V s(t), and R(t), respectively, we have the following equalities:
(




, Eft (ξ))Ωft +N (uf −w;uf , pf , E
f
t (ξ), qf)Ωft
− 〈f f , Eft (ξ)〉Ωft
=−
〈




(σs · n, ξ)Σt =〈f s, Est (ξ)〉Ωpt − ρp(Dtus, Est (ξ))Ωpt − ρd(Dtq, Est (ξ))Ωpt − (σs,∇Est (ξ))Ωpt
= 〈Rs(us, q, pp), Est (ξ)〉Ωpt ,
(ppn, ξ)Σt =ρd(Dtus, Edt (ξ))Ωpt +
ρd
φ
(Dtq, Edt (ξ))Ωpt +K−1D (q, Edt (ξ))Ωpt − (pp,∇ · Edt (ξ))Ωpt
− 〈f d, Edt (ξ)〉Ωpt = −
〈Rd(us, q, pp), Edt (ξ)〉Ωpt .
Thus, conditions (6.9) can be rewritten as
−
〈
Rf (uf , pf), Eft (ξ)
〉
Ωft
− 〈Rs(us, q, pp), Est (ξ)〉Ωpt = 0,
−
〈
Rf (uf , pf), Eft (ξ)
〉
Ωft









for all ξ ∈ H1/2(Σt).
Notice that in general one might expect that q ·n ∈ H−1/2(Σt) because q ∈ R(t), while
uf · n ∈ H1/2(Σt) and us · n ∈ H1/2(Σt), since uf ∈ V f (t) and us ∈ V s(t). However, it
can be proved that q · n ∈ H1/2(Σt) due to the coupling.
By imposing conditions (6.4b)-(6.4c)-(6.4d) weakly, we could write the variational for-
mulation of the coupled Navier-Stokes/Biot system in another way with respect to (6.8).
This other variational formulation makes use of function spaces better suited to be approx-
imated by finite element spaces (they get rid of normal continuity requirement). That is,
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(uf · t− us · t) t,vf
)
Σt





s − ppI,∇vs)Ωpt −
〈
Rf (uf , pf), Eft (vs|Σt)
〉
Ωft






D (q, r)Ωpt − (pp,∇ · r)Ωpt
+
〈
(Rf (uf , pf) · n)n, Eft (r|Σt)
〉
Ωft
= 〈f d, r〉Ωpt , (6.10c)
(∇ · (us + q), qp)Ωpt = 0, (6.10d)
〈uf · n,vf |Σt〉 = 〈(q + us) · n,vf |Σt〉, (6.10e)
for all (vf ,vs, r, qf , qp) ∈ V f0 (t)×V s(t)×R(t)×Qf (t)×Qp(t). In (6.10), the fluid problem
is supplemented with Dirichlet interface condition (6.4a) for the normal component of
the velocity (imposed weakly by (6.10e)) and a Robin interface condition (6.4d). The
poroelastic subproblem is endowed with Neumann interface conditions (6.4b)-(6.4c).
6.4 Space and time discretization of the poroelastic
problem
The full discretization of the fluid subproblem has been analyzed in Section 1.4. In this
section we focus on the space and time discretization of the poroelastic subproblem (6.1).
Let Vˆ sh ⊂ (H1(Ωp0))d, Rˆh ⊂ (H(div,Ωp0))d, and Qˆph ⊂ L2(Ωp0) be the finite element
spaces approximating V s(0), R(0), and Qp(0) at the reference configuration, respectively.
The finite element spaces for a given time level tn can be defined using the domain map
(2.2), e.g. V sh (t
n) = Ltn(Vˆ sh ). From now on, we omit the time label tn from the finite
element spaces names.
The standard Galerkin approximation of the poroelastic problem (6.1) may fail because
pressure stability can only be obtained for suitable filtration velocity-pressure finite ele-
ment pairs (see Section 6.4.3). An alternative is to resort to stabilized methods. As already
pointed out in Section 1.4.2, the idea is to strengthen the classical variational formulation
so that discrete approximations, which would otherwise be unstable, become stable and
convergent. Thus, the coupling of an incompressible fluid to a poroelastic structure, in-
stead of an elastic one, shows an additional difficulty: stabilization (or inf-sup stable finite
elements) is needed not only for the fluid subproblem, but also for the structure one.
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In [84], there is no mention to the stabilization method adopted for the structure
subproblem. We aim at finding a simple way to stabilize the Biot system (6.1). In view
of that, we consider first the Darcy and the generalized Darcy problems. The stabilization
we propose for the Darcy problem is a simple generalization of the method in [92], whereas
the stabilization for the generalized Darcy and Biot equations are introduced for the first
time.
In subsection 6.4.1, we propose a stabilization for the Darcy problem based on the work
of Masud ad Hughes [92]. In subsection 6.4.2, we generalize it for the generalized Darcy
problem. We extend the same approach to the poroelastic system (6.1) in subsection 6.4.3.
In subsection 6.4.4 we treat a limit case and numerical results are reported in the last
subsection.
6.4.1 Stabilization of the Darcy problem
The Darcy problem can be regarded as a particular case of the Biot system, when us and
Dtq are negligible. That is, the porous medium is no more deformable (we denote the
domain by Ωp), the problem is steady, and q = φud. Hence, equation (6.1a) is disregarded
and the system (6.1) reduces to (6.2). There are two different approaches to solve equations
(6.2): one involves a primal, single-field formulation for the pressure, while the other
employs a mixed two-field formulation in which the variables are both velocity and pressure.
The primal formulation requires the solution of a Poisson problem for the pressure
with a coefficient equal to the hydraulic permeability KD. This can be done with adequate
accuracy through existing finite element formulations (standard Galerkin method). How-
ever, the derived flux is obtained by taking the gradient of the pressure and multiplying
it by KD. This process involves loss of accuracy and, moreover, mass conservation is not
guaranteed. Consequently, this approach has not proved suitable for practical applications.
For the Navier-Stokes/Biot system, the coupling conditions are written in terms of
velocity, which is a postprocess quantity. Thus, losing accuracy in computing the velocity
is not acceptable.
We adopt the mixed formulation. The classical mixed variational formulation is well-
posed in terms of the functional spaces L2(Ωp) and (H(div,Ωp))d for the pressure and
velocity, respectively (see [21]). Finite element approximations of those spaces, which
satisfy the inf-sup condition, can be found in [122, 145, 101, 20, 102, 19, 18]. These
discrete spaces attain good accuracy for both velocity and pressure, and mass conservation
is achieved locally (i.e. element-wise) as well as globally. The price to pay for this is the
complexity of the approach. Different interpolations are required for pressure and velocity
and implementation is particularly involved in three dimensions. To avoid this drawback,
we propose a stabilized variational formulation stemming from [92].
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Let us consider a slightly different Darcy problem, replacing equation (6.2b) with
∇ · q = g in Ωp, (6.11)
where g is the volumetric flow rate source or sink. The incompressible case is recovered
simply by setting g = 0. Problem (6.2a)-(6.11) must be supplemented with either Neumann
(pp = pN , with pN a given function) or Dirichlet (q · n = qD, qD known) boundary
conditions. For the moment, we restrict our attention to the case of homogeneous boundary
conditions. To this purpose, we introduce the space
R0(t) = {v ∈ R(t), v ·n|∂Ωp = 0} .
The classical weak formulation associated to equations (6.2a)-(6.11) reads: Find q ∈ R0
and pp ∈ Qp such that
K−1D (q, r)Ωp − (pp,∇ · r)Ωp = (fd, r)Ωp, (6.12a)
(∇ · q, qp)Ωp = (g, qp)Ωp, (6.12b)
for all (r, qp) ∈ R0×Qp. For sufficiently regular data, this variational formulation is known
to possess a unique solution if the spaces R0 and Q
p satisfy the following compatibility







∇ · v q dΩ∣∣
||v||H(div;Ωp)||q||L2(Ωp) ≥ β. (6.13)
The Galerkin approximation of this problem consists of: Find qh ∈ R0,h and pp,h ∈ Qph
such that
K−1D (qh, rh)Ωp − (pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp = (fd, rh)Ωp, (6.14a)
(∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp = (g, qp,h)Ωp, (6.14b)
for all (rh, qp,h) ∈ R0,h×Qph. Only certain combinations of velocity and pressure interpola-
tions are stable. In fact, the solution of (6.14) is unique provided the discrete counterpart







∇ · vh qh dΩ
∣∣
||vh||H(div;Ωp)||qh||L2(Ωp) ≥ βd. (6.15)
To circumvent this restriction, we adopt a stabilization technique based on the variational
multiscale (VMS) approach, originally introduced in [75]. The key idea of the formulation
is a multiscale splitting of the variable of interest into resolved (grid) scale and unresolved
(subgrid) scales. This decomposition acknowledges that certain components of the solution
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cannot be captured by the finite element mesh. This approach has been successfully applied
to a variety of problems (see, e.g., [76, 35, 106, 77, 36]).
Let us decompose the filtration velocity as follows
q = qh + q˜, (6.16)
where qh ∈ R0,h is the finite element approximation and q˜ ∈ R˜0 is the subgrid scale.
Decomposition (6.16) is unique if one can express the original function space R0 as the
direct sum of two spaces R0 = R0,h ⊕ R˜0. The space of subgrid scales R˜0 is the infinite-
dimensional space that completes R0,h in R0. It is the role of the subgrid model to provide
a successful approximation of the subgrid scales space. This is the theoretical foundation
from which stabilization methods such as the algebraic subgrid scales (ASGS, see [75]) and
the orthogonal subgrid scales (OSS, see [37]) are derived. Splitting (6.16) helps understand
the origins of those stabilization methods which are known to be effective.
We neglect the subgrid pressure component p˜p because condition (6.15) can be proved
with the subgrid velocity component q˜ only.
By plugging (6.16) into the variational formulation (6.12) and invoking the same de-
composition into finite element approximation and subgrid scale for the test function, we
get the multiscale system
K−1D (qh, rh)Ωp +K
−1
D (q˜, rh)Ωp − (pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp = (fd, rh)Ωp, (6.17a)
K−1D (qh, r˜)Ωp +K
−1
D (q˜, r˜)Ωp + (∇pp,h, r˜)Ωp = (fd, r˜)Ωp, (6.17b)
(∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp − (q˜,∇qp,h)Ωp = (g, qp,h)Ωp. (6.17c)
To solve this problem is as difficult as the original one. Further simplifications are re-
quired, in order to get a computationally feasible numerical method. The subgrid equation
(6.17b) motivates an expression for the subgrid component q˜ in terms of the finite element
components (qh, pp,h):
K−1D q˜ = −P(∇pp,h +K−1D qh − fd), (6.18)
where P is the L2 projection operator onto the subgrid space. This approximation is known
as the modeling for the subscales. The residual of the finite element components is at the
right-hand-side of (6.18). Thus, this kind of methods are known as residual-based. By
plugging (6.18) into (6.17a) and (6.17c), we find
K−1D (qh, rh)Ωp − (P(∇pp,h +K−1D qh − f d), rh)Ωp
−(pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp = (f d, rh)Ωp, (6.19a)
K−1D (∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp + (P(∇pp,h +K−1D qh − fd),∇qp,h)Ωp = K−1D (g, qp,h)Ωp. (6.19b)
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We multiply (6.19a) by K−1D and sum it to (6.19b) to get
K−2D (qh, rh)Ωp −K−1D (pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp +K−1D (∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp
− (P(∇pp,h +K−1D qh − fd), K−1D rh −∇qp,h)Ωp = K−1D (fd, rh)Ωp +K−1D (g, qp,h)Ωp.
Notice that the stabilization term in this equation (first term in the second row) can be
written as
(P(LQ− f d),−SR)Ωp , (6.20)













LQ = K−1D qh +∇pp,h,
SR = K−1D rh −∇qp,h.
In [92], stabilization term (6.20) is approximated by
1
2
(LQ− fd,−SR)Ωp . (6.22)
We remark that LQ and SR belong to the same space. For instance, if qh and pp,h
are both continuous piecewise linear functions, this space is the space of discontinuous
piecewise linear functions. Should fd be approximated by a function belonging to the
same space of LQ and SR, (6.22) would be equivalent to take P in (6.20) as the identity
immersion operator in L2(Ωp). Otherwise, operator P is approximated by the projection
operator onto the space of SR. Let us approximate stabilization term (6.20) by
α(LQ− fd,−SR)Ωp ,
with 0 < α < 1. By setting α = 1/2, we recover the method suggested in [92]. Then, the
stabilized momentum conservation equation is
(1− α)K−1D (qh, rh)Ωp − (1− α)(pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp = (1− α)(fd, rh)Ωp,
which implies
K−1D qh = −Π(∇pp,h − fd), and K−1D q˜ = −αΠ⊥(∇pp,h − fd).
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As in Section 1.4.2, Π(·) is the L2 projection onto the velocity finite element space and
Π⊥(·) = I(·) − Π(·) the L2 orthogonal projection onto the velocity finite element space.
Notice that the stabilized momentum balance equation is simply equation (6.14a) times a
constant factor.
By exploiting (6.18) and integrating by parts the second term in (6.17c), the mass
conservation equation reads
(1− α)K−1D (∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp + α(∇pp,h,∇qp,h)Ωp
= K−1D (g, qp,h)Ωp + α(fd,∇qp,h)Ωp,
or, equivalently,
(1− α)(Π(∇pp,h),∇qp,h)Ωp + α(∇pp,h,∇qp,h)Ωp
= K−1D (g, qp,h)Ωp + (Π(f d),∇qp,h)Ωp + α(Π⊥(f d),∇qp,h)Ωp. (6.23)
Thus, the stabilized Galerkin formulation reads: Find (qh, pp,h) ∈ R0,h ×Qph such that
Ad(qh, pp,h; rh, qp,h)Ωp = bd(rh, qp,h)Ωp, ∀(rh, qp,h) ∈ R0,h ×Qph, (6.24)
with
Ad(qh, pp,h; rh, qp,h) =(1− α)K−1D (qh, rh)Ωp − (1− α)(pp,h,∇ · rh)Ωp
+ (1− α)K−1D (∇ · qh, qp,h)Ωp + α(∇pp,h,∇qp,h)Ωp,
and
bd(rh, qp,h)Ωp = K
−1
D (g, qp,h)Ωp + (1− α)(fd, rh)Ωpt + α(fd,∇qp,h)Ωp .
Notice that
Ad(qh, pp,h;K−1D qh, pp,h) =(1− α)K−2D ||qh||2L2(Ωp) + α||∇pp,h||2L2(Ωp).
Hence, the kernel of Ad contains only the zero vector and problem (6.24) possesses a unique
solution satisfying inequality






||g||2L2(Ωp) + ||fd||2L2(Ωp). (6.25)
The positive constant CΩp is the Poincare´ constant (1.8) appearing in
||pp,h||L2(Ωp) ≤ CΩp||∇pp,h||L2(Ωp).
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Remark 6.1. Let us roughly denote with M , G, D, and L the mass, gradient, divergence,
and Laplacian matrices, respectively. The Galerkin approximation of the primal formula-
tion requires the solution of system
LP = K−1D G−DFd, (6.26)
where P, G, and Fd are the arrays of nodal values for pressure, g, and f d. On the other
side, the Galerkin mixed formulation leads to the pressure Poisson equation
(DM−1G)P = K−1D G−DFd. (6.27)
System matrix DM−1G is non-singular only for finite elements spaces satisfying the inf-sup
condition (6.15). The algebraic formulation of the stabilized problem (6.23) is
((1− α)DM−1G + αL)P = K−1D G−DFd,
which is a linear combination of (6.26) and (6.27).
Remark 6.2. The OSS method would use P = αΠ⊥, which is analogous to the previous
approach. Therefore, the ASGS and the OSS approach are equivalent for the Darcy problem.
6.4.2 Stabilization of the generalized Darcy problem





D q +∇pp = f d in Ωp × (0, T ), (6.28a)
∇ · q = g in Ωp × (0, T ). (6.28b)
It corresponds to system (6.1) when us is vanishing. As for the Darcy problem, the domain
(denoted by Ωp) is not deformable, but, unlike it, the inertia term Dtq is no more negligible.
For the moment, let us consider homogeneous boundary conditions. Thus, the classical








− (pp,∇ · r)Ωp = (f d, r)Ωp,
(∇ · q, pp)Ωp = (g, pp)Ωp ,
for all (r, qp) ∈ R0 ×Qp.
We choose the BDF1 scheme for the time discretization. The Galerkin approximation
of this problem through conforming finite element spaces consists of: Given qnh, for n ≥ 0












− (pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp = (fn+1d , rh)Ωp, (6.29a)
(∇ · qn+1h , qp,h)Ωp = (gn+1, qp,h)Ωp, (6.29b)
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for all (rh, qp,h) ∈ R0,h ×Qph. We assume that q0h ∈ R0,h and (∇ · q0h, qp,h)Ωp = (g0, qp,h)Ωp.
We denote by dt the discrete material derivative. To overcome the necessity of employing
conforming finite elements, we resort to the same approach adopted for the Darcy problem.
Being the problem time dependent, we can employ either the dynamic [40, 41] or the quasi-










































+(∇pn+1p,h , r˜)Ωp = (fn+1d , r˜)Ωp, (6.30b)
(∇ · qn+1h , qp,h)Ωp − (q˜n+1,∇qp,h)Ωp = (gn+1, qp,h)Ωp. (6.30c)















h +∇pn+1p,h − fn+1d
)
. (6.31)































n+1 = −αΠ⊥(∇pn+1p,h − fn+1d ).
Again, the stabilized momentum balance equation is the unstabilized equation (6.29a)
times constant (1− α).
By taking the time derivative of both sides of (6.30c) and combining it linearly with
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which leads to









+ (Π(fn+1d ),∇qp,h)Ωp + α(Π⊥(fn+1d ),∇qp,h)Ωp. (6.32)
The stabilized Galerkin formulation reads: Given qnh, for n ≥ 0 find (qn+1h , pn+1p,h ) ∈
R0,h ×Qph such that
Agd(qn+1h , pn+1p,h ; rh, qp,h)Ωp = bgd(rh, qp,h)Ωp , ∀(rh, qp,h) ∈ R0,h ×Qph,
with










































+ (1− α)(fn+1d , rh)Ωp + (fn+1d ,∇qp,h)Ωp.
Concerning stability, we have






















Since the kernel of Agd contains only the zero vector, the stabilized formulation has a








||qn+1h ||2L2(Ωp) − ||qnh||2L2(Ωp)
)











n+1||2L2(Ωp) + 2(1 + CΩp)||fn+1d ||2L2(Ωp).
(6.33)
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Remark 6.3. We use the same notation of Remark 6.1. The algebraic form of equation
(6.32) is





The system matrix is unchanged with respect to the Darcy problem.
Remark 6.4. Also for the generalized Darcy problem the ASGS and OSS approaches are
equivalent (see Remark 6.2).
Remark 6.5. The use of quasi-static subscales differs from that of the dynamic subscales
for the fact that dtq˜
n+1 in (6.30a) and (6.30b) is assumed to be negligible.
6.4.3 The stabilized Biot system
Let us consider a slight variant of the Biot system (6.1) replacing (6.1c) with
∇ · (us + q) = g in Ωpt × (0, T ). (6.35)
Again, we start by focusing on the case of homogeneous boundary conditions. To this
purpose, we introduce the space
V s0 (t) =
{
v ∈ V s(t), v|∂Ωpt = 0
}
.
The classical variational formulation reads: Find (us, q, pp) ∈ V s0 ×R0 ×Qp such that
ρs(1− φ)(Dtus,vs)Ωpt + ρdφ(Dtus,vs)Ωpt + ρd(Dtq,vs)Ωpt






D (q, r)Ωpt − (pp,∇ · r)Ωpt = (f d, r)Ωpt , (6.36b)
(∇ · (us + q), qp)Ωpt = (g, qp)Ωpt . (6.36c)
for all (vs, r, qp) ∈ V s0 ×R0 ×Qp.
In order to understand the well-posedness of the weak problem, we consider the fully
homogeneous problem, i.e. we set to zero the forcing terms f s, f d, and g. Moreover, we
take vs = us, r = q, and qp = pp in (6.36), and sum the resulting equations to get
ρs(1− φ)(Dtus,us)Ωpt + ρdφ(Dtus,us)Ωpt + ρd(Dtq,us)Ωpt





D (q, q)Ωpt = 0.
This equation is equivalent to













+ (σEs ,∇us)Ωpt +K−1D (q, q)Ωpt = 0, (6.37)
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In order to have pressure stability, we need to satisfy condition (6.13) under the as-
sumption that φ > c > 0.
For the time discretization of the problem we adopt the BDF1 scheme. The fully discrete
problem reads: Given uns,h and q
n










































−(pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp
tn+1
= (fn+1d , rh)Ωp
tn+1
,





for all (vsh, rh, qp,h) ∈ V s0,h × R0,h × Qph. Conforming finite elements for the generalized
Darcy problem would lead to a stable discretization of the problem provided φ > c > 0.
In order to write the stabilized version of the problem, we repeat the same procedure
we followed for the Darcy and the generalized Darcy problems. By using the dynamic
subscales for q˜ (we neglect u˜s) and introducing the stability for the generalized Darcy



























− (pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp
tn+1





























+ (∇pn+1p,h , r˜)Ωp
tn+1
= (fn+1d , rh)Ωp
tn+1
, (6.38b)
(∇ · (un+1s,h + qn+1h ), qp,h)Ωpt − (q˜n+1,∇qp,h)Ωpt = (gn+1, qp,h)Ωpt . (6.38c)
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+ (1− α)ρd(dtun+1s,h , rh)Ωp
tn+1
−(1− α)(pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp
tn+1
= (1− α)(fn+1d , rh)Ωp
tn+1
, (6.40)















n+1 = −αΠ⊥(∇pn+1p,h + ρddtun+1s,h − fn+1d ).
By taking the time derivative of both sides in (6.38c) and combining it linearly with






























































(∇ · Π(dtun+1s,h ), qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
+ αρd






























+ (Π(fn+1d ),∇qp,h)Ωptn+1 + α(Π⊥(fn+1d ),∇qp,h)Ωptn+1 .
The stabilized Galerkin formulation reads: Given uns,h and q
n
h, for n ≥ 0 find (un+1s,h , qn+1h ,
pn+1p,h ) ∈ V s0,h ×R0,h ×Qph such that
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for all (vsh, rh, qp,h) ∈ V s0,h × R0,h ×Qph, with


































+ (1− α)ρd(dtun+1s,h , rh)Ωp
tn+1























































The algebraic form associated to (6.41) will be discussed in Section 6.6.
6.4.4 A limit case
The hydraulic conductivity KD is the ratio between the Darcy permeability κ and the
viscosity µp. The values of those parameters in hemodynamics have been evaluated ex-
perimentally in [151] and used for applications in [154, 112]. Precisely, realistic values are
κ = 2 · 10−14 cm2 and µp = 0.72 · 10−2 g/(cm s), thus KD ∼ 10−12 (cm3 s)/g. For those
values of hydraulic conductivity, the orders of magnitude of the two velocities us and q
are very different and the stabilization method described in Section 6.4.3 fails. In fact, it
stabilizes the Darcy problem only.

















f s in Ω
p
















t × (0, T ), (6.44b)
∇ · us + Q
Us
∇ · q = 0 in Ωpt × (0, T ), (6.44c)
where Q,Us, and T are characteristic values for filtration velocity, structure velocity, and
time, respectively. The Reynolds number Rep = δpQ/νp (see [48]), δp being a character-
istic pore size and νp = µp/ρd the fluid kinematic viscosity, is an adimensional quantity.
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Moreover, ε in (6.44b) is equal to δp/L, where L is a characteristic length of the structure
problem.
For KD ∼ 10−12, the ratio Q/Us is “small” and the terms in (6.44) multiplied by this
ratio become negligible with respect to the others. Thus, equations (6.44a)-(6.44c) model
an incompressible solid and equation (6.44b) recovers the filtration velocity q once us and
pp are computed. Thanks to this simplification, instead of stabilizing equations (6.44b)-
(6.44c) as presented in the previous subsection, we stabilize equations (6.44a)-(6.44c) using
the method proposed in [29]. Therein, a stabilization technique based on the orthogonal
subscales method is presented to solve incompressibility in solid mechanics.
As done for all the previous problems, we consider homogeneous boundary conditions.
We choose the BDF1 scheme for the time discretization. The Galerkin approximation of
the simplified problem written in terms of structure displacement η reads: Given ηnh and





































Let us take σEs (η
n+1
h ) = µℓ∇η. We employ the quasi-static subscales for η to circumvent
the necessity of conforming finite elements. Invoking the decomposition into finite element




































− (∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ), v˜s)Ωp
tn+1
− (∇ · σEs (η˜n+1), v˜s)Ωp
tn+1
+ (∇pn+1p,h , v˜s)Ωp
tn+1











where σE∗s,h(·) is the formal adjoint operator of σEs (·) evaluated element-wise, neglecting
inter-element jumps.
An approximation in (6.45b) is required in order to be able to find an expression for
the subscale η˜n+1 in terms of (ηn+1h , p
n+1
p,h ). The following simplification (see [36, 29, 5])
could be considered
−∇ · σEs (η˜n+1) ≈ τ−1η˜n+1, (6.46)
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where τ is a stabilization parameter defined within each element. In solid mechanics, it







where c is a numerical constant and h is a characteristic length of the element. The subgrid
component η˜n+1 is localized to the element by replacing the Laplacian operator at the left-
hand-side of (6.46) with a differential operator which evaluates the Laplacian only on the
interior of the finite elements (thus neglecting inter-element jumps).
Simplification (6.46) allows us to write from (6.45b) the equation for the subscale
τ−1η˜n+1 = −P (ρpdttηn+1h −∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ) +∇pn+1p,h − fn+1s )
≃ −P (ρpdttηn+1h +∇pn+1p,h − fn+1s ) . (6.47)
The terms ∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ) and σE∗s,h(∇vsh) involve second derivatives of finite elements func-
tions which vanish in case of linear elements. Since for the results in Section 6.9 we employ
linear elements and for the sake of simplicity, those terms will be neglected in what follows.
However, we remark that, when higher order elements and the ASGS method are used,
∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ) and σE∗s,h(∇vsh) are needed in order to keep consistency.
In our case, the stabilization term of the momentum conservation equation (6.45a) is
negligible.
By invoking (6.47) in equation (6.45c) and considering the usual approximation for P,
we obtain















This stabilization allows pressure stability in case of “small” KD.
Remark 6.6. If we use the dynamic subscales, instead of the quasi-static ones, equation



































Since the time derivative of the subscale is no more considered to be negligible, the equation
for η˜n+1 is the following
ρpdttη˜
n+1 + τ−1η˜n+1 = −P (ρpdttηn+1h +∇pn+1p,h − fn+1s ) ,
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instead of (6.47). The difficulty associated to the dynamic subscales is that it is impos-
sible to write problem (6.48)-(6.45c) only in terms of the finite element approximations
(ηn+1h , p
n+1
p,h ). We would need to track in time the subscales (see [41]). Because of this
complication, we prefer to adopt the quasi-static subscales approach.
Now, our goal is to find a stabilized formulation for the Biot system that could be used
independently of the value of KD. To this purpose, let us stabilize system (6.1a)-(6.1b)-
(6.35) with the stabilization of both the generalized Darcy problem and the incompressible




































− (∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ), v˜s)Ωp
tn+1
− (∇ · σEs (η˜n+1), v˜s)Ωp
tn+1
+ (∇pn+1p,h , v˜s)Ωp
tn+1

























− (pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp
tn+1
























+ (∇pn+1p,h , r˜)Ωp
tn+1
= (fn+1d , r˜)Ωp
tn+1
, (6.49d)
(∇ · (un+1s,h + qn+1h ), qp,h)Ωp
tn+1





with u˜n+1s = δtη˜
n+1. From (6.49b), thanks to simplification (6.46) and neglecting the term
∇ · σEs (ηn+1h ), it follows that








h +∇(dtpn+1p,h )− dtfn+1s
)
.















h +∇pn+1p,h − fn+1d
)
.
The stabilization term in equation (6.49a) is neglected because it involves σE∗s,h(∇vsh),
while equation (6.49c) becomes (6.40).
Plugging the expressions for the subscales of structure and filtration velocity into equa-
tion (6.49e), the stabilized continuity equation is as follows
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(∇ · un+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
− ατρp(∇ · dttun+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
− αKDρd(∇ · dtun+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
+ (1− α) (∇ · qn+1h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1





















Finally, the stabilized Galerkin formulation reads: Given uns,h and q
n





p,h ) ∈ V sh × Rh ×Qph such that (6.41) holds, with


































+ (1− α)ρd(dtun+1s,h , rh)Ωp
tn+1
− (1− α)(pn+1p,h ,∇ · rh)Ωp
tn+1
+ (∇ · un+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
− ατρp(∇ · dttun+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
− αKDρd(∇ · dtun+1s,h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1
+ (1− α) (∇ · qn+1h , qp,h)Ωp
tn+1

































This stabilization can be adopted for every value of the hydraulic conductivity.
6.4.5 Numerical results
We present first the results for the Darcy problem (6.2a)-(6.11). To study the convergence
rates we consider a test problem taken from [92]. The domain is a square with side length
one. The exact pressure solution is given by:
p = sin(2πx) sin(2πy).
The velocity field q is computed from equation (6.2a), after setting fd = 0. Then, g
is calculated from (6.11) by taking the divergence of the velocity field. The problem is
supplemented with Dirichlet conditions q ·n = qD on ∂Ωp. The datum qD is computed by
taking the normal component of the velocity.
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We consider linear triangular elements. The elliptic meshes employed consist of 200,
800, 3200 and 128000 elements. The element mesh parameter h is taken to be the short-
edge length.
For the results in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4, we considered the OSS stabilized formulation
reported in Section 6.4.1. Fig. 6.3 shows the L2-norm of the velocity and pressure errors
for KD = 1 for different choices of the parameter α: α = 1, 0.95, 0.5. For α = 0.5, the
OSS approach is equivalent to the ASGS approach (see Section 6.4.1) and we recover the
same rates shown in [92]. The choice α = 1 corresponds to solving a Poisson problem for
the pressure and recovering the velocity through qh = Π
0(∇pp,h − Exth(qD)). Here, Π0 is
the projection onto the velocity finite element space with boundary conditions. In this case
(and for values of α close to 1, like α = 0.95), the L2-rate of convergence for the velocity
is no more optimal, as expected.











































Figure 6.3: Darcy problem: convergence rate for the (a) velocity and (b) pressure, for
KD = 1.
The same simulations are performed for KD = 0.01. The convergence rates for velocity
and pressure show the same behavior of the KD = 1 case for all the values of α (see Fig.
6.4).
To test the robustness of the stabilized formulation for the Darcy problem, we solve
a quarter of the five-spot problem (see [92]). Again the domain under consideration is a
square of side length one. Velocity is prescribed at the source (the lower left-hand corner)
and at the sink (the upper right-hand corner), see Fig. 6.5(a). The divergence of the
velocity field g is assumed to be a Dirac delta function acting at the source and sink,
with strength +1/4 and −1/4, respectively. Since the problem is symmetric, zero normal
flow is prescribed along the boundaries. To solve the problem, we calculate an equivalent
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Figure 6.4: Darcy problem: convergence rate for the (a) velocity and (b) pressure, for
KD = 0.01.
distribution of normal velocity qD, setting g = 0. We assume a linear distribution of qD
along the external edges of the corner elements, which is zero at the nodes adjacent to the














(b) equivalent distribution of qD
Figure 6.5: (a) Five-spot problem domain and (b) equivalent distribution of qD along the
corner elements at the sink.
Fig. 6.6(a) presents the pressure distribution along the diagonal for the different values
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of the stabilization parameter α = 1, 0.95, 0.5. The domain has been discretized with an
elliptic mesh consisting of 800 triangular elements. In all the cases, the singular behavior
of the exact solution at the source and sink is captured. For the results in Fig. 6.6(b), we
fixed α = 0.5 and we solved the problem on all the meshes used for the previous simulation.
The pressure distributions along the diagonal show that the singularities in the pressure
field are always captured, proving the robustness of the stabilized formulation.











































Figure 6.6: Five-spot problem: (a) pressure distribution along the diagonal for different
value of the stabilization parameter α and (b) for different meshes.
Now, let us deal with the generalized Darcy problem (6.28). In order to check the
convergence rates, we propose a test problem inspired by the one used for the Darcy







The pressure field is computed from equation (6.28a) by setting fd = 0, while g is calculated
from (6.28b). Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the four sides.
We consider linear triangular elements and the same meshes as for the Darcy problem.
Again, the mesh parameter h refers to the short-edge length of the elements. The time
interval under consideration is [0, 1] s.
For the results in Fig. 6.7, we considered the stabilized formulation introduced in
Section 6.4.2 with the same three choices for α of the Darcy problem. The time step value
we employed is δt = 0.1 s. Fig. 6.7 shows the L2-norm of the velocity and pressure errors
for φK−1D = 1 and ρd = 1, at time t = 1 s. Also for the generalized Darcy problem, if α = 1
or the value of α is close to one, the L2-rate of convergence for the velocity is less than 2.
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Figure 6.7: Generalized Darcy problem: convergence rate for the (a) velocity and (b)
pressure, for φK−1D = 1, ρd = 1.












(x+ y), and g = 0.
Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed on the four sides.
The square of size length one is discretized with an elliptic mesh of 800 triangles. Four
time step values are considered (δt = 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125 s) and all the errors are
calculated at time t = 1 s. Fig. 6.8 shows that first order convergence in time is attained,
as expected.
Finally, we perform a convergence test for the Biot system (6.1a)-(6.1b)-(6.35). The
domain under consideration is again the biunit square and we impose forcing terms f s and






, q = φ
[
−2π cos(2πx) sin(2πy)t+ 2π sin(2πx) cos(2πy)




p = (ρd +K
−1
D φt) sin(2πx) sin(2πy) +K
−1
D φ cos(2πx) cos(2πy)−K−1D φ.
We impose Dirichlet conditions on the four sides both for us and q ·n. The Dirichlet data
for us and q are easily computed from the exact solution.
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Figure 6.8: Generalized Darcy problem: order of convergence in time for φK−1D = 1, ρd = 1.
Meshes, time interval, and time step are the same ones used for the convergence test of
the generalized Darcy problem. Fig. 6.9 shows the L2-norm of the pressure, structure and
filtration velocity errors at time t = 1 s for KD = 1, ρd = 1, ρs = 1.2, and φ = 0.2. For
these results, we adopted the stabilized formulation reported in Section 6.4.3 and chose
α = 1, 0.5. The same convergence rate of the Darcy and generalized Darcy problem is
recovered.
If we repeat the same test for KD ∼ 10−12, the pressure shows instabilities. Hence, for
such a small value of the hydraulic conductivity, pressure stability cannot be achieved.
Concluding, the stabilization method introduced in Section 6.4.3 works well for values
of KD typical of previous or semi-pervious media, whereas for very small values an alter-
native is needed. For the numerical experiments in Section 6.9, we used the alternative
stabilization proposed in Section 6.4.4. It guaranteed pressure stability for the wide range
of parameters we tested.
6.5 The fully discrete problem
Let us consider matching partitions for the fluid and structure subdomain, as in Section
2.4.
For the fluid subproblem, we consider the BDF1 scheme and a stabilized finite ele-
ment formulation for the time and space discretization, respectively. The fully discretized
fluid-structure problem couples this discrete fluid subproblem to the discrete poroelastic
subproblem (6.41). Thus, it reads
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L2 error pp, α = 0.5
L2 error q, α = 0.5
L2 error u
s
, α = 0.5
L2 error pp, α = 1
L2 error q, α = 1
L2 error u
s
, α = 1
slope 2
Figure 6.9: Biot problem: convergence rate for the pressure, structure, and filtration
velocity.
1. Geometry problem: Find the fluid domain displacement as in (2.19).

























































〈(Rf (un+1f,h , pn+1f,h ) · n)n, Efh (rh|Σtn+1 )〉Ωf
tn+1
(6.53b)
〈un+1f,h · n,vfh|Σtn+1〉 = 〈(qn+1h + un+1s,h ) · n,vfh|Σtn+1〉, (6.53c)
for all (vfh, qf,h,v
s
h, rh, qp,h) ∈ V f0,h ×Qfh × V sh × Rh ×Qp0,h.
Form Ap and functional bp are defined either by (6.42) and (6.43), in case of pervious and
semi-pervious porous media, or by (6.51) and (6.52), for any kind of porous media.
Like the FSI problem (2.19)-(2.20), problem (2.19)-(6.53) is nonlinear. Also in this case,
we consider a fixed point method for the linearization of both the geometrical nonlinearity




6.6. THE LINEAR FLUID-STRUCTURE SYSTEM
 Step 1: Compute the fluid domain displacement as in (2.19) but replacing the first
equation with (2.22).
 Step 2: Solve the fluid-structure problem as in (6.53) replacing the fluid momentum





































 Step 3: Check the stopping criterion. If it is not satisfied, update η˜n+1h = ηˆ
n+1
h (we
recall that ηˆn+1h = η
n+1
h ◦ Ltn+1), u˜n+1f,h = un+1f,h and go to Step 1.
The fully discretized and linearized fluid-structure problem we obtain at step 2 can be
solved by a linear solver. Different strategies for the solution of this system are tackled in
Sections 6.7 and 6.8.
When using inf-sup stable finite elements for the fluid subproblem, the only difference
is that the form Ns has to be replaced by Nh in (6.53a) and (6.54).
6.6 The linear fluid-structure system
The purpose of this section is to write the linear system that has to be solved at every
iteration of the fixed point method (6.54)-(6.53b)-(6.53c). For the moment, we consider
Ap and bp in (6.53b) as defined by (6.42) and (6.43).
Like it has been done in Section 1.4.4 for fluid problems in rigid domains and in Section
3.2 for the interaction between a fluid and an elastic structure, we start by introducing the
Lagrange basis associated to the finite element spaces. We denote by {φi}Nf ⊕ {φσj }Nσ ,
{ψi}Ns ⊕ {ψσj }Nσ , {ϕi}Nq ⊕ {ϕσj }Nσ , {πi}Npf , and {ξi}Npp, the basis for V fh , V sh , Rh, Qfh,
and Qp0,h, respectively. The sets of pressure nodes in the fluid and structure subdomain
are indicated by Npf and Npp. As in Section 3.2, Nf , Ns, and Nσ refer to the set of fluid
inner nodes, structure inner nodes for us and velocity nodes on the interface, respectively.
In addition, we have Nq, the set of structure inner nodes for the filtration velocity. The
time evolution of the finite element shape functions depends on the maps (2.2)-(2.8) as
explained in Section 3.2.
We remind that, since we focused on the case of geometrical conforming grids, the
nodes Nσ belong to the grids of both subdomains. Hence, Efh (ψσi ) = φσi and Edh(φσi ) = ϕσi ,
for i ∈ Nσ.
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ss , and Q
n+1
q are the arrays of nodal values for the velocities on the inner nodes
of the respective subdomain, whereas the arrays Un+1fσ , U
n+1
sσ , and Q
n+1
σ are related to the
interface nodes.













where Pn+1f and P
n+1






Usually, the arrays of nodal values for the velocities are arranged for Cartesian compo-







Here, Un+1ff , U
n+1
ss , and Q
n+1
q are arranged in this way, whereas a rotation is required for
Un+1fσ , U
n+1
sσ , and Q
n+1
σ in order to impose interface conditions (6.4a) and (6.4d). In fact,
the usual methods of treating a constrained degree of freedom are no longer applicable
when we wish to specify the normal or tangential component of a variable at a boundary
















The tilde overscript indicates the rotation to the tangent-normal system.
In order to write the fully discretized coupled problem for a given time value tn+1, we
need the matrices and the notation for the submatrices introduced in Section 3.2. As a
consequence of the rotation for the interface variables, all the matrices multiplied by them
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Let us define a few additional matrices to compact the notation for the fluid-structure























Since there are divergence and gradient matrices in both subdomains, we need an additional
subscript to specify the subdomain, e.g. in Gβδ, β corresponds to the subdomain (β = f


























where we have indicated with M˜Σ the rotated interface mass matrix.
Finally, for the stabilized continuity equation, we define matrices























At a given time value tn+1, equations (6.54)-(6.53b)-(6.53c) can be written in matrix
form as:
AXn+1 = bn+1, (6.57)
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ff C˜fσ 0 0 0 0 0
Dτff L





σσ +R −R 0 −B 0 0
Cσf G
τ


































































Matrix Lp is defined as L
i,j
p = (∇ξi,∇ξj), with i, j ∈ Npp. As for (3.4), the right-hand-side
terms account for body forces, time integration and stabilization terms, and the structure
terms related to the fact that the structure equation is stated in terms of velocities.
Once U˜n+1fσ , U˜
n+1
sσ , and Q˜
n+1




sσ , and Q
n+1
σ by
applying the inverse rotation.
Remarks 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 hold also for fluid-poroelastic structure interaction problems.
Remark 6.7. In case we use inf-sup stable finite elements for the fluid subproblem, sub-







τ in (6.58) are replaced by Gff , Gfσ, Dff , Dfσ, and
0, respectively. Furthermore, vector bn+1pf at the right-hand-side is equal to zero.
Remark 6.8. To derive matrix (6.58), we have adopted the stabilization method described
in Section 6.4.3. If form Ap and functional bp were defined by (6.51) and (6.52), instead
of (6.42) and (6.43), the only difference in the system matrix (6.58) would be in the last
line.
Let Ne denote the number of elements of Th, the triangulation for Ωptn+1, and let Kke , with
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(τk ∇ξi,∇ξj)Kke , i ∈ Npp, j ∈ Npp.
are defined, the matrix form associated to the continuity equation stabilized as in (6.51) is
easily written.
Remark 6.9. Matrix (6.58) has been written for a 2d problem for the sake of simplicity.
In a 3d case, we would transform variables and matrices from the Cartesian coordinate
system x-y-z to the tangent-normal-binormal system. Details about this rotation can be
found in [53].
6.7 The monolithic approach
In Chapter 5 we showed the efficiency of non-modular methods for FSI problems affected
by large added-mass effect. Thus, the first approach we take into consideration for the
solution of system (6.57) is the monolithic one.
Because of the similar way in which they were derived, monolithic systems (6.57) and
(3.4) share many features. In both cases, we rely on a single partition of the entire domain
and make use of the same finite element space for fluid and structure velocities. Moreover,
since we adopt a stabilized formulation for the poroelastic structure, the same finite element
interpolation space can be used for its pressure pp. In case of using stabilized finite elements
for the fluid, we can use the same space for pressure pf , too.
Thanks to these choices, the continuity of the stresses is easily imposed. In fact, the
weak transmission of stresses arises from the fact that the shape functions on the interface
nodes have a support on both fluid and structure subdomains. The remaining coupling
conditions, i.e. the admissibility condition and the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition, are
easily enforced, once the interface mass matrixMΣ is computed (see the third line of matrix
(6.58)).
We recall that the ILUT-solver approach presented in Section 5.4 combines the diagonal
scaling of the system matrix with the ILUT preconditioner. The resulting system is solved
by a matrix-free Krylov method. The diagonal scaling of system matrix (6.58), as it is
described in Section 5.4, can only be performed if a stabilized formulation is used for the
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fluid problem. If this is not the case, one option is not to apply any scaling and fix a
smaller threshold for the computation of the incomplete LU factors (entries smaller than
the threshold are set to zero). In this way, convergence is not compromised despite the
discrepancy between the entries of the different blocks of matrix (6.58). Another possibility
is to replace the zero pressure block with the identity matrix and let D (see Section 5.4)
be the diagonal matrix whose elements are the diagonal ones of this modified matrix.





||bn+1|| < ǫ. (6.59)
As already pointed out, the monolithic approach solves a problem whose size is big-
ger than those of the two subproblems. However, it has the advantage of robustness, in
particular when the added-mass effect is critical (see Section 6.9.1).
The monolithic approach described in this section differs from those used in [84, 25].
We solve the monolithic system derived from the linearization by a fixed point iterative
algorithm, while in [84, 25] the FPSI system is linearized by Newton’s method. We ask
specific requirements for meshes and interpolations spaces to ease the imposition of coupling
conditions. Moreover, we make precise choices for the preconditioners to speed up the
algorithm convergence. In [84, 25], the authors do not comment on the preconditioner and
the linear solver adopted.
6.8 The domain decomposition approach
The second approach we consider for the solution of the FPSI problems consists in the iter-
ative procedures arising from a domain decomposition viewpoint. The Dirichlet-Neumann
(DN) method presented in Section 5.3 is just one of these procedures, but there are many
others. The Neumann-Dirichlet (ND) and the Neumann-Neumann (NN) algorithms are
other domain decomposition methods that have already been proposed for hemodynamics
problems [45]. None of those two clearly outperforms the DN method. Recently, parti-
tioned procedures based on Robin transmission conditions have been suggested in [6, 7].
We remind that all the domain decomposition algorithms derive from the solution of the
FSI system, reformulated as an interface problem, by preconditioned Richardson iterations.
The preconditioner gives the name to the method. For simplicity, at the moment we do
not consider the possibility of replacing Richardson iterations with GMRES ones.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply domain decomposition methods to
FPSI problems.
A boundary condition of Robin type is a linear combination of a Dirichlet and a Neu-
mann boundary condition. Referring, for instance, to the FSI problem (2.13), the fluid
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and structure subproblems would be supplemented with the following Robin transmission
conditions
αfu




s,n+1 · ns = αsun+1 − σf,n+1 · nf ,
respectively. We used the notation σf,n+1 = σf(un+1, pn+1) and σs,n+1 = σs(ηn+1). Con-














t · (σn+1f · n) = αfun+1s · t+ t · (σn+1s · n), (6.60b)




n+1) · n− n · (σn+1s · n) = αsun+1f · n− n · (σn+1f · n), (6.61a)
αsu
n+1








t · (σn+1f · n), (6.61b)
αs(q
n+1 + un+1s ) ·n + pn+1p = αsun+1f · n− n · (σn+1f · n). (6.61c)
Notice that (6.60a) is coupling condition (6.4a) times αf plus the normal component of
equation (6.4c), whereas (6.60b) is transmission condition (6.4d) times αf plus the tan-
gential component of condition (6.4c). Similarly, (6.61c) and (6.61a) come from the mul-
tiplication of condition (6.4a) by αs minus (6.4b) and the normal component of (6.4c),
respectively. Finally, (6.61b) combines linearly (6.4d) to the tangential component of
(6.4c).
The combination parameters must satisfy αf 6= −αs. Furthermore, we assume αf , αs >
0 in order for the problem to be well posed. Robin interface conditions motivate new
partitioned procedures, some of which feature better convergence than the DN method.
Notice that the classical DN and ND algorithms can be recovered with particular values
of the combination parameters (αf = ∞, αs = 0 for the former, and αf = 0, αs = ∞
for the latter). Other particular cases, studied in [6], are the Neumann-Robin (αf = 0),
Robin-Neumann (αs = 0), Dirichlet-Robin (αf = ∞), and Robin-Dirichlet (αs = ∞)
schemes.
Remark 6.10. If we choose αf = ∞, αs = 0 in (6.60) and (6.61), we do not recover
a Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm, strictly speaking. In fact, while a Dirichlet condition is
imposed on the normal component of the velocity, a Robin condition is imposed on the
tangential one. However, the structure problem is endowed with a Neumann interface
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condition. In the same way, if we set αf = 0, αs =∞, the resulting method is not properly
a Neumann-Dirichlet one. Nevertheless, we will address to those schemes as DN and ND
ones.
The main issue in using Robin transmission conditions is the evaluation of appropriate
combination parameters αf and/or αs capable of improving the convergence properties of
the classical DN method. Robin-Robin methods have been adopted for other applications
(see, e.g., [49] for the Stokes-Darcy coupling) and they proved to be successful only for the
right choices of the combination parameters. In [6], effective values are provided by simpli-
fied models for the fluid and the structure. For the fluid-poroelastic structure interaction,
we employ the same simplified fluid model (see problem (5.10)) to derive αs. On the other
hand, a new simplified structure model needs to be studied to get a suitable value for αf .
In the following, we restrict our attention to the Dirichlet-Neumann, Robin-Neumann
(RN), and Robin-Robin (RR) algorithms for the solution of problem (6.57). We expect the
RN method to be the best one. In fact, from [6, 7] it is clear that the RN is the optimal
choice.
6.8.1 Block Gauss-Seidel interpretation
In Section 5.3.1, we saw that the so-called DN-Richardson algorithm is equivalent to the
sequential solution of a fluid problem with a Dirichlet interface condition (5.7a) and a
structure problem with a Neumann boundary condition (5.7b). Thus, it can be seen as a
block Gauss-Seidel iterative method applied to the FSI system.
In general, all the partitioned procedures arising from a domain decomposition frame-
work can be written as a block Gauss-Seidel iterative solver for the preconditioned FSI
system
PAXn+1 = Pbn+1,
where P is a permutation matrix depending on the partitioned procedure. The idea is to
choose the blocks of system matrix (6.58) in such a way that the Gauss-Seidel method is
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which separates the fluid block from the structure one. This variable splitting induces a












The general Gauss-Seidel solver for the solution of system (6.57) requires, at each time








n+1)p − (PA)pfXn+1,k+1f ,




||bn+1 − AXn+1,0|| < ǫ, (6.62)
where ǫ is a specified tolerance.
The appropriate choice of the permutation matrix allows us to recover the DN, RR, and
RN schemes. The DN algorithm is obtained by taking the identity matrix as permutation







where I is the identity matrix. Then, the permutation matrix to get the RR method is
PRR =

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 αfI I 0 0 0 0
0 0 αsI −I 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0 0 αsIn 0 0 −I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

.
The permutation matrix to retrieve the RN algorithm is obtained by taking αs = 0 in PRR.
6.8.2 A simplified fluid-structure model
In order to analyze the convergence properties of the DN, RR, and RN algorithms for the
FPSI problem, we introduce a simplified fluid-structure model.
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Figure 6.10: Domain for the simplified fluid-poroelastic structure problem.
We take a rectangular fluid domain Ωf ⊂ R2 of height R and length L. The structure
domain Ωs ⊂ R2 is a rectangle of length L and height hs, placed on the upper side of Ωf
(see Figure 6.10). The difference with the simplified structure subproblem in Section 5.3.3
is that the structure domain coincides no more with the interface.
In Ωf we consider a potential fluid flow (see (5.10)), which, rewritten according to the
FPSI notation, is
ρf∂tuf +∇pf = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ), (6.63a)
∇ · uf = 0 in Ωf × (0, T ), (6.63b)
uf = ∂tη + q on Σ× (0, T ), (6.63c)
pf = pf on Γ
f
in ∪ Γfout, (6.63d)
uf = 0 on Γ
f
down, (6.63e)
with suitable initial conditions. The non-bold variable refers to the normal component of
the associated vector, e.g. q = q ·n. Thanks to the definition of the added-mass operator
M (see Section 5.3.3), we have
pf = pˆf − ρfM(∂ttη + ∂tq), (6.64)
where pˆf accounts for possible non-homogeneous boundary conditions on ∂Ω
f\Σ.
For the structure subproblem, we deal with the limit case described in Section 6.4.4.
Moreover, we neglect the term ∇ · σEs (η) in the structure momentum balance equation,
i.e. we assume negligible shear deformations. Hence, the structure model written in terms
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of displacement η (instead of velocity us) is governed by equations
ρp∂ttη + aη +∇pp = 0 in Ωp × (0, T ), (6.65a)
ρd∂ttη +K
−1
D q +∇pp = 0 in Ωp × (0, T ), (6.65b)
∇ · η = 0 in Ωp × (0, T ), (6.65c)
pp = pf on Σ× (0, T ), (6.65d)
pp = 0 on Γ
p
in ∪ Γpout ∪ Γpup, (6.65e)
where a = E/(1 − ν2)R2, E being the Young modulus and ν the Poisson ratio of the
matrix. The reaction term in (6.65a) represents the transversal membrane effects appearing
when the structure equations are written in axisymmetric form. Problem (6.65) must be
supplemented with initial conditions. Moreover, drained conditions (6.65e) have been
imposed on ∂Ωp\Σ.
Equation (6.65a) for the normal component η can be written as






By taking the divergence of (6.65a) and exploiting (6.65c), system (6.65) may be refor-
mulated as follows
−△pp = 0 in Ωp, (6.67a)
pp = pf on Σ, (6.67b)
pp = 0 on Γ
p
in ∪ Γpout ∪ Γpup. (6.67c)
For any pf ∈ H1/2(Σ), equations (6.67) compute a pressure pp ∈ H1(Ωp). Then, η and
q are recovered by (6.65a) and (6.65b), respectively. Let us define the operator M−1p :
H1/2(Σ)→ H−1/2(Σ) by






The Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapM−1p can be seen as a sort of inverse added-mass operator





= ρfD∂ttη + ρfD∂tq −M−1p pˆf ,
where we called D : H−1/2(Σ)→ H−1/2(Σ) the operator deriving from the composition of
M with M−1p , i.e. D(·) =M−1p (M(·)). Using this result in (6.66), we find that the FPSI
model problem (6.63)-(6.65) is equivalent to: find η and q such that
(ρpI + ρfD)∂ttη + aη + ρfD∂tq =M−1p pˆf , (6.69a)
(ρdI + ρfD)∂ttη +K−1D q + ρfD∂tq =M−1p pˆf . (6.69b)
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Remark 6.11. Equation (6.69a) looks like structure equation (6.66) with an extra operator
in front of the second order time derivative and a term in ∂tq. When a fluid interacts with
a poroelastic structure, it acts like an “added-mass” on the structure, as in the interaction
with a purely elastic structure. Moreover, an additional inertial term related to the filtration
velocity appears in the structure equation.
For the subsequent mathematical analysis, it is important to estimate the maximum
eigenvalue of operator D, denoted by µDmax. Note that, like the maximum eigenvalue ofM
µMmax (see [26]), it is a purely geometric quantity. When dealing with a generic geometry, a
closed expression for µDmax cannot be found, but in the case of the simple geometry in Fig.
6.10 it is possible.
We consider the following reformulation of fluid problem (6.63)
−△pf = 0 in Ωf
∂ypf = g on Σ,
pf = 0 on Γ
f
in ∪ Γfout,
∂ypf = 0 on Γ
f
down.
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Finding the eigenvalues µDk , k = 1, 2, ..., of D associated to the eigenvector g = gk sin(kπ xL)
means to solve the eigenvalue problem



























Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) show the value of µDmax varying the fluid and the structure
geometry, i.e. L and R, and L and hs, respectively.


























(a) varying L and R
































(b) varying L and hs
Figure 6.11: Largest eigenvalue of operator D as a function of (a) fluid domain length L
and height H and (b) structure domain length L and thickness hs.
6.8.3 The Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm
In this subsection, we aim at analyzing the convergence properties of the DN method
applied to the simplified FPSI problem (6.63)-(6.65).
We discretize in time problem (6.63)-(6.65) with the BDF1 scheme for both fluid and
structure equations. The Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm supplemented with a relaxation
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f +∇pk+1f = 0 in Ωf , (6.71a)
∇ · uk+1f = 0 in Ωf , (6.71b)
uk+1f = δtη
k + qk on Σ, (6.71c)
pk+1f = pf on Γ
f
in ∪ Γfout, (6.71d)
uk+1f = 0 on Γ
f
down. (6.71e)
(ii) Structure problem (Neumann boundary condition): Find η˜k+1, q˜k+1, pk+1p such that
ρpδttη˜
k+1 + aη˜k+1 +∇pk+1p = 0 in Ωp, (6.72a)
ρdδttη˜
k+1 +K−1D q˜
k+1 +∇pk+1p = 0 in Ωp, (6.72b)
∇ · η˜k+1 = 0 in Ωp, (6.72c)
pk+1p = p
k+1
f on Σ, (6.72d)
pk+1p = 0 on Γ
p
in ∪ Γpout ∪ Γpup. (6.72e)
(iii) Relaxation step
ηk+1 = ωη˜k+1 + (1− ω)ηk, (6.73a)
qk+1 = ωq˜k+1 + (1− ω)qk. (6.73b)






n+1 = ηk+1, qn+1 = qk+1, and pn+1p = p
k+1
p .
The relaxation parameter might be necessary to guarantee the convergence of the
method.
Theorem 6.1. The Dirichlet-Neumann iterative method applied to the solution of the FPSI
test problem (6.63)-(6.65) converges to the “monolithic” solution provided the following
condition on the relaxation parameter is satisfied
0 < ω ≤ 2(ρp + aδt
2)
(ρp + aδt2 + 2ρfµDmax)
. (6.74)
Proof. Let us introduce the normal component of the structure velocity u˜k+1s = (η˜
k+1 −




















D (qk − qn + uks − uns) =M−1p pˆn+1f . (6.75)
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qk+1 − 1− ω
ω
qk.



















































qk = g(uns , q
n, pˆn+1f ),
for suitable functions f and g. In turn, this corresponds to iterative method
uk+1s =
[





























+ g˜(uns , q
n, pˆn+1f ), (6.76b)
for suitable functions f˜ and g˜.
The solution of the DN method coincides with the fixed point of the iterative method
(6.76). Sufficient conditions for the convergence of that fixed point method are




















0 <ω ≤ 2(ρp + aδt
2)
(ρp + aδt2 + 2ρfµDmax)
, (6.77a)










For the values of KD which allow us to derive model problem (6.65), condition (6.77b)
is far less restrictive than condition (6.77a). Thus, the convergence of the DN algorithm
(6.71)-(6.72)-(6.73) depends only on the latter. Numerical experiments reported in Section
6.9.1 confirm this result.
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6.8.4 The Robin-Robin and the Robin-Neumann algorithms
The Robin-Robin algorithm for the time discrete version of problem (6.63)-(6.65) reads:
at time step tn+1 and iteration k + 1, with n, k > 0, given unf , η
n, and ηn−1, solve
(i) Fluid problem (Robin boundary condition): Find uk+1f , p
k+1
f as in (6.71) but replacing
interface condition (6.71c) with
αfu
k+1
f − pk+1f = αf(δtηk + qk)− pkp on Σ. (6.78)
(ii) Structure problem (Robin boundary condition): Find η˜k+1, q˜k+1, pk+1p as in (6.72)









Steps (iii) and (iv) are common to the DN algorithm.
As already highlighted, a central role in the convergence of the Robin-Robin algorithm





where µMmax is the largest eigenvalue of the added-mass operator (see Section 5.3.3). To
derive a possible value for αf , we consider simplified model (6.65). We consider the normal
component of equations (6.65a)-(6.65b), discretize them in time with the BDF1 scheme

































) = 0. (6.80b)




























)) pn+1f,1 + ρdδt uns ,



























)) pn+1f,1 +KD aδtρp + aδt2 (δtuns + ηn). (6.81b)
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If pn+1f,1 is a good approximation for p
n+1















δt+KD(ρp − ρd + aδt2) (6.83)
in Robin transmission condition (6.78). For the values of KD which allow us to derive















Even though (6.82) prescribes an interface condition only on the normal component
of the velocity, we impose the Robin condition with the same αf also for the tangential
component. Moreover, the same value of αf can be used even for more general structure
models, whose behavior is similar to the one predicted by (6.66).
The Robin-Neumann algorithm is recovered from the Robin-Robin method by choosing
αf as in (6.83) and αs = 0. In the classical FSI problems, the RN algorithm proves to
be the best in terms of convergence properties, see [6, 7]. For this reason, we check its
performance when applied to FPSI problems.
The following theorem states the convergence properties of the RN algorithm.
Theorem 6.2. The Robin-Neumann iterative method applied to the solution of the FPSI
test problem (6.63)-(6.65) converges to the “monolithic” solution provided the following
condition on the relaxation parameter is satisfied
0 < ω ≤ 2. (6.85)
Proof. By discretizing in time (6.64) with the BDF1 scheme and using the admissibility








If we approximate pk+1f in this inequality with p
k+1
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where αf is defined by (6.83) and f is a suitable function. Combining (6.86) to the fixed







































for suitable functions g and h. A sufficient condition for the convergence of such a fixed
point method is
|1− ω| < 1, (6.87)
from which (6.85) follows.
Remark 6.12. The value of αf has been calculated for the simple domain in Fig. 6.10.
When the geometry is more complicated (e.g. a stenotic artery) and it is impossible to find
a closed expression for µDmax, the RN algorithm becomes less effective. A possible solution
is to replace the Richardson iterations of the RN scheme by GMRES ones which are less
sensitive to the value of αs (see [7]).
6.9 Numerical results
We aim at analyzing how the performance of the methods described in Sections 6.7 and
6.8 are affected by the variation of the different parameters involved in FPSI problem
(6.3). Our goal is again to simulate the propagation of a pressure pulse in a straight
pipe with deformable porous boundaries. We consider only the 2d (bi-dimensional fluid
and structure) approximation of this problem. We use the fluid and structure physical
parameters listed in Table 5.1, unless otherwise specified. The other parameters of the
poroelastic structure will be indicated each time, except for the slip rate coefficient γ
which is always taken equal to 1.
We impose the usual Neumann condition (4.2), with Pin = 2 · 104 dyne/cm2, at the
inlet, while a homogeneous Neumann condition is imposed at the outlet.
We choose a conforming space discretization between fluid and structure: (P1isoP2) -
P1 finite elements for the fluid and stabilized P1 − P1 finite elements for the structure.
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6.9.1 Comparison between the ILUT-GMRES and the DNmeth-
ods
The purpose of this subsection is to compare the non-modular approach described in Sec-
tion 6.7 and the modular DN algorithm.
We solve the FPSI problem on a structured grid of 31× 11 P1 fluid nodes and 61× 4
structure nodes. The structure mesh nodes at the interface correspond to the P1isoP2
degrees of freedom for the fluid velocity. We set the structure density ρs = 100 g/cm
3 and
the pores fluid density ρd = 1 g/cm
3. Notice that the effective density of the poroelastic
structure is ρp = ρs(1− φ) + ρdφ and the added-mass effect increases with the ratio ρf/ρp.
Hence, varying the porosity makes the added-mass effect more or less critical.
We choose to adopt the explicit treatment of the nonlinearities in order to focus on the
fluid-structure coupling iterations.
Let us consider first the non-modular ILUT-GMRES approach. The preconditioners
adopted are the incomplete LU factors of the (either scaled or unscaled) monolithic system
with threshold 10−5. The choice of such a small value is due to the fact that it was the
largest one to allow convergence in all the cases we considered, even when the diagonal
scaling is not performed. Thanks to the small size of the problem, we can apply the GMRES
method without restart. The tolerance used in (6.59) to stop the GMRES iteration is 10−4.
In addition to the relative residual in (6.59), here denoted simply by r, we define the
relative residuals rf , rσ, and rp as the residuals of the equations for the inner fluid, inter-
face, and inner structure nodes, respectively. We aim at checking how all those residuals
decrease with the iteration number, either with or without applying the diagonal scal-
ing to system matrix (6.58). Figures 6.12 report this study for two different values of φ
(φ = 0.15 and φ = 0.95) and time step (δt = 2.5 · 10−4 s and δt = 10−4 s). The diagonal
scaling allows to reduce the number of ILUT-GMRES iterations in all the cases. However,
this reduction gets less important as φ decreases (i.e. as the added-mass effect gets less
critical) and as the time step becomes small. We notice that rσ is always slightly bigger
than rf and rp. The porosity being fixed, the number of iterations increases as the time
step value decreases. Moreover, GMRES converges faster for small ρp. This confirms what
found in Section 5.5.3: the ILUT-GMRES algorithm shows better convergence properties
for problems with large added-mass effect.
To highlight this aspect, we plot in Figure 6.13(a) the average number of GMRES itera-
tions to solve monolithic system (6.57) for different porosities (φ = 0.15, 0.35, 0.55, 0.75, 0.95),
hydraulic conductivities (KD ∼ 10−6, 10−8, 10−10, 10−12 (cm3 s)/g), and time step values
(δt = 5 · 10−4, 2.5 · 10−4 s). The larger the added-mass effect is, the fewer iterations the
GMRES method requires to converge. This tendency (unaffected by the value of KD) is
opposite to what happens with the DN algorithm, as it was already shown in Section 5.5.1
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Residuals of the monolithic system
 
 
(a) φ = 0.15, δt = 2.5 · 10−4 s











Residuals of the monolithic system
 
 




 rp  ILUT
 r  ILUT




 rp  D+ILUT
 r  D+ILUT
(b) φ = 0.95, δt = 2.5 · 10−4 s










Residuals of the monolithic system
 
 
(c) φ = 0.15, δt = 10−4 s










Residuals of the monolithic system
 
 
(d) φ = 0.95, δt = 10−4 s
Figure 6.12: Residuals r, rf , rσ, and rp associated to the monolithic system, with and
without scaling, for different different values of φ and δt. The legend in (b) is common to
the four graphs.
and Fig. 6.13(b) confirms. The DN method whose results are reported in Fig. 6.13(b)
uses an Aitken relaxation procedure (see [44]).
Variations in the order of magnitude of KD cause only small differences in the number
of average iterations for both methods.
6.9.2 Comparison between the DN and the RN algorithms
In this subsection, we intend to compare two modular procedures. The first one is the
DN method whose advantages and drawbacks have already been discussed in the previous
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, δ t = 5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−10
, δ t = 5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−8
, δ t = 5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−6
, δ t = 5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−12
, δ t = 2.5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−10
, δ t = 2.5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−8
, δ t = 2.5*10−4
KD ~ 10
−6
, δ t = 2.5*10−4
(b) DN algorithm
Figure 6.13: (a) Average number of GMRES iterations to solve the monolithic system and
(b) average number of iterations for the DN algorithm for different values of φ, KD, and
δt. The legend in (b) is common to the two figures.
chapter. The second one is the RN algorithm which exhibits an excellent behavior for
classical FSI problems appearing in hemodynamics.
As in the previous subsection the focus is on coupling iterations. Hence, the nonlin-
earities are explicitly treated. We compare the two schemes by studying their sensitivity
to some physical and discretization parameters. Out of the numerous parameters involved
in FPSI problems, only a few have a meaningful impact on the performances of the par-
titioned procedures. For instance, in the previous subsection we remarked that variations
of the hydraulic conductivity produce minor changes in the number of iterations, unlike
variations of the porosity.
For all the simulations, we took ρd = 1 g/cm
3 and KD ∼ 10−12 (cm3 s)/g, and we used
the same mesh of Section 6.9.1. Figures 6.14(a), 6.14(b), and 6.14(c) show the sensitivity to
the time step, porosity, and Young’s modulus, respectively. For the results in Fig. 6.14(a)
and Fig. 6.14(c), we choose the physiological values ρs = 1.1 g/cm
3, φ = 0.15, while for
those in Fig. 6.14(b) ρs = 100 g/cm
3. The reason of this non-physiological value is that,
if ρd and ρs are of the same order of magnitude, varying φ does not change the criticality
of the added-mass effect. In fact, the effect of porosity on the convergence properties of
partitioned procedures is simply related to the reduction of the effective structure density.
In Fig. 6.14, we report the results of the RN scheme (with αf prescribed by (6.83)), without
relaxation and with an Aitken relaxation procedure, and those of the DN algorithm with
Aitken acceleration parameters.
We let the time step take four different values, δt = 10−3, 5 ·10−4, 2.5 ·10−4, 1.25 ·10−4 s
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RN (ω = 1)
(a) Varying time step
























































RN (ω = 1)
(c) Varying Young’s modulus
Figure 6.14: Average number of coupling iterations for the DN and RN schemes varying
(a) time step δt, (b) porosity φ, and (c) Young’s modulus E.
and report the results in Fig. 6.14(a), whereas for those in Fig. 6.14(b) and 6.14(c) we set
δt = 5 · 10−4. The porosity in Fig. 6.14(b) takes all the values used for Fig. 6.13. Finally,
the results reported in Fig. 6.14(c) we refer to the Young’s modulus in Table 5.1 times a
factor β, with β = 1/5, 1/2.5, 1, 2.5, 5.
Figures 6.14 confirm that the RN scheme converges always without relaxation. Further-
more, it is quite insensitive to parameters variations. The insensitivity is even more evident
when an Aitken acceleration technique is employed. On the other side, the convergence of
the DN algorithm deteriorates as the time step decreases and the porosity increases.
Concluding, the RN algorithm proves to be faster and more robust than the DN scheme





5 · 10−4 0.26
2.5 · 10−4 0.09













Table 6.1: Maximum relaxation parameter ωmax allowed by the DN algorithm for different
values of time step δt, porosity φ, and Young’s modulus factor β.
Figures 6.14 display only the results of the DN algorithm with an Aitken relaxation
method because the algorithm with a constant acceleration parameter becomes dramati-
cally slow for small time step values and large added-mass effects. To give an idea of how
slow the convergence of the DN scheme can become we report in Table 6.1 the maximum
relaxation parameter ωmax allowed for all the cases reported in Fig. 6.14.
Remark 6.13. The DN scheme adopted for the results presented in this subsection is not
a Dirichlet-Neumann algorithm strictly speaking (see Remark 6.10). In order to impose
a Dirichlet interface condition on both components of the fluid velocity at the (k + 1)-th





t · (σk+1f · n) = uks · t,
by




t · (σkf · n),
where we omitted the reference to the time level tn+1. We tested also this “proper” DN
method but its performance is even worse than that of the “improper” DN scheme. Thus,
we disregarded it.
6.9.3 The RR algorithm
We aim at checking the convergence properties of the RR algorithm with an explicit treat-
ment of the nonlinearities.
In [6], it is pointed out that the estimate of αs given by (6.79) does not allow a better
performance with respect to the RN method. The reason is that fluid model problem (6.63)
is far too simplified. Hence, instead of choosing the combination factor αs as in (6.79), we
take αs = βαs. Figure 6.15 shows the number of average coupling iterations for factor β
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spanning from 10−4 to 1. The results refer to the FPSI problem in hemodynamics: ρs = 1.1
g/cm3, ρd = 1 g/cm
3, φ = 0.15, KD ∼ 10−12 (cm3 s)/g. The mesh is the same used for
the simulations in Section 6.9.1 and the time step is taken equal to δt = 5 · 10−4. From
Fig. 6.15, we see that for no factor β the RR algorithm outperforms the RN one. A better
estimate for αs should be studied in order to make the RR method more competitive.























Number of coupling iterations
Figure 6.15: Number of iterations for the RR scheme for different values of factor β.
6.9.4 Qualitative results
Solving FPSI problems in hemodynamics could help understand how LDL deposit, leading
to the formation of atheriosclerotic plaques. Atherosclerosis localizes at a bend and/or
bifurcation of an artery, where the LDL can accumulate. Therefore, we consider a 2d
model obtained by intersecting a bended, stenotic artery with a plane. The geometry we
consider (see Fig. 6.16) is idealized. However, it serves the purpose of showing qualitatively
how important it is to account for wall deformation as well as filtration flow.
We impose the same boundary conditions as for the straight artery. We solve both the
Navier-Stokes/generalized Darcy and the Navier-Stokes/Biot coupled problems. The for-
mer accounts for filtration flow only, neglecting the compliance of the artery wall, whereas
the latter models both. The meshes we used are reported in Fig. 6.16. The fluid and
structure meshes consist of 596 P1 fluid nodes and 1698 structure nodes, respectively. As
for the straight artery, the structure mesh nodes at the interface correspond to the P1isoP2
degrees of freedom for the fluid velocity. The parameters are those typical of hemody-
namics, i.e. the ones listed in Table 5.1 plus ρd = 1 g/cm
3, KD ∼ 10−12 (cm3 s)/g, and
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φ = 0.15. In the two cases, we adopted a monolithic approach and an explicit treatment
of the nonlinearities.
(a) fluid mesh (b) structure mesh
Figure 6.16: (a) Fluid and (b) structure meshes used for an idealized bended, stenotic
artery.
Figure 6.17 shows the fluid pressure pf and the pressure of the porous structure pp
every 4 ms in case the structure is governed by the generalized Darcy system. Being the
fluid incompressible and the structure rigid, the pressure pulse imposed at the inlet does
not propagate. Both pressures return to zero when the pulse is over, i.e. after 5 ms. The
blood and structure dynamics change completely when the porous medium is deformable,
see Fig. 6.18. The pressure pulse enters the lumen and the poroelastic structure and
propagates from the upstream section to the downstream one. Supposing that blood flow
and wall movement dictate the transport of the LDL, it is clear that a diffusion-advection
model will give significantly different LDL distributions if it uses the solution of the Navier-
Stokes/generalized Darcy or the Navier-Stokes/Biot system.
6.10 Conclusions
In this chapter we described a new methodology for modeling the fluid-structure problems
in hemodynamics. The novelty consists in employing a poroelastic model for the artery
wall. The necessary mathematical theory was developed in order to couple a linear poroe-
lastic solid with the nonlinear Navier-Stokes fluid model. Special attention was paid to the
stabilization of the poroelastic subproblem.
Modular and non-modular solution techniques used for fluid-elastic structure interac-
tion problems have been extended to these more complex interactions. The non-modular
approach is based on the ILUT preconditioner for the whole FPSI system. The modular
algorithms make use of classical domain decomposition preconditioners: the Dirichlet-
Neumann, the Robin-Robin, and the Robin-Neumann ones. Robin conditions are linear
combinations of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. Effective combinations coefficients for
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the Robin interface conditions have been suggested thanks to simplified fluid and structure
models. The convergence properties of the partitioned procedures were analyzed through
simplified blood-vessel systems. Also in the case of FPSI problems, the Robin-Neumann
algorithm converges always without relaxation and it is fairly insensitive to the added-mass
effect, unlike the Dirichlet-Neumann scheme. In the case of a poroelastic structure, the
added-mass effect is dictated by the porosity: the bigger the porosity value is, the smaller
the effective structure density becomes.
Since there was an interest in the fluid-structure coupling, we dealt with the semi-
implicit versions of all the methods mentioned above. This allowed us to focus on the effects
of physical and discretization parameters variations on the “stiffness” of the coupling.
Numerical experiments on a straight 2d artery agree with the theoretical results found
for the partitioned procedures. The monolithic approach confirmed its efficiency in presence
of critical added-mass effects. Moreover, we used an idealized bended, stenotic 2d artery
to show how important it is to adopt the poroelastic model for the simulation of complex
problems, such the LDL transport and accumulation in the artery wall.
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t = 4 ms
t = 8 ms
t = 12 ms
Figure 6.17: Pressure solution every 4 ms in the fluid and in the rigid porous structure.
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t = 4 ms
t = 8 ms
t = 12 ms
Figure 6.18: Propagation of the initial pressure pulse in the fluid and in the poroelastic
structure. Solution at every 4 ms.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we have focused on the numerical simulation of fluid-structure interaction
problems arising in hemodynamics. The first way to model this kind of problems is to treat
blood as an incompressible fluid and represent the artery wall as an elastic structure. The
setting up of efficient algorithms for the solution of these coupled problems is difficult and
classical iterative procedures fail or are too slow due to the large added-mass effect.
In such situations, good stability properties and low computational costs are featured
by semi-implicit coupling methods. Their distinguishing property is to couple implicitly
the pressure stress to the structure, while the nonlinearity due to convection and the
geometrical nonlinearities are treated explicitly. We have proposed new schemes based on
the inexact factorization of the linearized fluid-structure system, i.e. the procedure is split
into explicit and implicit steps at the algebraic level. Two different methods have been
designed: pressure-interface correction (PIC) and fluid-structure Yosida (FSY) algorithms.
In both cases, the perturbation error has been analyzed and the convergence properties of
the methods have been checked through numerical experiments. We showed that, in the
simulation of a pressure pulse propagation in an idealized blood flow vessel, the methods
remained stable for a wide range of discretization and physical parameters. Qualitative
results have turned out to be very similar to those achieved with the monolithic system.
We have also proposed predictor-corrector methods that use inexact factors as precon-
ditioners. The best feature of these procedures is that predictor-corrector iterations are
independent of the added-mass effect. The solution of these methods converges to the one
of the fully implicit monolithic system without introducing any perturbation.
The schemes derived from inexact factorization have been compared with other methods
based on two preconditioners for the FSI system. The first one is the classical Dirichlet-
Neumann preconditioner. Two modular algorithms based on that preconditioner (the DN-
Richardson and the DN-GMRES ones) have been considered. The reduction factor for the
DN-GMRES method has been obtained for a model problem. The second preconditioner
is a non-modular ILUT preconditioner for the whole FSI system. We have introduced an
appropriate monolithic formulation to be used with this preconditioner.
The advantages of the explicit treatment for the nonlinearities of the FSI problem have
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been underlined, independently of the scheme used. Thus, we dealt with the semi-implicit
versions of all the methods mentioned above. We have carried out a broad set of numerical
experiments to compare the algorithms. For problems with critical added-mass effect we
can conclude that the ILUT-solver method is the least expensive in terms of CPU time for
large problems. The PIC scheme is very competitive for smaller problems. Anyways, both
non-modular approaches prove to be much more efficient than the modular DN-algorithms
for the applications under consideration.
A better way to model fluid-structure interaction problems in hemodynamics is to
represent the vessel wall as a poroelastic medium. The necessary mathematical theory was
developed in order to couple a linear poroelastic solid with the nonlinear Navier-Stokes
fluid model. Special attention was paid to the stabilization of the poroelastic subproblem.
Modular and non-modular solution techniques used for fluid-elastic structure interac-
tion problems have been extended to these more complex interactions. The non-modular
approach is based on the ILUT preconditioner for the whole FPSI system. The modular
algorithms make use of classical domain decomposition preconditioners: the Dirichlet-
Neumann, the Robin-Robin, and the Robin-Neumann ones. Robin conditions are linear
combinations of Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. Effective combinations coefficients for
the Robin interface conditions have been suggested thanks to simplified fluid and structure
models. The convergence properties of the partitioned procedures were analyzed through
simplified blood-vessel systems. Also in the case of FPSI problems, the Robin-Neumann
algorithm converges always without relaxation and it is fairly insensitive to the added-
mass effect, unlike the Dirichlet-Neumann scheme. Numerical experiments on a straight
2d artery agree with the theoretical results found for the partitioned procedures. The
monolithic approach confirmed its efficiency in presence of critical added-mass effects.
Fluid-poroelastic structure interactions have been less investigated than classical fluid-
structure interactions. More efficient monolithic approach could be proposed, e.g. exploit-
ing more powerful preconditioners for the FPSI system than the ILUT one. Concerning
partitioned procedures, we considered Richardson iterations preconditioned by classical
domain decomposition preconditioners. The next step will be to replace Richardson it-
erations with GMRES ones to improve robustness and efficiency. Furthermore, all those
algorithms should be applied to realistic three-dimensional problems. Then, if the final
goal is to simulate LDL transport or drug delivery, a mass transfer code which uses the
solutions of the FPSI problem shall be implemented.
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